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Dear David, 

I am pleased that this letter is signed both by Alan and myself and thus I 
transfer the baton to the CIJE leadership .. I look forward to the pleasure of 
working with you and I will be in touch with your secretary with the hope 
'that we can arrange a meeting in August. 

I believe that we have included the important corrections that you suggested, 
particularly the references to Prof. Adam Gamoran as being the leader of the 
Evaluation Project and the fact that Adam and his team will be available to 
help lead communities undertake specific programs of monitoring and 
evaluation. They will also help lead communities develop procedures that 
could lead to the publication of a manual of successful practices in the area of 
monitoring and evaluation. 

I hope that your Foundation will now be able to conclude the formal 
commitment with the CDE for the support of the Monitoring and Evaluation 
Project. 

With best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

A~ 



GOALS, MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN CIJE COMMUNITIES 

A THREE YEAR OUTLINE 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
issued A Time to Act/ a report calling for radical improvement in 
all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the report's 
strategic plan was the establishment of "Lead Communities" 
demonstration sites that would show North American Jews what was 
possible. 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what 
can happen when chere is an infusion of oucstanding personnel into the 
educational system and its leadership, and when the necessary funds are 
secured to meec additional coses (p . 67). 

The successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education (CIJE}, established three lead communities to 
carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether these lead communities have succeeded in 
creating better structures and processes for Jewish education? On 
what basis will the CIJE encourage other cities to emulate the 
programs developed in lead communities? L~ke any innovation, the 
lead communities project requires monitoring, evaluation, and 
feedback to documenc its e=forts and gauge its successes . 

At the same time CIJE recognizes that much of what passes for 
Jewish education today is often lacking in any sense of direction, 
much less a compell ing sense of direction. That is, the enterprise 
is not informed by a coherent sense of what it is that one wants to 
achieve. This undermines efforts at education in a variety of 
significant ways. Absent a clear sense of what it is one wants to 
achieve in Jewish education, there can be no thoughtful basis for 
deciding such basic matters as the organization of the educational 
environment, assessing achievement and instruction, and the 
appropriate kind of pedagogy, the kinds of curricular materials 
that are appropriate, and the kinds of characteristics that are 
desirable in educators . Nor, in the absence of a clear sense of 
what one hopes to achieve, is there a reasonable basis for 
evaluating our efforts at education and making recommendations for 
reform. 

This proposal describes a two-pronged plan for monitoring, 
evaluation and feedback in lead communities and for systematic 
development of vision-driven institutions through a Goals Project. 
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A. MONITORING , EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK 

MEF emphasizes three aspects of educational change in lead 
communities : 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This 
calls for field research in the lead communities . It 
requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
data , and offers formative as well as suromative 
evaluation -- that is , feedback as well as monitoring for 
the lead communities . 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? Does 
the project emphasize increased participation? Should we 
expect a rise in general Jewish literacy? Such questions 
are especially challenging because che specific outcomes 
have yec to be defined . By asking about goals (cognitive, 
emotional and interpersonal) in lead communities the 
evaluation project will scimulace participants to think 
about their cwr. vision and escab:ish a standard by which 
changes can be measured in lacer years. 

( 3) Who are the educational personnel of the lead 
communities? What is their Jewish background and how they 
have been trained in Jewish and general education? Do 
they work full-time or part-time and how are they 
compensated? How much in-service support do they receive? 

Fi e l d Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities is a major 
component of the CIJE strategy. Documenting the process is 
especially important because the effects of innovation may not be 
manifested for several years . 

For example, let us supposed community X manages to quadruple its 
number of full - time, professionally- trained Jewish educators . How 
long will it take for this change to affect cognitive and affective 
outcomes for students? Since results cannot be detected 
immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the 
extent to which the professional educators are being used 
effectively . Studying the process is also important in the case of 
unsuccessful innovation . 
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A team of three full-time field researchers will be hired. 
Inicially, the field researchers will be principally concerned with 
two questions: 

(a) What is the excent of community mobilization for Jewish 
education? Who is involved, and who is noc? How broad is 
the coalition supporting the CIJE's ef:or:::s? How deep is 
participation within the various agencies? For example, 
beyond a small core of leaders, is there grass roots 
involvement in the community? To what extent is the 
community mobilized financially as well as in human 
resources? What. are the visions for change in Jewish 
education held by members of the communities? How do the 
visions vary ac=oss different individuals or segments of 
the comrm:.;1i ty? 

(bl What is the nacure of the professional life of educators 
in this comrn~nir.y? Under what condi~ions do teachers and 
principals work? Fer example, whac a=e c:heir salaries, 
and c~eir deg.::-ee o:: sac::..s::ac:ion •,-n:r. salaries? Are 
school :acilities cohesive, or fragmented? Do principals 
have offices? What are ~he physical conditions of 
classrooms? :s there adminiscra:::i·.;e supper:: ::or 
• . • ... • ? innovation a~ong ~eac~ers. 

Field researchers will address these questions in the following 
ways: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional 
quantitacive data co be decerm~ned following a review of 
the sel=-studies in all o: :he lead communities. 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in 
che field, co gain an understanding c: the state of 
Jewish education in Lhe co~~unicy aL Lhe outset o: t~e 
lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to 
monitor the progress of efforts to improve the 
educational delivery system. 

4. Report on a regular basis to provide feedback for 
participants in the lead communities. 

5. Write periodic reports describing and interpreting the 
process and products of change to date. 
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6 . Replicate the initial data collection a year later a nd 
issue a report which would descr ibe educational changes 
that. occurred during t!-ie two years , and present an 
assessment of the extent to which goals are being 
addressed . 

The Educators Survey 

A survey ins trument will be developed and administered to all 
educators in CIJE communities in day schools, supplementary 
schools, pre- school programs and informal educational frameworks . 

The survey will provide basel~ne daca ~n several cri~ical domains : 

a . Total number of educators in each community . 

b . Percentage of p~r~-time vs. full-ti~e educators . 

c . Path of entry cc Jewish education as an indication of a 
career path. 

d . Turnover rates and stability in :he Jewish educational 
profession. 

e . Breakcown of educators (rather than through institutions) 
among ~~e de~om~nation . 

f . A detailed breakdown of compensation and benefits of 
Jewish educators in each community. 

g . Professional training of educators in general education 
and specifically in Jewish education . 

h . Levels o: in-service tra:ning and their comparison to 
those in general educa t ion in that cicy, state or 
nationally. 

These data will inevitably raise several c r itical issues for CIJE 
communities . 

Amongst these are the following questions: 

a . How can the community best ensure that Jewish education 
is delivered by educator s who are not only motivated and 
committed, buc qualified and skilled in their subject 
matter and in education? This could be remedied by a 
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coherent, sustained system of in-service education, for 
which teachers are compensated and rewarded. 

b. What in-service training can be developed, given local, 
regional, national and Israeli Jewish and general 
training resources, to ensure ongoing quality training 
for all teachers? How can such a syscem address the needs 
of the different groups of teachers? 

c. What career opportunities can be designed to ensure the 
retention and advancement of the best teachers in the 
field of Jewish education? 

d. If positions with increased responsibilities can be 
created (e.g., lead teachers ) , will this strategy serve 
not only ~o provide career opportunities, but also as a 
means of con~1nuously upgrading che communicy's teaching 
force? 

e. What can be done to inc:::-ease the number of full-time 
teachers in various institutions? 

f. What salary and benefit policies and scales should be 
instituted -- differentially -- to be beneficial to the 
level of the teaching force and to individual teachers? 

Director of Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback 

The field researchers will be guided by a director of monitoring, 
evaluation and feedback. The direcr.or will be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the 
project . Further responsibilities would include making final 
decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in 
the training of field researchers and in the development of a 
detailed monitoring and feedback system; overseeing the formal and 
informal report:s from field researchers; and guiding plans for 
administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. It 
will also involve coordination and-integration of the work on goals 
that is being developed. Prof. Adam Garnoran, a leading sociologist 
of education at the University of Wisconsin, has agreed to direct 
Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback for the CIJE . 

Consultation to Communities on Evaluat ion 

A further outcome of MEF will be the development of capacity, 
within CIJE, to provide consultation to an ever-expanding group of 
communities on the issue of evaluation design . The Professional 
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Advisory Committee (Prof. James Coleman, cha~rman, P~of . Seymour 
Fox, Dr. Adam Garnoran, Prof. Ellen Goldring, Mr . Alan Hoffmann, 
Mrs. Annetce Hochstein, and Prof. Mike Inbar) will supervise the 
building of thac capacity. 

B. THE GOALS PROJECT 

The Goals l?rojec1: 1.s an effort to c:::-eate what might be called 
"vision-drivenness" in Jewish educational institutions. To refer to 
an educational institution as vision-driven is to say that its work 
is guided and energized by a substantive vision of what it wants to 
achieve, of the kinds of human oeings·it is trying to cultivate. To 
speak of a Jewish educational inscitucion as vision-driven is to 
say of it that it is animated by a vision or conception of 
meaningful uewish con:~~u:.t1 . The Goals P!'.'ojec:: will encourage 
vision-drivenness by educacing releva~t individuals, groups, and 
insci t:ut ions concerning the importance of vision-drivenness. It 
will develop strategies designed to facilitate and encourage both 
ser~ous re:leccion on c~derlying visions ~r.d equally serious 
ef:orcs to idenc1f1 a~d ac:ualize the educacicnal i~pl~cacions of 
che answers arrived at through such refleccion. 

The Goals Project: takes~~ as a given chat a ~ecessary condition of 
success in Jewis:i education _s t:1e developme,at of a clear and 
coherent vision of whac it is that one hopes co accomplish. "Whac 
it is that one hopes to accomplish" can be interpre:ed in more than 
one way. It could, for example, re:er co the kino of educational 
environment, peopled by what kinds of educators, featuring what 
kinds of activities, attaining what standards that: one would like 
to bring into being. 

The Goals ProJecc is concerned with three major levels: educating 
ins ti tut ions, Jewish communities, and t:ie denominations. It is 
interested not only in working with each of these levels 
independently but also in encou~aging ~hem to supper~ one anocher's 
ef::orts to articulate and actualize their educational visions. 
While the Goals Project has a special interest in the three Lead 
communities, its work is not necessarily limited to them. 

The resources of the Mandel Instituce-Harvard University Program of 
Scholarly Collaboration and its Educated Jew Project on alternative 
conceptions of the educated Jew will be made available by che CIJE 
to those working on the goals aspects of the monitoring-evaluation
feedback project in the lead communities. 

The faculty and staff of the religious denominations have been 
recruited to assist in chis proJ ect. Prof. Daniel Pekar sky, a 
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scholar in the field of philosophy of education at the University 
of Wisconsin, will coordinate this effort at developing and 
establishing goals. 

Prof . Pekarsky and members of the staff of the CIJE are collecting 
exiscing examples of schools and other educational institutions in 
Jewish and genera: education that have undertaken thoughtful 
definitions of their goals . 

A. St !:"a tegies fer worki:-ig with :..ead Cormnuni :y 
professional leadership: 

:.a·; and 

l. A plann:~g seminar 
Jerusalem) : 

(planned !or this su~.:ner in 

This semi:-iar wou:ct be des~gned ~o e!'lgage lay and 
professional leadership, especially within Lead 
Communities, around the theme of Visions and Educational 
Pract:.ce. The se:ni!1ar, as !'low conceptualized, would 
:nclude :~e following kinds of ele~encs: 

a. Opportunities tor participants to come to 
aooreciate :he imporcant role that vision and goals 
can play in guiding the educational process ; 

b. A chance to begin or continue working through their 
own visions of a meaningful Jewish existence; 

c . A chance to encounter other such views, including 
but not limited co ::orrnulations developed in the 
"Educated Jew" project; 

d. A chance to develop a strategy for engaging 
educational institutions in their local communities 
in the goal-setting process . 

2 . Consultations to a community's leadership around efforts 
already underway or accompl ished that are concerned with 
goals; 

For e xample, in a community like Milwaukee that recently 
went through strategic plann:ng experience that put 
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"visioning" at the center, CIJE could initiate a serious 
conversation designed to uneart:h and develop the 
substant:ive ideal, :he educational vision, t:hat underlie 
the proposals :hat emerged from the Strategic Planning 
process. 

3 . As specific proj ect:s of lead communities emerge, their 
goals will be subjected to careful development and 
scrutiny. This will create the baseline for evaluating 
future success. 

B. At the denominational level, we need to find ways of 
encouraging t:he nat:ional training institutions to develop a 
pro- active approach to the problem of goals for Jewish 
education, an approach that i~cludes ef:orts to catalyze 
serious attention ~o v~sion ar.d goals on the part of 
constituent educacional ins:i:utions. Possible approaches : 

1. Encourage t:-i.e de!lominac~ons co clar i::1 and more 
adequately a::-ticulate their own guiding visions of a 
meaning:ul Jewish existence . 

2 . Encourage nacional denomi"ational inst:itutions to work 
intensively with one or nore carefully selected 
educat~onal ~nst:icutions on issues relat::ng to che 
idenc:ificat:.on of a v1sion ar.a i::s educational 
implications . Such institu~ions might, but need not be, 
located in t~e three principa~ lead communities. 

c. Pilot Projects 

One way to approach the Goals ?roject, a way which overlaps 
but is not identical with the approaches discussed above, is 
to undertake one or more pilot projects. For example, a pilot 
proJecc might take a par~icula~ dimension o= Jewish education, 
e.g ., the teaching of Bible or the :sl'.:'ael Experience, and 
systematically explore it in relation to issues of underlying 
vision and goals. This could be done in a variety of ways and 
at a variety of levels. For example, a community mighc take it 
on itself to focus on a particular dimension of Jewish 
education -- say, the Israel Experience -- and to catalyze 
serious refleccion on the part of all local institutions 
(across denominations) concerning the foundational and 
derivative aims of such an experience and the way such aims 
operate to guide practice . Conceivably, different communities 
would cake different dimensions of Jewish education as their 
central focus. 
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D. A Coalition of Vision-Driven Institutions 

This proposal is that a coalition be established for 
educational institutions that are seriously interested in 
going through a process of clarifyi~g their underlying vision 
and goals, as well as in articulating and working towards the 
act:ualization of the relevant educational 1rnpl1cati.ons . In 
addition to providing evidence of seriousness, par:icipating 
instituc.ions would have to meet a variety of standards in 
order to qualify for admission and to remain in good standing . 
Member institutions would be of:ered a var~ety of CIJE
resources designed to facilitate and support their efforts . 
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November 9, 1994 

Annette Hochstein 
Mandel Institute 
8 Hovevei Zion Street 
Jerusalem, Israel 

Dear Annette, 

for 
Jnitiatives 
tn E
Council 

lewish 
Education 

As you well know. Alan Hoffmann has been the Executive Director of CIJE since 
August 1993. Alan is on loan from Hebrew University for a limited period of 
three years which will come to a close August 1996. 

From the outset, both in recruiting Alan and in communicating with our board, we 
have emphasized that permanently filling the position of CIJE's professionaJ 
leader is a major ongoing priority of CIJE and for Alan himself. I am conscious 
of the opportunity that CIJE has to make an early selection of our next executive 
director so that he/she and Alan can overlap, creating an ideal transition in 
leadership for the Council. We have decided to engage the services of an 
executive search firm, enabling us to cast our net as widely as possible in making 
this crucial appointment. 1 am delighted that we have selected Phillips 
Oppenheim to manage this search process for CIJE. 

The Phillips Oppenheim Group was founded in 199 l by Debra Oppenheim and 
Jane Phillips Morrison ci$ an executive search firm dedicated solely to the search 
work in the not-for-profit sector. The firm seeks out people who find work in the 
not-for-profit sector challenging and rewarding and who have the capacity to 
position their organizations strategically and financially for the demanding years 
ahead. The Phillips Oppenheim Group serves not-for-profit organizations, 
domestic and international, in a diverse range of fields including advocacy, 
community and economic development, education, human and social services, 
philanthropy/foundations, the environment, health care and the arts. 

Debra Oppenheim has been in executive search since 1976 and has worked for 
four major international search firms before joining forces with Jane. Debra's 
work focused on a di verse group of assignments across a broad spectrum of 
corporate and not-for-profit organizations while Jane's work was centered on the 
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foundation community. Jane was the founding Director of Admissions and 
Placement at the Yale School of Management and before that was Dean of 
Admissions for Wesleyan University. Today they work on assignments at the 
senior level for a broad array of not-for-profit organizations in various stages of 
development. The ftrm is particularly known for their work in staffing start-ups. 

Rebecca Klein will also be part of the search team for CIJE. Rebecca spent seven 
years with SpencerStuart in New York before Joining Phillips Oppenheim in 
1993. Her search experience includes a wide range of both corporate and not-for
profit assignments. After graduation from Brandeis University, she spent nine 
years working professionally as a stage manager in theater, dance and opera. 

You will shortly be hearing from Phillips Oppenheim directly as they begin to 
scope out the position as part of the first slage ofthe search process. May I ask 
you to extend to Phillips Oppenheim as much assistance as possible in helping 
CUE to fill this position. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Morton L. Mandel 
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MINUTES: 

COUNCJL FOR INlTIA TIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

ClJE STAFF CONSULTATION DAYS 

DATE OF MEETING: NOVEMBER 7-9, 1994 

DA TE MINUTES ISSUED: NOVE!vfBER 29, 1994 

PARTICIPANTS: Gail Dorph, Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, 

Bany Holtz, Ginny Levi, Robin Mencher (sec'y), 

Daniel Pekarsky, Nessa Rapoport 

COPY TO: Morton L. Mandel 

DAY ONE: 

ZOO .d 

I. CIJE Gameplan - 1995 and Beyond 

Alan began the meeting by setting the tone as to the purpose of the week. He based his 
introduction upon the CIJE workplans for 1995 developed thus far. Emphasizing the 
emerging structure of CIJE, Alan outlined the four clear domains our of work, structured 
in committees chaired by members of our board. In the first half of 1995 the board of 
CIJE should grow in size to include approximately si'<leen new members, four to each 
committee. The Steering Committee is set to meet five to six times in the coming year. 
Alan noted that as the role of the board crystallize, so does the clarity of CIJE's role 
with.in the federated world. 

In beginning a discussion about the short term and long range agendas, Alan posed the 
question for the consultation days of where does CUE want to be in one year and in three 
to five years. Are the goals of the organization an aggregate of the workplans or is there a 
further guiding vision for CUE? Which parts of the present workplans are indispensable 
to the larger goals of CIJE? 

If we examine the current status of CTJE, Alan suggested, we can isolate four basic axes 
within which CUE must respond.to some fundamental areas of tension regarding its 
mission. These are: 

A. Planning vs. Implementation 
B. Building the Profession and Community Mobilization: 

How much of our energy in one relative to the other? 
C. Community vs.Continental 
D. The Federated system as the major context for CIJE's operations 

Alan expanded on these issues as framing questions for the consultation days: 

v£:&o !nHilv&,10-·'.)30 
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A. The planning and implementation axis begs CDE to make choices about how we wish 
to impact Jewish education. In the instance of providing professional development. for 
example, what type of a role or roles does CDE provide now and what should we be 
providing in the future? Alan offered the CUE-Harvard Principals' Center Seminar as 
an example of CUE staff members actively planning and then implementing a CIJE 
design for in-service training of leaders. The impact of the seminar came directly from 
the efforts of CIJE staff on site. As our goals require both planning and implementation, 
how much of the ongoing work of CUE should be devoted to such activities as the 
seminar at Harvard? 

B. CIJE speaks of both building the profession and community mobilization frequently, 
but in the past, much of our emphasis and staff time has been placed on the former. Is 
there any well-thought out knowlege base for community mobilization? What would it 
take for us to move the community mobilization agenda forward? Alan noted the 
continuing expansion and development of the CIJE board and committees as one 
milestone for community mobilization 

C. Superimposed on A and B above lies the tension between CUE acting on a communal 
vs. a continental level. The building blocks of Jewish education, as outlined in A Time 
To Act, indicated that the implementation of building -.he profession and community 
mobilization were to take place in the lead communities. The question today begins with 
an evaluation of whether the lead communities are indeed ready for the change stemming 
from local implementation of the building blocks. 

Our work in communities ( e.g. the Educators Survey and Policy Brief, as well as the 
seminar at Harvard) form the basis for much of the agenda of the work of CIJE. Our 
work in communities have helped us to develop principles such as the "holy trinity" 
concept What commitments does CIJE stiU have to these communities? They are still 
waiting for a well-crafted and articulated personnel act.Ion plan as well as a goals 
seminar specifically tailored for their communities. 

On the continental level, CDE is looking for partne~ in the personnel action plan and in 
particular for in-service education. We have already begun to connect with ITS and 
Brandeis on these issues. How important is th.is coalition work to fulfilling the goals of 
CIJE? 

D. How do we evaluate the success of CUE? What is the context of our work in 
communities within the broader context of Jewish life in North America? Alan 
suggested that as we see the increasing numbers of North American Jewish communities 
that are involved in creating commissions to immprove their educational programs, this 
is an achievement of the CUE approach - even if it is not recognized by the communities. 
As more and more communities are planning for change, our role should be to install 
within other instirutions (such as JESNA) the capacity to provide guidance and 
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leadership to these planning initiatives. 

As the face of organized Jewish life in North America appears to be changing, which 
institutions are our constituency? With which institutions should we build coalitions? 
Tiling into account the structural changes of UJA and Jewish Federations life is a close 
connection with the federation structure still the most promising address for renewal and 
reform? 

In light of the issues and tensions outlined above, what should the gameplan of CIJE be 
for 1995? In the coming year, CUE will present a personnel action plan for in-service 
education to the Jewish communities of North America. In addition we should take the 
first steps to develop a plan which will lay out a matrix detailing core components of the 
profession in Jewish education. 

The CUE goals and best practices projects should be instrumental to the implementation 
of our action in personnel. Best practices can be used as part of the process to build the 
curriculumfor educating the educators. Concurrently, the Goals Project stands at the 
heart of CIJE's work with educational leaders. It has to be part of the plan for both lay 
leaders and Jewish professionals. 

3 

Is this an effective way to frame the work of CITE? Does it speak to the question of what 
we want CIJE to achieve? 

Discussion; 

In thinking about the key CIJE issues noted above, the participants began by examining 
the actions CUE could take in these areas and the resulting impacts of those actions. 
Brainstorming one aspect of the workplans could serve as an example of how CIJE could 
implement all aspects of the workplans. 

The exercise, proposed by Annette, centered on the topic of training personnel. It was 
proposed that an approach to developing capacity for in~service training should be 
developed. A a half day seminar for communities in North America on preparing in
service programs for their personnel would need to be located. For such a project, the 
role of CUE might be to run these training seminars, or maybe to set up regional centers, 
facilitating such work by others. This project could be approached at either or both local 
and continental levels. A prominent challenge would be to articulate the size and scope 
of the project in a way that would maintain the quality. The developing of the people to 
facilitate this project was seen as the most important and difficult part of the project. It 
therefore should call for the most immediate attention. 

Several questions arose out of this brafostorming session. Does the work to create a 
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quality product, in this instance, fit into the longterm goals and and outcomes for CUE? 
The most strategic of goals must be chosen with regard to the work of CDE. Can we 
achieve our goals without expanding our leadership base? By creating more 
competition? Into what geographical space should we put the majority of our efforts? 
Who are our partners in this project? Are communities ready to back this work? Are we 
using CIJE's own resoun;es to our best advantage? Taking into account our limited 
resources, what type of choices will we have to make? While this plan for personnel 
may be attractive, are we heading down the right course or falling into a trap? Where 
will this eventually take us? 

As Dan Pekarsky was in New York only through Tuesday morning, the discussion on 
Personnel was deferred until after the full discussion on the Goals Project. 

TI. The Goals Project 
(This Summary was written by Dan Pekarsky) 

The purpose of this meeting was to arrive at a ~995 Work Plan for the Goals 
Project that 1s anchored in an adequate conception of the project. The meeting began 
with a status-report that focused on three matters: a) outgrowths of the Jerusalem 
Seminar, with special attention to developments in the represented communities; b) the 
October plan for Goals, developed by the core CUE staff in New York in October, 1994; 
and c) recent conversations between Pekarsky, Fox, and Marom which suggested 
considerations to be considered in our review of the October Plan and the overall 
conception of the Goals Project Because the outgrowths of the Jerusalem Seminar and 
the October plan are described in some detail in the document summarizing the October 
Staff Meeting in New York (attached), this summary proceeds immediately to item c), 
which concerned questions posed by Seymour Fox in Pekarsky-Fox conversations, 
questions which offer useful lenses to use in the planning-process. 

A SEYMOUR FOX'S QUESTIONS 

1. Success. What would Goals Project success look like after, say, 3 years? As noted in 
our discussion, this could fruitfully be interpreted in two different ways: 

a) If the Goals Project is understood as no more and no less than the path 
identified in our October meetings, what would optimal success look like? 
What would we have accomplished? 

b) Does a) exhaust our expectations of the Goals Project - or is there 
more that we hope for that might not be captured in a)? If so, what is this 
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11more11? 

Jointly, a) and b) ask us to try to identify the larger conceptions that should 
inform the GQals Project 

5 

2. What is the relationship betv-reen the Goals Project (as articulated in the October 
meetings) and the work of a) the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback Project and b) the 
Educated Jew Project? More narrowly, how might these projects serve as resources to 
the Goals Project? 

3. The five levels and our work, The Educated Jew Project has identified five intimately 
inter-related levels pertinent to the work of that project and to the Goals Project These 
levels are: 

PHILOSOPHY 
PIIlLOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
TRANSLATION INTO CURRICULUM 
IMPLE:tv!ENT ATION 
EVALUATION 

At which of these levels does the October Plan operate? Optimally, at what levels should 
we be operating? 

B. EXAMINING THE GOALS PROJECT AGENDA THROUGH TIIESE LENSES: 

This examination began with Pekarsk:y offering two different accounts of what 
Goals Project ~success" might look like. A) The first, prompted by a comment by 
Annette Hochstein in the first part of the day, set forth some very general long-term goals 
(that were not, at least by design, tied to the October plan.) B) The second ident:ifled 
what success might look like ifwe fully exploited the potentialities of the October-plan. 

A) General long-term goals - three were identified: 

1. Increasing numbers of institutions organized around a goals-agenda 
that includes serious wrestling with issues of content. 

2. Heavy emphasis in communal planning processes on the place of goals 
in Jewish education. 

3. A National Center for the Study and Development of Goals for Jewish 
Education. Such a Center would: 
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a) educate key professional and lay constituencies concerning matters 
pertaining to the goals-agenda; 

b) develop and make available expertise that will inform 
the efforts of communities and institutions that seek to 
become more adequately organized around a goals-agenda 

c) conduct original research. concerning the goals of Jewish 
education, as well as concerning implementation, and 
evaluation. Such work might, for example, include a 
Jewish version of the two HORACE books or Carnegie's 
''The Future As History" chapter; 

d) develop strategies to disseminate its research findings in 
ways likely to make an impact; 

B) What would success look like for the October Plan' 

1. Case-studies of institutional efforts to become better organized around a 
goals-agenda. 

2. Out of the first-order work in institutions and its analysis .in the case
studies, we would acquired an articulated body of lore that includes: 

a. strategies and models that can guide efforts at 
institutional improvement; 

b. identification of skills, understandings, and aptitudes that 
are needed by those guiding the process of change; 

c. identification of institutional "readiness-conditions" if 
meaningful change is to take place~ 

d. documentation of some of the effects ( expected and 
unexpected) of taking on a goals-agenda; 

e. identification of important issues, tensions, etc. that need 
to be addressed, either by institutions embarking on a 
change-process or national organizations like CUE seeking 
to catalyze this kind of change. 

6 
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3. The development of evaluation tools (that would be usable in the future 
by other institutions undergoing a change process). These tools would 
include: 

a. an instrument for taking an initial snapshot of an 
institution, a look at reality that focuses on avowed goals, 
on their implementation, and on educational outcomes; 

b. an instrument for assessing the results of having engaged 
in a serious effort to become more goals-sensitive. 

4. The development of a cadre of resource--people, identified and 
cultivated by CUE who have been, and will continue to be involved in 
helping institutions become better organized around a Goals agenda. 

5. From among the institutions identified in #1, a community of partnered 
institutions each engaged in a goals-agenda and offering experiences and 
ideas to one another on a regular basis. 

6. A broad awareness among critical constituencies at a variety of levels 
concerning the importance of the goals agenda, its feasibility, work being 
done in this area Th.is dissemination to be accomplished via publications, 
film, conferences for different constituencies, etc. 

C. 1'-.1EF AND THE EDUCATED JEW PROJECT IN THE FULL-BLOWN 
OCTOBER-PLAN 

Monitorini Evaluation and Feedback, MEF could contribute to the development of the 
October Plan in a number of ways: 

1. MEF could be invited to develop the instruments to be used to assess 
current reality at the outset of a goals-process and the outcomes of having 
engaged in this process; 

2. MEF could be invited to do the assessments. 

The Educated Jew Project, Were CUE to proceed with the October Plan, the 
Educated Jew Project could make a number of important contributions including the 
following: 

1. Not immersed in having to address - and possibly be compromised by -
day-to-day political realities, the Educated Jew staff could help CIJE keep 
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focused on some of the basic questions and concerns that are at the heart 
the Goals Project. 

2. The Educated Jew staff could prove invaluable in our efforts to 
cultivate resource-people for our project or to educate other 
constituencies. 

3. The Educated Jew staff may be able to offer valuable expertise to the 3 
to 5 prototype-institutions identified in the October Plan. 

4. The Educated Jew Project's papers could prove valuable resources to 
the 3 to 5 prototype institutions. Conceivably, if there is a clear need, the 
Educated Jew Project could be invited to commission additional papers 
that address issues that are particularly sensitive in the American Jewish 
community -- for example, those dealing with the role of women in 
Jewish life. 

D. DISCUSSION 

Our discussion took place against the general background defined by the matters 
discussed above. Below are summarized some of the major themes and decisions that 
emerged in our discussion, and then a draft of a work.plan. 

1. Supplementing our resources. 

8 

The comment was made that CUE, and the Goals Project in particular, should 
identify and make maximal use of available resources that exist outside the immediate 
CUE orbit. We should, it was suggested, make a careful inventory of such 
resources/opportunities. Such an inventory would include such individuals and 
institutions as Israel Scheffler, Mike Smith, and the Wexner Heritage Foundation. There 
seemed to be significant interest in exploring the last of the possibilities. 

2. The Center-idea. 

Excitement and anxiety It became clear in our conversation that many of the 
things identified as central to our October-plan could ultimately be folded into the work 
of a Center within the larger conception defined by the three long-term goals. There also 
seemed to be considerable excitement about such a Center as a home for various Goals
related efforts. But at the same time as the fairly comprehensive agenda identified in 
preceding discussion seemed exciting, it provoked some serious concern. The work 
defined by this agenda is, to say the least, substantial - it is much more than CUE can 
reasonably take on, given its current shape and priorities. Two nightmares threaten: 1) 
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that we don't do all that the agenda calls for and end up doing a mediocre, or radically 
circumscribed, or otherwise disappointing job; 2) that we allow the Goals Project to "take 
over" the energies of CIJE, thus distorting the overall character and direction of the 
enterprise. 

The spinning:<>ff idea, Neither of these options being acceptable, and in the 
tradition of the Mandel Institute, it was suggested that the Goals Project agenda might 
best be earned through if it was ultimately "released" from CUE and given a quasi
autonomous status (with strong ties of various kinds to CUE). This Center would draw 
on some of the expertise and resources currently invested in CDE, but it would also 
develop ties with, and seek out resources from, other institutions and individuals. 

Of particular interest was the suggestion that such a Center could ultimately be 
established, in cooperation with CUE and the Mandel Institute, at Harvard. So 
interesting was this possibility that Seymour suggested testing out with Israel Scheffler at 
the end of the week. 

Project or Center, There was in this connectxon some discussion of whether it 
might be wiser, in our conversations with Harvard, initially to speak in terms of a Project 
that might eventually rise to a Center. This project would in its initial stages focus on l) 
furthering and srudying our work with a select number of prototype institutions; 2) 
identifying and educating personnel that would work with such institutions; 3) the 
development of our own learning-curriculum. 

A limited initial iUienda, A3 the preceding paragraph suggests, whether called 
initially a Center or a Project, it is not necessary- nor desirable - for such a new entity to 
take on "a full platen from the very beginning. On the contrary, if created, it might 
initially focus on only a few of the efforts that might eventually define its character. But 
it would be important to view these initial efforts, however narrow, in relation the larger 
plan of action. 

Ts an independent Center in our interests? It should be noted that while the idea of 
working towards a quasi-autonomous Center seemed of interest, at various points 
reservations were expressed. We should, it was implied, proceed with caution, with 
attention to the possibility that spinning-off the Center might not be in the best interests 
of CDE. 

Parallel centw, It was suggested that the model under discussion -- spinning off 
a CIJE effort and tuming it into a quasi-independent satellite-center with strong ties to 
CUE - might in the long run also be the way to approach efforts like Monitoring and 
Evaluation and Educational Leadership. The thrust of this approach is to keep CDE as a 
planning and catalyzing institution that does not get bogged down in implementation of 
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the initiatives it helps to bring into being. 

3. Who could serve as adequate "coacbes"/resource persons to institutions embarked on a 
change-process? 

A possibility presented at the seminar is that CUE work with "coaches" who are 
themselves appointed by and representatives of the institutions that are embarked on the 
change-process. While this would enormously simplify our work in that we would not 
have to seek out a cadre of coaches, the suggestion was countered with the observation 
that it is unlikely that most such institutionally-appointed coaches would be in a position 
to help their institutions with the content-side of the goals agenda. In response, it was 
suggested that maybe we need to be thinking in terms of two kinds of coaches -- an 
institutional representative skilled in process-issues, and a more content-oriented person 
that CIJE cultivated (folks like Bieler and Gribbetz, Marom). 

4. Working with Institutions: at what level does one begin? 

It was reiterated that forwarding the Goals-agenda does not require beginning at 
the level of "philosophy of education. 11 While efforts at the latter level are important for 
Jewish education, in any given institution the process might well begin at other levels. 
Where one begins would need to be decided on a case-by-case basis. 

5. Inventory of outstanding commitments. 

While we did not feel that our enterprise could be shaped by pre-existing 
commitments, these commitments need to be honored; and the challenge is to honor them 
in a way that will forward our own agenda. These outs:.anding commitments include the 
following: 

a. 4 seminars in Milwaukee, with the possibility of more intensive work 
with "graduates'' of the seminar that meet our standards for participation at 
this next stage. 

b. The Agnon School in Cleveland. 

c. Cleveland's Goals Seminar. 

d. Helping to launch Baltimore's Goals Seminars in the spring (with 
possible additional expectations flowing out of last summers promises). 
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e. A ICC Camp. 

f. Some kind of support to Toren's efforts in Cleveland to develop a goals
agenda with two congregational programs. 

6. Other interesting possibilities. 

a. The Atlanta JCC Camp. 

b. The Baltimore congregational program. 

c. The new Atlanta Day School. 

E. [PEKARSKY'S TAKE ON] THE SENSE OF THE GROUP: BASIC DECISIONS 

1. Developing capacity is a very high priority and must be at the center of our efforts. 

a. Developing capacity has at least 3 dimensions: the identification and 
cultivation of a cadre of resource-people who will work with us; learning 
more about the nature of the enteiprise through work with what we have 
called prototype instirutions; a curriculum of study for CUE staff. 

b. In our first stage, the identification and cultivation of personnel and our 
own learning-curriculum should have a very high priority. We should not 
be quick to take on more than one or two prototype institutions at the very 
beginning. 

11 

2. CUE has promises to keep - particularly to communities that participated in the Goals 
Seminar this summer in Jerusalem. These promises must be kept in ways that will 
forward our broader agenda. 

a. To keep our promises means to launch and/or to participate in, and/or to 
coordinate local seminars in Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Baltimore; to 
work in some fashion with Agnon; and to engage in an intensive process 
with institutions that emerge from local seminars as promising candidates 
for intensive work. Institutions that ,dQ so emerge would probably qualify 
as "prototype-instirutions." 

b. The impact of keeping these promises, over and beyond our 
maintaining our trustworthiness, will include increased awareness among 
participating institutions of the importance of serious attention to goals; a 
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measure of change among some participating institutions; the 
identification of one or more institutions ready for serious change-efforts; 
a lot of serious learning on our own part. 

3 CUE should design and establish a Center for Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. The Center will conduct and disseminate the results of research 
pertaining to the goals agenda. It will cultivate and make available the 
kinds of expertise that will be usefuJ to institutions and communities 
undertaking a goals-agenda. It will educate varied lay and professional 
constituencies concerning the importance and character of a serious goals
agenda Through such varied activities, it will place the conversation on 
goals at the center of efforts to improve Jewish education. 

b.CIJE's role is to strategize, design, enable, and create this Center, which 
will eventually exist in a loosely coupled relationship to ClJE. 

F. GOALS PROJECT WORK.PLAN FOR 1995 

1. Building capacity 

a. Conceptualizing and planning our own learning-curriculum (Nov.-Dec., 
1994) 

b. Resource persons 

i. Identification of 5 to 20 promising individuals (Dec., '94) 

ii. Recruitment of these individuals (Jan.195) 

iii. Development of a summer-seminar for these individuals 
(Feb. and March, '95) 

iv. Summer Seminar for CUE staff and for resource 
persons (July '95) 

v. Pajr resource-persons with prototype institutions (July, 
'95) 

vi. Winter-seminar with resource-persons (Dec.95) 

c .. Leaming through prototype institutions 

12 
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i. Begin with one or more institutions to which we may 
have preexisting commitments. 
(January-June, '95) 

ii. If and only if we have sufficient personnel after meeting 
requirements of #1, 
identify other institutions. (Summer '95) 

iii. Identify institutional representatives who will work with 
CUE (Summer, '95) and hold seminar with them (Fall, '95) 

2. Honoring outstanding commitments. 

a. Four Milwaukee Seminars (January - May, ~ 995) 

b. Participation as planners and possibly as resources in the Cleveland 
seminar (Dec.'94 - June '95) 

c. Help launch the Baltimore seminars (spring, '95) 

d. Meet with Agnon to conceptualize and to help them begin to implement 
a goals-agenda. (Jan. - May 1995) 

e. Consult to Toren in his efforts to enter into Goals-focused relationships 
with local educating institutions. (as needed) 

f. Identifying ''prototype-institutions" from among those participating in 
local seminars and/or other institutions -- i.e., institutions we are prepared 
to work with intemively (June, 1995). Begin work with these institutions 
in September 1995. 

3. Establishment of a Project for the Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. Initial conversations between Harvard, Mandel Institute, and CDE. 
(Dec. 1994) 

b. Flesh out conception of the Center, the stages through which it would 
develop, and its initial assignments. (January, 1995) 

c. Develop funding support for the Center. 

13 
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BY THE END Of 195: 

1. We will have identified from 5 to 15 resource-people to work with educating 
institutions and/or communities, and we will have participated with them in a process of 
learning and tooling up. 

2. We will have completed local seminars to which we've committed. 

3. We will have planned and engaged in a curriculum of study designed for CIJE staff 
(and, if timing is right, for some of the individuals Mentified as resource-people.) 

4. We will have identified one or more prototype institutions, either through the local 
seminars or through other means, and we will have assigned some of our new resource
people to work with these institutions. We will also have begun to work with the person 
designated by these institutions to work with us. 

5. We will have established a. Project maybe leading to a Center for the Philosophy of 
Jewish Education. 

DAY TWO: 

/ SlO"d 

m. Discussion of the Revised Plan for the Goals Project 

Following the model as proposed by Annette earlier, the panicipants analyzed the revised 
workplan for the Goals Project in terms of limitations and opportunities for the short and 
long tenn and CIJE's role in making this project successful_ 

The .main Question is: What capacity does CIJE have for fulfilling every aspect of the 
workplan iterated above? What are the limitations in terms of human resources, time, 
and funding? 

A. Human Resources 

Building capacity should be the highest priority in the work of the Goals Project. 
While this may be a time consuming process, the recruitment and training of 
Jewish educators to be "coaches'' to institutions and communities can only benefit 
the work of CUE in fulfilling both our short tenn and long term goals. 

Gail suggested that when working to develop our human resources, we should not 
forget to include the newer generations of Jewish educators in order to truly 
ensure that the process of Building the Profession is addressed in every aspect of 
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CIJE work. CDE will bring seasoned educators together with the newer 
generations of Jewish education professionals to train them for the developing 
coaching roles. 

15 

In an analysis of the Goals Project coaches, Danny pointed out that as these 
people begin to take leadership roles in their communities, they will also continue 
to learn. CUE might ultimately create a central training institute for the coaches. 

B. Honoring Commitments 

It was suggested that CDE could combine projects to fulfill existing commitments 
to specific institutions and communities. Additionally, these commitments could 
be used as opportunities to build the leadership base for future Goals Project 
activities. At the same time, the possibility exists that this serv1ce to communities 
will bring stronger ties between the Council and these institutions in the future, 
resulting in more commitments on the part of CIJE. 

C. In an analysis of all the workplans of CUE, the Goals Project represents only 
one facet of the total activity produced by the Council. The above limitations 
sit within the total work and resource limitations of CUE. 

IV. Community Mobilization (Nessa Rapopon) 

In the work to mobilize community support for Jewish education and create lay 
11champions" in the field, Nessa suggested that CUE must take a proactive approach. We 
should produce substantive documents and take pan in setting the agenda for North 
American Jewry. Inherent in th.is work, however, lies tile tension between setting the 
Jewish communal agenda and publicizing the work of CUE. Both projects are necessary 
to the success of the overall workplan of the Council. 

A Models of Creating Lay Leadership in Communities 

How can CUE engage key Jewish lay leaders in the efforts to transform Jewish 
education in North America? Concurrently, what can CUE offer lay leaders so 
that they feel fulfilled by their involvement? Several models of creating Jay 
leadership were discussed. 

1. Peer Group Model 
· Nessa articulated a model to build lay leadership that arose out of a 
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meeting with Art Rotman. CUE could increa5e leadership by building 
upon existing peer groups within the world of lay leaders. This could be 
accomplished by making the elite groups accessible to more lay people. 

2. Creative Change Model 
Nessa noted another approach to the creation of lay leadership. As 
suggested by Chuck Ratner, CIJE could draw leaders to the Jewish 
education agenda by proposing creative ideas for the field. By drawing 
attention to the advancement in Jewish education and its effects on Jewish 
life, CIJE could attract and build more support from lay leadership. 

CUE could implement this model through our own Board to engage both 
seasoned leaders and newcomers in the work of the Council. 

B. Community Mobilization as a Building Block of Jewish Education 

Conceived by the Com.mission. the building block of community mobilization 
plays a significant role in the total CUE Workplan.. As we introduce more lay 
leaders into the work of the Council, we must remember to always remember the 
intimate connections between the work of lay leaders to the work of the other 
aspects of CUE. Because of this link, it may be most productive to concentrate 
our efforts for mobilizing community support and building a group of lay 
11champions" to leaders who are already affiliated with the Jewish education 
agenda. 

C. Messages 

What points of CIJE do we want to highlight when working to mobilize 
communities? How do we spread the word? Wn.ere do these conversations take 
place? It was agreed that CIJE should highlight our research and activities, offer 
models of excellence in Jewish education as examples of our work and goaJs, and 
bring to light the integral nature of Jewish education to the sustaining of Jewish 
life. 

D. Community Mobilization: Toward the Future 

Alan began the afternoon session with two questions: Where do we see ourselves 
in terms of Community Mobilization for next year? Are there other pans of 
Community Mobilization that we should discuss? 

;. -
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Nessa suggested we need to build the relationship between education 
professionals and lay leaders. We need to develop new models for mobilizing 
communities. She proposed that CUE begin by developing clear visions of what 
we would like to see happening in communities and on a continental level. 

Seymour proposed a multi-pronged strategy for achieving these goals. His plan 
would operate on several levels, addressing shon and long term, specific and 
philosophical answers. By generating a variety of approaches, CIJE could offer a 
plan that would cater to many different types of people and communities. 

He noted that some people become involved in Jewish communal life out of a 
sense of pride they feel associated with being Jewish. Others may find using their 
creative skills for the advancement of Jewish culture to be fulfilling. Based on 
these two distinctions, he illustrated the different methods of support CUE could 
provide to lay people for Jewish education and Jewish life as a whole. 

1. The Perpetuation of Jewish Life in North America 

Lay leaders, through their dedication to their communities, and Jewish 
educators, through their teaching, should be working together to ensure 
Jewish continuity in their communities and Jewish educators. CIJE 
should help create places for these conver.;ations to occur. Additionally, 
we should work to spread the success stories of Jewish education. 
Educating those lay people who are proud to be Jewish on why 
contnouting to Jewish education is among the best ways to ensure Jewish 
continuity is also part of the work of CDE. Additionally, it Jewish 
educators also need educational resources to provide better and better 
opportunities for learning. 

2. Sociology of Knowledge 

On the more theoretical side of his proposal, Seymour discussed CIJE's 
ability to promote creative projects that would add to the quality of Jewish 
life in the long term. If given the opportunity, the people involved in this 
work would become major contributors to Jewish life in a way that no one 
is actively pursuing at this time. Part of this work comes from a need to 
inspire Jewish learning on as many levels as possible. By expanding the 
notion ofwbat Jewish life is all about, CUE can help channel creative 
resources into our work and create more innovative approaches to 
mobilizing communities. 
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To motivate all these different types of people, CIJE must present concise goals. 
Everyone agreed that engaging lay leaders, educators, and other creative thinkers 
is a difficult yet worth.while task in our work for the future of Jewish living. 

A major task by Nessa is to begin to articulate the Plan for Community 
Mobilization which would incorporate this thinking. 

E. The Policy Brief and Community Mobilization 

The discussion turned toward the immediate with a look at the expected community 
impact of the policy brief on the educational background of Jewish teachers in North 
America. The group advamced strategies for creating the maximum. amount of impact 
resulting from the policy brief A discussion then followed about the long range plans 
for connecting rvrEF to increasing community mobiliz.ation. 

1. Planning after the GA 

Annette noted that CIJE should expect phone calls from educational institutions 
and communities as a result of th.e dissemination of the policy brief and the 
expected publicity surrounding personnel. She pointed out that this creates an 
enormous opportunity for CUE to impact education in an immediate way because 
it invites communities to analyze the strengths of their teaching staffs, opening 
possibilities for deeper analysis of their educational programs. Alan suggested 
that Gail is the best CUE staff member to field these calls as related to personnel 
in our pursuit to tum data into action. 

2. CIJE and our Growing Data Base 

Now that we have begun produce solid data, we need to continue to make it 
accessible to communities as indicators of improvement. The communities 
themselves can decide how they can best improve their educational programs. 

To continue the impact of the data, CIJE will have to enhance our data base by 
creating lists of categories of target groups. By isolating rabbis, schools, etc., we 
can personalize the information to make it more valuable to each targeted group 
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V. Building t he Profession (Gail Dorph) 

A Overview 

Gail opened the discussion, suggesting that a review of plans for the next year should be 
put in the context of a longer term goal for building the profession. She suggested that 
our ultimate goal is to insure that Jewish education is staffed by qualified people, 
knowledgeable in their fields and committed to their work. She suggested that reaching 
this long term goal will require the following: 

1. Recruitment of new people to enter the field. 

2. A change in the structure of the field to support the number and quality of 
full-time professionals required to do this work. 

3. Concerted efforts to energize the people already in the field. 

4. Enlarging the group of people who think of themselves as part of the 
teaching force to include Rabbis, community volunteers, and others. 

5. Broader acceptance of the notion that informal education is an integral part 
of this picture. 

In discussion, it was suggested that it would be useful to put numbers to the 
goals listed above. For example, if there are now 5,000 people working full time 
in the field of Jewish education, what is our goa:? It was also suggested that 
informal education be added to the MEF short term agenda in order that we might 
begin to impact that segment of the Jewish education field. 

The notion of personnel may keep our thinking too narrow; we should look at 
this in the context of a profession. Teaching must be made more attractive by 
making the profession more so. This includes issues of salary, benefits, image, 
research, licensing and career ladders. 

We should continue to devise effective methods of training, both pre-service 
and in-service, while at the same time working on developing a supportive 
infrastructure. We believe that CUE can have an immediate impact on the critical 
in-service front. The first step is to show the Jewish community that Jewish 
education is a serious field. 

With the help of an advisory committee, CIJE should work todevelop a fully 
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fleshed out plan for Building the Profession. We should assess what is currently 
being done and select specific areas for early concentration. This would involve 
the development of a matrix identifying all the actors and the various categories 
we wish to impact We should be careful, however, not to limit ourselves only to 
what is currently being done, but to think creatively about other approaches. 

It was suggested that another way to look at our ultimate goal for building the 
profession is to seek to have a community of learners and teachers in North 
America. 

B. In-Service Training 

Discussion rumed to concrete thoughts about how CIJE could impact current Jewish 
educators. Our staff has particular experience on how to design and implement programs 
for effective in-service training, but there are few people available to do the work. It was 
suggested that we use the laboratory communities as sites to develop programs and 
demonstrate their effectiveness toward energizing the field. CIJE should help to translate 
this work into a generic approach which can be implemented elsewhere. CIJE's role 
should be to help design a demonstration, to create models which can be replicated 
elsewhere, and to make these available to other communities. 

The Biggest Problem is training capacit.1. 
One area in which CDE can have an impact is in attracting qualified people to work as 
consultants in individual communities in order to move in-service training ahead quickly. 
Another CUE contribution should be to identify best practices in the area of in-service to 
serve as models for the development of new programs. 

CIJE's role during 1995 should be to work on building capacity. We might approach the 
seminaries, colleges of Jewish studies, and selected secular colleges and universities 
about developing programs for training people to serve as trainers of current educators. 
Alternatively, CUE might work itself to create a national center of in-service training at 
which the training of trainers might be undertaken. 

It was suggested that CIJE should declare its commitment to the principle of quality. We 
should articulate through documents, workshops, and meetings the centrality of quality 
and content to in-service training. 

An immediate issue is how CDE can be helpful to communities in response to the GA 
presentation on the results of the educators survey. How can CDE tum up the heat on the 
need for in-service training, provide guidance on its implementation and not spread our 
own staff too thin in the process? Perhaps we can help each community to develop its 
own plan for action, keeping in mind the necessity for quality and continuity in whatever 
program is offered. 

-· 
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RESPONDlNG TO TIIE POLICY BRIEF 

The group turned to how, specifically, CIJE should be prepared to respond to the 
demands communities might make as a result of the policy brief and Adam Gamoran's 
report at the GA. 

It was suggested that desired outcomes of the presentation include the following: 

1. CIJE should be seen as a (or the) leader for change in Jewish education. 

2. People should see that Jewish educators are unprepared for their work to a degree 
which is unacceptable. 

3. They should leave with the feeling that there are constructive responses to this 
problem in the form of systematic, coherent in-service education. 

21 

Communities can be advjsed to talce a close look at their own situations, and can be 
offered the use of the CIJE assessment tool for this process. They should be encouraged 
to identify local deficits and find local resources which can be applied to in-service 
training, with advice from CUE on how to proceed with both of these steps. CIJE can 
prepare written materials in advance which speak to these issues. 

CIJE might sponsor regional conferences to work with the lay and professional leaders of 
educational institutions, as well as their rabbis, to identify the issues and begin to develop 
interventions. 

Communities can be advised to do the following: 

1. Locate a person locally who can facilitate in•service education. (CIJE might provide 
a job description for this person.) 

2. Send that person to a program for the training of teacher educators. (CUE should 
design such a program or work with one or more training institutions to do so. 

3. Set up local in•service programs. (Regional conferences might use someone such as 
Sarah Lightfoot to talk about moving from vision to in-service.) 

4. Establish new hiring standards and practices to be applied to all new educators into 
the system. 
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Other models which CUE might follow include the following: 

1. Identify one community in which to invest heavily in in•service education. Build a 
macro•attack in that community. CIJE might work directly with the community or the 
community might hire someone to work under CIJE's guidance. 

2. Identify one or several schools (defined as day schools, supplementary schools, 
JCC's, camps) to serve as 11lead schools" and develop them into models. 

3. Organize an in-service series to take place over a period of three weeks throughout 
the year,to be run by training institutions or centers. It was suggested that CIJE's role in 
all of this is to serve as architect. We should help with the planning, help to identify seed 
money, and provide guidance as communities do the work. 

This portion of the meeting concluded with the following questions: 

1. How much of our total building the profession energy should go into in-service 
training in 1995? 

2. Are we letting the policy brief drive our agenda? If so, is that what we want? 

3. Does this move our own agenda forward? 

It was agreed that these and other questions remain on the table for future discussion. 
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Draft CIJE Workplan and Budget 
Fiscal Year 1995 · 

I. INTRODUCTION A1'1) F~v'II:KG ISSUES 

In 1995, as in no previous year, CIJE will be able to :ocus all :lf its energy on implementing the 
:naJor elements of its mission. 1995 will focus primanly on the CIJE building blocks: 

- addressing the shortage of qualified personnel - in parucular through in
service training; 

~ community mobilization :or Jewish education 

P:anni.ng efforts will continue m the other areas prescribed by me Commission: developing a 
plan for building the profession, buiiding researcn ·capacity and enhancmg >Jorth .A.mencan 
Jewish community capability for the strategic plannirig of quality Jewish education. 

Past years ~ including much of 1994 - have been. devoted in large measure to btrilding CUE's own 
capacity through hiring staff and consultants, setting up a lay Board and Steering Comminee and 
dealing with issues of image, perception and CIJE's place and role within L~e North American 
communal framework. 

By !he latter part of 1994 , much has been achieved m: 

i:00 'd 

• building ao outstanding expert staff 
• recruiting consultants 
• forging strategic alliances with key organizations in ~orth America 
• completing comprehensive surveys of all teachers and principals in the three laboratery 

communities and publicizing the key findings . 
• engaging these and other communities ,o consider issues of content through I.he goals 

project and best practices 
• convening a seminar for 50 principals at Harvard University's principal center t0 

demonstrate models of in-service t.ain.i.ng new to Jewish education 
• convening in Jerusalem a seminar on the goals of Jewish education, for lay anc. 
professional leaders from the lead communities together with the Mandel Institute 

• restructuring the board and the board process 
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At the same time, issues have arisen regarding the preferred role for CIJE: 

£00 'd 

l. With its outstanding education staff, should the CIJE develop and implement 
projects (e.g. seminars for principals) or should it enable others to implement, using 
its resources to develop the ideas, the plans and the policies that will enable others to 
implement and disseminate change? 

This work-plan recommends a mid-position, with the CIJE devoting the largest share of its 
staff time to developing the appropriate strategies and leading others to implement them, 
while undertaking a small number of pilot field/implementation activities. These are 
require~ we believe, in order to energize a depressed field and demonstrate that quality 
can be achieved and that serious content can make a difference. 

2. How can CIJE influence existing organizations (JESNA, CJF, JCCA, 
lllliversities, institutions of Wgher Jewish learning) so that their work in education 
reflects the priorities of our mission? 

This workplan takes the position that in 1995 CIJE should engage with three carefully 
selected organizations - probably JESNA, JCCA and Brandeis Uruversicy • and develop 
joinr planning groups to target specific areas of Jewish educatioc.al activity and plan for 
capacity and funding. In future years this £'.unction shculd be expanded to other 
organizations. In addition, the creation of the new standing committee on Je'Nish 
Continuity of the CJF in 1995 will have CIJE at the core of the framing ofits mission. 

3. How can CIJE maximize the impact of MEF's teacher survey findings aod use it 
as a catalyst for the development of in-service training capacity in var ious regions 
on the North American continent? 

We recommend developing strategies that will respond to the critical issue of capacity. 
Two ex:amples for consideration and discussion: 

a. In 1995 CIJE could begin the process of creating capacity for teacher training 
by identifying a finite cadre (no more than 45) of outstanding educators and 
training them to be teacher-trainers for select CIJE communities. Son:e of these 
trainers - where possible - will come from CIJE "essential" communities, while 
others will be drawn from the wider universe of outstanding educators. The 
training of trainers will be in cooperation with the Mandel lnstirute. 
ln each of the following 2 years, this cadre ~ill be enlarged so that by the end of 
1997, CIJE will have created a continental network of 100 community teacher
educators. 
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b. CIJE could begin to develop with one of the local training colleges (the 
Cleveland College of Jewish Studies, for example,) a fully fleshed-out plan for 
becoming a regional in-service training institution. 

4. How should we relate to projects of CIJE which could grow beyond the present 
mission in order to ensure their maximum contribution? 

3 

It is recommended that some time in the future some CUE projects could be spun off into 
semi-independent activities which would both be highly attractive for fundraising and 
have a life of their own. The Goals Project could be considered as first in this category. 
In 1995 fust steps could be taken to establish this as a 11project11 rather than a center at 
Harvard university in a relationship similar ro that of the present Harvard-Ylandel 
project. 

... ,. 
w 
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11. WORKPLAN 

1n light of the above it is proposed that in 1995 the CIJE should focus primarily on me following: 

A. BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

To include: 

a. Impacting in-service training strategically through the developmenr of a 
capacity for training nationally, regionally and locally. 

b. First iteration of a comprehensive plan/or building the profession 

a. in-service training 

Based upon the maJor findings of the educators survey and the in~erest and opportunities tr.at n 
has generated, 1995 should see a major focus of CIJE's activities in the area of in service traicmg 
of educators in CIJE labora1ory and affiliated commurut:es. These should :nclude: 

mo ·d 

1. Developing and implemcn~L-1g a ?Ian for a finite po::>! of high quality teacher trainers 
who can implement in-service education in communiti:s and instirutions. CIJE may 
develop the strategy and hand 1mplementation over to another entity or may be directly 
involved with pilot implementation. It is anticipated that the Mandel Institute will 
participate in the training of these trainers. 

2. Off~ring affiliated communities guidance in preparbg their comprehensive in-service 
training plan based on lhe Study of Educators. 

3. Jump-starting the process of change by planning and impleme;:ting two or three 
carefully selected pilot projects aimed at critical pieces of the in-service design. (An 
example is the recent Principals Institute at Harvard University) 

4. Y!obilizing existing training institutions to the endeavor. Over a period of years this 
should include all the Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, some general universities 
and the regional colleges. In 1995 a model plan for developing regional in-service 
training capacity should be crafted with one local college • probably Cleveland. 

5. Articulating and disseminating (where necessary developing) in-3ervice :raining 
concepts, curricula and s1andards. This should be in conjunction with the Mandel 
Institute world center project. 

Qj,Qi iC'C : 1'll 
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b. comprehensive planning for Building the Profession 

An ongoing function of !he CIJE has to be the development of a comprehensive continental plan 
for building the profession. First seeps towards this plan will be taken in 1995 by: 

1. Establishing an academic advisory group :o define and guide the assignment 

2. Commissioning an. appropriately qualified planner to produce the first iteration. 

By the end of 1995 the first iteration will produce an outline and a process for a comprehensive 
plan to be developed over 1996 and 1997. 

. . \ 
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B YIOBILIZING THE COMML1NITY 

At the heart of CIJE is an axiom that national champions, local community leaders, intellecruals, 
scholars and artists need to be mobilized to ensure that Jewish education emerges as the central 
prioricy of the North American Jewish comc:mnity. 

In 1995 this will be translated into 4 major foci of our work: 

1. ClJE Board, Steering Committee and C oma11ttees 
This involves the continued mobilization of outstanding lay leaders to CIJE leadership positions 
through: 

•Appointment of vice-chairs to the CUE Steering Committee which Vrill meet 5 times in 
1995 

• Addition of 16 Board members in 1995 (8 at each of two meetings) and l :2 additional 
committee me~bers (6 at each board meeting) 

• Transformation of board mee:ings into educational experiences 

2. Impacting on the J ewish educational agenda of an e~·cr-increasing number of 
comm unities 
This involves: 

• Ensuring that an ever-increasing number of "North American Jewish communities are 
engaged in comprehensive high quahty planning for Jewish educational change. After 
consideration of alternatives this strategy :nay :ead to CUE working \v1th JESNA to develop 
its ability to provide supporr to communities who wish to become part of a Coalition of 
Essential Communities' - 1.e. those communities engagec. in such high quality planning :or 
change . 

• Advocating for ever-increasing resources to be allocated to Jewish education at the local 
level. 

3. Telling the Story 
This means articulating CIJE's core mission to the most signifi:ant lay and professionai 
audiences so as to help build the climate for change. This will involve: 

• preparing and disseminating 4-6 CIJE pubiica~ions which include: 
• guidelines on preparation of local personnel plan from educators• survey 
- guideiines on in-set"Vice training 
- policy brief: on the remuneration of Jewish educators 
- occasional paper: the goals project • 
- occasional paper: best practices on in-service training 
- occasional paper: best practices in the JCC 

• Distribution of the policy brief to 'widest possible audience of policy makers - professionals 
and lay leaders in all communities 

• Development of a data base both for distribution of all our materials and for ranking and 

t 
I 
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tracking of lay leadership 
• Distribution plan for Best Practices volumes 
, Creation of small advisory group (e.g. Finn) for strategizing media and communication 
oppornmities 
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J . A S trategy for engaging potential community champions 

800 'd 

• Develop first iteration o: a plan for engaging major communfry leaders in Jewish education 
including one pilot implementation (e.g. retreat/seminar) 

"' * ... 
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C. MONITORING, EVALUATION A.'\JD FEEDBACK 

The workplan for monitoring, evaluation and feedback has been developed in consultation with 
the advisory committee and reflects the completion of some work in progress and some new 
directions for this project. 

The main areas of work for 1995 that are proposed are: 

1. Analysis and Dissemination of Community Data on Educators and Survey M ethods 
This includes: 

• Further analysis of teachers in the CIJE laboratory communities including further Policy 
Briefs on: Salaries and Benefits; Career Plans and Opporrunities and Teacher Preferences 
fur Professional Development; Educational Leaders 

• Full Integrated Report across all three communities . 
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• Development of a "module" for studying educators in ad:iitional commumties which 
involves refining the survey instrtunents and intemew protocols and making them available 
to other communities by writing descriptions of the prcccdures. 

2. :\1ooitoring and Evaluation of CIJE-initiated Projects 
In CIJE affiliated communities, ~F will 

• Guide communities to monitor and evaluate Personnel Ac:1on Plans 
• Monitor and evaluate Goals Project activities, 
• Analysis of changing structures of Jewish ec.ucation. m )forth America (Ackerman) 

3. Conceptualizing a Method for Studying Informal Education and Educators 
A process of consultation with experts and thinking to result :n a design by the end oi 1995 for 
implementation ln l 996 

4. Leading Educational Indicators 
In place of monitoring day-to-day process in the Lead Communities, the :MEF Advisory 
Committee has suggested the development of Leading Educational Indicators to monitor change 
in North American communities . 

• In 1995 to hold by June the first discussion with consultants on establishing some "Leading 
Indicators" and to begin gathering data on those indicators in tlie second half of the year. 

5. Towards a Research Capacity 
In the second half of 1995 begin to work on issue of developing research agenda for ~orth 
America. 

* • * 
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D. CONTENT Ai"fD PROGRAM 

The resources of both the Best Practices and Goals Projects will, in 1995, be primarily 
redirected to the CIJE efforts in Building the Profession and Community yfob1lization. Thus: 

Best Practices will: 
• be designed around those best practices of-service education with the publication of shorter 

occasional papers on these practices. 
• be developed on the Jewish Community Center (in cooperation with JCCA) emphasizing 
the personnel aspectS of these outstanding practices 

• create one-day short consultations on aspects of in-service training as these emerge m the 
community personnel action plans 

• deveiop best practice presentations for lay leaders and some v.iriting in this area for use by 
CIJE Community Mobilization efforts 

The Goals Project 

0 l O 'd 

• TI-.e Goals Project will, following the July 19911 seminar ln Israel, engage with several 
"prototype-institutions11 in order to show how increased awareness, artention and 
seriousness about goals has to be jed to investment in ecbcators. This will also serve as a 
limited laboratory for CIJE to lean about how to develop a goals process. Seminars ...,ill 

' take place in Milwaukee, Cleveland and Baltimore and in Atlanta CIJE will engage \\ith a 
group of lay leaders planning to create a new community high school. An intensive goals 
project will not commence anywhere until additional capacity has been developed through 
training "coaches" . 

• CIJE will concentrate an developing ''coaches1'/resource :i;cople for seeding Goals Projects 
in affiliated communities. This will involve identifying and cultivating a cadre of resource
people to work in this project. This should take the highest priority of our work in the Goals 
Project. 

• First steps need to be taken towards investigating the feasibility of spinning the Goals 
Project off into an independent activity. An option to be examined is an association with 
Harvard University, first as a project and eventually as a "Center". This could be a model 
far other areas of CIJE's work and has considerable potential for fund-raising. 

. ( 



E. FINANCE AND ADWNISTRATION 

l . In the light of CIJE's recent 501 C-3 and rax exempt status, several important areas of 
administration and fiscal management will need attention in 1995 These include: 

10 

• Development of a Silly-functioning independent payroll and benefits system centered in the 
New York CUE office (January 1995) 

• Identification and training of a successor to Virginia Levi so that she can return to the MAF 
full~time in August 1995 

• Development of a full set of office and inter-office procedures and implementing them ror 
fiscal management and control of CUE expenses. Then hiring a pai.-t-time New York• 
accountant to supe!Vlse these. 

2. Developing and implementing a fundtaising plan for CIJE \.lr1th: 
• a fundraising subcor:imittee to approve supervise and cooperate on the plan 
• clear $ targets and dear allocation of responsibility 
• a system for monitoring fundraising income c1.nd reg-.ilat solicitations 

3. Managing the CIJE side of t!ie successor search: 
• Contact with Phillips Oppenheim 
• Convening search committee 

"' . 
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III. HUMAN RESOURCES 

a. In 1995 the CUE core full-time staff will consist of: 

Executive Director 
Personnel Development 
Content/Program and In-Service 

Education 
Community Mobilization 
Research and Data Analysis 

b. Consultants on ongoing fixed retainer basis 

Alan Hoffmann 
Dr. Gail Dorph 
Or. Barry Holtz 

Nessa Rapoport 
Bill Robinson 

Y!EF and Research Agenda Dr. Adam Gamoran 
YIEF and Leadership Dr. Ellen Goldring 
Goals Project Dr. Dan Pekarsky 
Building the Profession Prof. Lee Shulman 

c. Consultants on ad hoc basis 

).,fonograph on Restruc~ng of Community 
Education - Regional Colleges 

CIJE Steenng Committee meenngs and 
Staff meetings 

Planning Consultant on Building Profession 
Community Organization 

d. Mandel Institute 

Prof. Seymour Fox 
Shmuel Wygoda 

Prof. Walter Ackerman 

Dr. Adam Gamoran 
Dr. Ellen Goldring 
(as yet not identified) 
Stephen Hoff:nan (unpaid) 

Annette Hochstein 
Daniel Marom 
Howie Deitcher 

• Consultation on Goals, Planning and Building the Profession; 

11 

• Collaboration on Senior Personnel Development, pieces of in-service training and on Goals 
Project. 

e. Successor Search 

Phillips Oppenheim & Co. 

[See Exhibit l for roan-i:c of allocation of staff1consuJtant time to lnajor activity areas) 

, t O . d 
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MINUTES: I 
DATE OF MEETING: : 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED~ 

PARTICIPANTS! 

COPY TO: 

CUE NEW YORK STAFF :MEETING 

DECEMBER 1, 7, 12, 1994 

DECEMBER 21, 1994 

Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 

Robin Mencher (sec'y), Nessa Rapoport 

Morton L. Mandel, Virginia F. Levi, Sheila Allenick 

11 
These three days ofCIJE sta{meetings focused upon current projects as well as the 1995 CIJE 
wor kplan . 

11 
DECEMBER 1: i I 

I. Agenda 

A significant portion of the meeting was spent formulating and prioritizing an agenda for 
the corning days of meetings. The following is a list of items to be discussed: 

1. workplans 19J5 
( 2. budget 1995 II 

3. steering committee meeting, February 14, 1995 
4. board semi.nail April 1995 
5. board meeting~ April 1995 
6. contact with oommittee chairs 
7. choosing committee vice-chairs 
8. AD H's upcoming trips to Cleveland, Brandeis, and Israel 
9. policy brief 71establishment of a dissemination system 
10. Rachel Cowan - what's next with the Cummings Foundation 
J 1. Michael Pale}1 and the Wexner Heritage program 
12. Eli Evans and meeting held with ADH and NR 
13. summer 19951 
14. expanded staff meeting, January 5, 1995 
15. Atlanta, Febr$r)' 12, 1995 
16. conferences 9f. in-service education 
l 7. conferences r~lated to the policy brief 
18. 1995 GA !I 
19. goals project ~- next steps 
20. good news and how it can sen,re us best 
21. ad hoc issuesj~hich staff are facing 
22. vacation date~ for all staff 
23. consultation ~eeting in December in NY with communities 
24. NY staff re ar scheduled meetings with ADH 

mo ·d 9P9Z Z£S :13l 
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25. office procedures 
26. adding lay leaders to the CIJE board and committees 

'I 
Il. ADH's trip to Cleveland, December 5, 1994 

ADH reported on the agenda for his upcoming visit to Cleveland so as to inform the staff 
and solicit i.mput for the agendas of his meetings. 

A. SHEILA ALLENICK 

ADH will be ileeting with Sheila Allenick, a qualified accountant, who was 
recently hired in part to develop and install a set of procedures for CIJE now 
that we have attained tax exempt status and will become fiscally independent. 

B. MARK GURVIS 

ADH will be meeting with him about the Goals Project and the Educators' Survey. 

C. DAVID A.RlEL AND MARK GURVIS 

ADH will be meeting with them about Cleveland College of Jewish Studies as a 
regional training institute. 

D. WALTERACKERMAN 

ADH will be tneeting with Walter Ackerman. He has been hired as a free lance 
consultant and researcher for the year. He will be studying structural reform of 
Jewish educational central agencies. He will also be serving as our consultant and 
will be looking into the Cleveland College as regional training center. 

m. ADH's trip to Brandeis, December 6, 1994 

ADH is scheduled to
1
beet with Prof. Jehuda Reinharz, the President of Brandeis 

University and Prof. Joe Reimer from the Hornstein program. They may ask CIJE to be 
part of a planning group to formulate their Jewish educational mission and programs 
offered. 

IV. Workplan Day 

The CIJE full day NY staff meeting on Monday, December 12. will deal primarily with 

I 
,, 
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Assignment 

Assignment 
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the CIJE 1995 work.Jan, the budget, and implications. Additionally, the staff will meet 

3 

at the end of Decem~ to discuss the workplans of the committees of CIJE. 

I 
V. Camper Calls 

ADH reminded the s of their responsibility to call their committee chairs every two 
weeks for approxi.ma~ly thirty-five minutes. He suggested that the next round of calls 
should pertain to the 11995 workplans. ADH would like to receive written reports of these 

camper calls. ! I 

VI, Individual Sta~ Meetings with ADH 

Each member of the L of CIJE will schedule a Regular meeting with ADH on a 
weekly basis. This will be set up and monitored through AD H's new executive assistant, 
Sandra Blumenfield. 11 

II 

VII. Vacation Days 

These are the dates CIJE NY staff are planning to take as vacation days between 
December 1994 and February 1995. This list does not include public holidays. 

r 
GZD 
ADH 
BWH 
NR 

I 
January 9-19, 1995 
February 15-24, 1995 
January 13-22, I 995 
January 1995 

VI.II. Rachel Cowan (Cummings Foundation) 

As a follow up to the !meeting with her, CIJE should respond to Rachel Cowan by the first 
week in January abotit a meeting in California with the Spielberg Foundation people 
which is scheduled f& January 19-20, 1995. GZD has been in contact with Rachel 
Cowan and will conilliue to communicate with her on this issue. This discussion will 

continue on Decemb~fr 7. 

II 
IX. Letters to Julije; ammivaara and Roberta Goodman 
. I 

It was agreed that , H should send letters of appreciation to Julie and Roberta as their 
work with CIJE c1raJ)s to a close. It was also discussed that MLM may want to drop them 
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a note of thanks whl he returns from Israel 

X. Summerl995 I 

A CIJE project for the summer of 1995 was briefly discussed. Suggested topics included 
a seminar for goals pri:>ject coaches and/or a teacher training seminar for trainers. It was 
suggested that the s+er seminar should take place in North America, but Israel was 
not completely ruled e:,ut as a possible location. 

I 
I 
I 

XI. Extended Staff onference 
I 
I 

A one-day meeting ·u be held on January 5, 1995 in Cleveland for the extended staff 
and consultants of CIDE. The NY staff, Walter Ackerman, Sheila Allenick, Adam 
Gamoran, Ellen Goldiing, Steve Hoffman, Ginny Levi, Danny Pekarsky, and Bill 
Robinson will be invited to participate. RJM will send out an e-mail message asking 
everyone to save the tiate. 

II 

P .I XII. The Goals roJect 

B\VH will contact nly Pekarsky about the goals project in light of the New York 
consultation meeting~ last month and Danny's recent meeting with Amy Gerstein. 
ADH will also call DNP regarding the goals project and 1995. ADH will make clear to 
DNP that BWH is hi, primary address at CUE. 

XIII. Communirtesj Consultation Day 

I 
GZD is setting up a meeting with Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, and Ruth Cohen on 
December 28th to re1ew the process of moving from the policy report to a personnel 
action plan. At a seciond stage, Mark Gurvis will be asked to join this group. 

II 
ii 
ii 
I 

~ ... . ( 
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DECEMBER 7: 
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XIV. ADH's Repo from his Meetings in Cleveland 

ADH reported on his leetings in ~leveland on Monday, December 5. 

II 
A. SHEILA ALLENtCK 

In this period, Sheila~ be working mostly with CIJE. Her primary function is to set up 
CIJE fiscal management and policies, delink.ing us from MAF and the Cleveland 
Federation. She welcomes questions from the staff about jndividual salary and benefits 
issues. She will be visiting the NY office on a regular basis in 1995 to systematically 
develop and install nJ~ procedures. 

The first CIJE payrolllwiu be January 15, 1995. 

B. JEFF SCHEIN I 

ADH met with Jeff Schein of the Recoostructionist Movement and discussed their Jewish 
Education programs with specific attention to family education. He brought back 
materials from the programs. These materials are available to the CIJE staff for further 
reading of the work of the Reconstructionist Movemer.t 

C. DAVID ARIEL AND MARK GURVIS 

A planning team has been created to address the question of what it would take for 
regional colleges to become in-service training centers with the Cleveland College of 
Jewish Studies as a cise study. The planning team will consist of: Walter Ackerman, 
David Ariel, GZD, Mark Gurvis, and Lifsa Schachter. Ackerman will develop a planning 
document on this subject, using Cleveland as a case study. 

This planning team silould be seen as a work group to study generic issues relating to the 
establishment of regional training programs for in-service training. 

II 

XV. Cleveland and lemon 
ADH mentioned the ~gnon school, Rob Toren and the relationship of the Goals Project 
to Cleveland and the

1
fIJE. This needs further exploration as it relates to CIJE and the 

goals project. DannYj Pekarsky, under BWH, should follow up. 

; 
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I 
XVI. Educators' Survey Module 

II 
The CIJE module will include the educators' sUIVey revised, the principles of analysis, 
and a guide to devel<)ping an action plan. Adam and Ellen should complete the module 
by February of 1995 ,and this should be considered at the February 1995 meeting of the 
MEF Advisory CoIIrihlttee. 

11 

XVII. Brandeis University 

ADH reported that while his day at Brandeis was not particularly well-planned, he felt 
that the visit had been extremely worthwhile and he is optimistic about the future 
connection between CIJE and Brandeis. 

The first meeting with Professor Joe Reimer was framed around the question of how 
could the Hornstein Program, with it's present faculty and programs, help build the 
profession of Jewish education and further CIJE's strategic design. He introduced ADH 
to the jojnt graduate programs ctmently being offered These programs include: the 
Heller School of non-Profit Management, the Near Ea.stem Judaic Studies program, and 
the Cohen School ofModem Judaic Studies. 

6 

Brandeis University President, Jehuda Reinharz was extremely interested and engaged in 
all the issues with which CIJE deals. The next step will be to set up a planning group to 
look at the Jewish ed\Jcational mission of Brandeis. It seems that President Reinharz will 
write to .tvfLM as chair of CIJE asking for CIJE's help in the plamting process. 

Other issues Brandeis may want to address include worlcing to mobilize the often 
disenfranchised Jewi'sh intellectual community for the pUIJ)ose of Jewish education and 
beginning an internship program for Jewish educators at the undergraduate level at 
Brandeis which woultl provide a new recruitment pool. 

XVIlL Eli Evans ~evson Foundation) 

CIJE is waiting to bl from Eli Evans in January about his document on media, 
technology, and Jewish education. After that, CIJE will be able to evaluate whether there 
is any purpose in persuing this conversation. 

11 

XIX. Rachel Cow a~ (Cummings Foundation) 

Following the meeti~g with Rachel, GZD and BWH are going to work toward a proposal 
to the Cummings Follii.dation about developing "capacity" in the in-service domain for 

·3 ·r·1·~ 0£"60 (nHl) ~6.~l- 'X¥r 
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the supplementary scliool. GZD and BWH have thought of something along the lines of 
the Cummings Fellows. Rachel suggests the need (for her board) that there be something 
"concrete" coming oui of this: as a manual. 

CIJE has not heard anything yet about a meeting that Rachel mentioned to the staff to be 
sponsored by the Covenant Foundation; we also have to see if Rachel can arrange a 
meeting for us in California with the woman who is running Steven Spielberg's 
foundation. Accordiri~ to Rachel, the foundation is interested in doing something for 
teachers. Ideally, Rachel will be at that meeting. NR has been trying to contact Rachel 

I 
about these two matters, but has not heard back from Rachel yet. 

11 
:XX. Extended Staff Conference 

There will be an extehded staff conference in Cleveland January 5th (arriving Jan. 4th in 
evening). One topic will be goals. Steve Hoffman and Walter Ackerman have both 
responded affirmatively. 

XXI. JCC Camps and the Goals Project 

ADH needs to talk tdiA.llan Finkelstein about this matter. Goals and JCC camps has been 
discussed by ADH and Jay Roth (Milwaukee), NR and BWH met with Jeanne Siegel the 
JCC director in Central Queens, NY. She would be interested in getting involved, as 
would Harry Stem frdm the JCC in Atlanta. It was decided that this initiative must come 
from Allan Finkelstein and the best we can do is to encourage him to move in this area 

Assignment ADH will pursue this, 

800 'd 

I 
XXII. Danny Peka ky 

It was decided that BWH will talk to Danny Pekarsky about a number of issues. On 
December 14th BWH spoke with Danny on the phone and the results of this conversation 
are summarized at th~ end of these minutes. 

·3·r·1·3 0£=60 (0Hrl ~6., 1-·~vr 
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I 
XXIII. N cw York Office Executive Assistant 

ADH introduced CIJB's new Executive Assistant, Sandra Blumenfield to the staff and 
welcomed her to CUE. 

II 
XXIV. CIJE 1995 Workplan and Budget 

II 
ADH presented the second draft of the CIJE workplan and budget principles for 1995. 
This document is stil~ ~ draft form and subject to final review and discussion with MLM 
in Jerusalem. He exptained to the staff the process by which this docwnent came about in 
its present form (draftjll). He distributed a non-dollarized table of contents of the 1995 
budget to show the inkicately itemized details of the accompanying workplan. ADH 
noted that the workplfll} reflects some departure from previous discussions. The changes 
stem from an examination of the feasibility of the amount of work CIJE can actually 
accomplish in one year. The workplan is not a fixed document; the CIJE staff will have 
to revisit it periodically throughout the year to check on the feasibility and to negotiate 
capacity from existing staff projects when new ideas and projects arise, and to check if 
the original guidelines are still reasonable. Adding a sense of perspective to the weight of 
the document, ADH stated that the workplan is "our best estimate at a particular moment 
in time, and must be revisited at regular intervals in 1995. 11 

The staff then began ~ discussion examining each section of the work plan. 

A. ALLOCATION 0F STAFF TIME (exhibit I) 

ADH stated that the tr"id may appear rather rigid. His goal in creating this chart was to 
accommodate the talents and expertise of the staff to their fullest potential. NR pointed 
out that it is inevitable and also productive that the staff will work together on specific 
projects. Accord.ingl~, ADH suggested that everyone will need to pay special attention to 
how time is spent and suggested a b~weekly time sheet in which each member of the staff 
will allocate time spent in the preceding weeks by the four domains of CUE (Core, 
Building the Profession, Community Mobilization, Content and Program). Sandy (SLB) 
will manage this process. 

II 
B. BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

1. In-se:rvice
1Lg 
II . d th bh din f. . .. GZD suggested that the first point un er e su ea g o m-serv1ce traming 

should be broken up into more distinct categories of work. She also suggested 

9~9Z ,£~:13.L '3 ·r . I ·~ l £: 60 (nH.L) % ,i I - ·~vr 
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that the thiid 
11 

int should be more specific. She proposed changing the first 
sentence oft section to read, " ... institutions, central agencies, professional 
organiz.ations. and the denominational movements to the endeavor." 

2. Compreh!sive Planning for Building the Profession 

ADH noted lt ifwe do hire such a consultant, it will give some relief to GZD 
and allow the program to continue at a substantial pace. 

9 

When hired, such a planner would develop the process, including the writing. NR 
stated that th~writer of this plan must be an outstanding conceptual writer. She 
offered A Ti~ to Act as an example of quality conceptual writing, Without an 
outstanding Writer, there is effectively. no plan. ADH concurred with her opinion 
and offered the report of the Carnegie Forum and the work of Mark Tucker as an 
example of a planner who keeps the process focused. NR felt the planner should 
sit on the committee and the '1iTiter should also be present at all meetings. 

On the subject of intensity levels, the group decided it would be best to work 
toward completion of intensity lt!Vel I as there is already a sizable amount of work 
to do and the task of finding the right person to fulfill the planner position will be 
challenging in itself. Thus such a planner would probably be hired only by the 
end of 1995. 

I 
C. COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION 

1 M
. . 11 

. 1ss1ng components 

NR noted ess'Jntial aspects of her work not yet incorporated into the CUE 
workplan. S~e suggested adding a bullet point about the dissemination of the 
policy brief, ~lanning for the General Assembly, and skillfully managing media 
attention (both Jewish and general). 

I 
2. Dissemi.narion of the Module 

I 
In a discussion about the dissemination of the personnel module, NR noted that 
this is not a document to be disseminated to the general public. Much of this 
project will be handled by MEF directly. 

3. Telling th~ Story 

a. CUE Publ~cations 
ADH suggestkct that CUE publish three to four pieces of writing, explaining the 
MEF activitibs. The future survey on Jewish education professionals will not 
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10 

need a policy ,rief. BWH noted three categories of publications, addressing 
specific reade 

I 
hips: academic, lay readership, and publicity oriented documents. 

I 

NR emphasize:d that dissemination and implementation has to be a priority for the 
research to ht extended meaning. NR would like to coordinate CIJE 

publications with the f ducated Jew Project and our own mobilization efforts. 

b. Monitorin~ the North American Scene 
It was suggested that it would be worthwhile for CUE to monitor action on the 
community m'.Jbilization and building the profession fronts outside of the ,, 

activities in which CIUE is involved. Furthermore, NR may want to consider 
creating (with JESN1! an annual report on the state of Jewish education, offering 

a synoptic vif of the situation. The CUE Board might find this to be a helpful 
tool in tracki~ the progress CIJE has made on these fronts. GZD suggested we 
also note change in communities as a whole and note what Jewish communities 
and CIJE are learning from our projects. 

Ii 
D. MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK 

Discussion was limit! on this portion of the workplan as CUE spent a great deal of time 
on these topics at thelMEF Advisory Committee meeting last August and neither Adam 
Gamoran nor Ellen ~ldring was present. 

NR voiced her conceL that the that the development of the module was not Ii sted first on 
the list. Although AIDH explained that this is not an ordered plan in terms of priority, NR 
iterated CIJE's primary need to follow up on commitments which we have made in the 
policy brief .. 

I 
E. CONTENT AND PROGRAM 

l 

1. Best Pra,bes 
a. Seminars ld Institutes 
A brief disc~ion took place concerning the Best Practices projects in terms of 
local seminar and in-service institutes. BWH suggested adding a point to include 
two Best Pr ices in-semce institutes which are included in the budget 

document.. 

b. Publicatio 
In an examination of these publications, the staff discussed the physical look and 
format and~ content of the booklets. BWH suggested an alternative model, 
written in th~$econd person. GZD suggested the publications should bed 
designed to b~ both descriptive and prescriptive, ending with a plan. 
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c. Hebrew in Day Schools 

BWH noted iliat although the Hebrew in day schools project is not listed on the 
1995 workplal;l, he has already begun the project. GZD suggested the research 
could be com~leted this Spring (the best time to visit schools) and BWHs writing 
part of the project could take place in the beginning of 1996. This prior 
commitment · need to be re-examined in the light of the accepted CUE 199 5 
Workplan. 

XXV. Building the rof ession: Building Capacity 

I . 
GZD and B WH presented a report on their very last iteration towards a plan for creating a 
policy for building cdpacity. They began with five basic questions: 

1. Capacity )J doing what? 
Trainitig teachers? Conducting in-service seminars? 

2. Potential Jcruits? 

I 
3. Are there jobs in the field after the recruits are trained? 

4. Do "we" know how to train the tramers? 

5. Who shou1h do the training? 
CIJE?j j Existing institutions? 

GZD and BWH then~resented three approaches to these questions: 

11 
I. Bob Abraipson Approach 
In a conversation with GZD, Bob Abramson of the United Synagogue Education 
Department stiggested that enough qualified people already exist to build such a 
training program. He does not need CIJE's help to recruit or train personnel to 
fill these training positions. However. he lacks the infrastructure necessary to 
build such a mogram. He does not possess the funds needed to build an all
inclusive nati~nal program. He suggested that additional funding for such a 
project would free him from creating a program consisting of only selected 
congregatio~ and institutions by allowing him to hire more people to do the 
work. 

2. CIJE coul create a senior educators program, for people from existing 
institutions. 

3. Institution such as ITS. ALOHA, CIJE, etc. should create programs for the 
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training of tramers with the guidance of CIJE and possible funding from MAF. 
This would bJla multi-denominational program. 

ADH expanded on th~se models. He believes CIJE has the capacity to build such an 
education program and suggested we work with Nancy Broude of the Harvard Principals' 
Center to establish su;h a training program. He noted that she would be willing to 
facilitate such a program in any number of locations. The potential participants in such a 
program would comel from communities where, upon their return, would serve as national 
consultants to their cohim.unities. The participants would have to commit to working 
beyond their specific lfustitutions. These recruits would also form a support network on 
communal, regional ,~d North American levels. By expanding this base, CIJE would 
assist in building capacity by building a network of education professionals. 

XXVI. Next CIJE l Staff Meeting 

The next CIJE NY staff meeting will ta.lee place on Tuesday, December 27, from 9:00 am 
to 4:00 pm. 

I: 

1, 
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BWH'S CONVERSNfION WITH DANNY P. 
December 14, 1994 I 

Cleveland: 11 

A@on: Dann~ will talk with Ray Levi to see what the school is currently 
thinking about the Goals issue. 

I 

13 

Mark Guryis:J OJE needs to decide ifwe are going to propose in Cleveland a local 
goals seminarlala Milwaukee and then we'll contact Mark for his views. Agnon 
might be involved in this way. 

Rob Toren: Janny has been in touch with Toren almost every week about his 
plan for con~gational improvement, so we are on top of Rob's request for help 
and have be;J giving to him. 

JCC Goals: l! 
I 

ADH needs to talk with Allan Finkelstein about this whole thing: Jay Roth, 
etc. 

Atlanta: 

Feb 12th: Who is the point person in terms of planning this day??? 

Amy Gerstein: 

Dan would like to discuss his proposal to hire Amy as a consultant to the project. 
We need to find a context to talk about his thinking in this matter. 

I 
January 5 Meeting of staff- Can the Goals Project be a main item on the agenda? 

Ne:tt steps for Dani in Goals: 

Over the neJd reeks Danny will be: 
Readin~ more in the literature of Sizer, Fullen, etc. 
Talking to experts like Fullen, Fred Newman, etc. 
Identifying and contacting the people we want as resource people 
Planning the learning for the these resource people: towards a meeting in spring 
and/or summer 

I 
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DECEMBER 30, 1994 

Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffi:nann, Barry Holtz, 
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COPY TO: Morton Mandel, Virginia Levi, 
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Sheila Allenick. Sandra Blurncnfield 

,, 
I. Review of CIJE Calendar for January and February 1995 

11 

A. Extended Staff Conference in Cleveland 
II 

Although Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring cannot be present on January 5, it was 
decided that the conferen~e should take place as planned. 

B. Goals Project Meetink in February 

ARH bas suggested the Goals Project meeting scheduled for February 8, should be held in 
Cambridge, MA, so that Prof. Scheffler could be present with DNP, SF, and ARH. 

C. 1vfEF Advisory Committee Meeting 

The 1v1EF Advisory Committee Meeting will take place on February 9, in Chicago and Prof. 
James Coleman will attedd. 

D. Senior Personnel Meeting 
I 

A Senior Personnel Meeting will take place in New York on February 10, with ARH. 
I 

E. Atlanta Goals Project 

ADH, DNP and BWH will be facilitating a Goals Seminar on February 12 in Atlanta 

F. Steering Committee Meeting 
. I 

The CIJE Steering Committee will meet on February 14 in the NY office. 

~ .. 
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II. Minutes and Assignments 

The minutes of the last sk meeting were reviewed. 
I 

A. BRA.i."IDEIS UNIVERSITY 

ADH emphasized the emerging importance of building a relationship between Brandeis 
University and CIJE. A letter of appreciation bas been received from the President of 
Brandeis University. 

Ii 
B. CONT ACT WITH COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

II 
1. Content and Program 

I 

BWH brought up 1an issue which had been raised in bis conversation with Content and 
Program committee chair, John Colman. Colman recommended that BWH give 
him written reports of activities and issues related to the committee. This would be 
helpful as a background docwnent to conversations. Colman also suggested that 
these reports be distributed to all members of the committee. 

ADH agreed and added that written reports may serve to be increasingly helpful in 
maintaining con~ct with members of committees, especially as the board continues 
to expand. However, calls are still an important priority for key committee members. 

2. Building the Profession 

GZD briefly reported on her last meeting with the new chair of the committee on 
Building the Profession, Lester Pollack. Pollack expressed a high level of interest in 
the committee. He particularly wants to focus on e,cpanding the role oftbe 
committee. 

11 

Lester Pollack an
1! GZD will meet again on Tirursday, December 29. At that time, 

GZD will make sure he is informed of the February 14 Steering Committee meeting. 

I 
C. RACHEL COW AN ~Cummings Foundation) 

1. NR will contabt Rachel Cowan regarding a meeting in January with the Spielberg 

Foundation. 1 I 
2. ADH and BWH will be attending a meeting to learn about ORTNET, a Jewish on
line service. Thislmeeting is co-sponsored by the Covenant and Cummings 
Foundations and will take place on Monday, January 30, form 8:30- 10:00 am at the 
Cummings Foundation. RJM will RSVP. The staff meeting for that day will begin at 

I 
I 
I 

9v9' l£S:13.L 
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10:30 am instead llf 9:00 am. 

D. WEXNERHERITA<&E FOUNDATION 

ADH, BWH, and possiblj GZD will be meeting with Nathan Laufer ofWexner Heritage on 
February 1, from 2:00 - 5:00 pm. The main p\l?J)ose of this meeting is for CIJE to listen and 
learn about Wexner Heritilge. BWH will check with Michael Paley to make sure that there is 

assignment no CIJE presentation scheduled for that meeting. 

E. SUMMER 1995 II 

ADH shared some ideas ~or CIJE projects in the summer of 1995. He suggested a seminar 
for building capacity for pie Goals Project, a seminar for building capacity for in-service 
training of educators, and possibly a goals seminar for lay people and newly interested 
communities. 1bis agenda item will be continued at the next staff meeting on January 3, 
1995. 

F. DAVID ARIEL AND MARK GURVIS 

Having heard nothing about the Cleveland College since the meeting in Cleveland, ADH will 
assignment follow up on the convening of the planning team. 

. IO d 

G. JCC CAMPS 11 

ADH noted recent developments including the possibility of a Jerusalem Fellow to work with 
the JCC Association as their camping consultant. Allan Finkelstein is extremely interested in 
this direction. I 

I 
After this staff meeting, ADH will be speaking with Jay Roth of Milwaukee about their 
camping programs. There has been some interest in developing this work with the Goals 
Project into a national pilot project for JCC camping. 

It was agreed by all that bile CUE could help to build a concept for the camping movement 
of the JCC, CIJE should never become involved with the internal issues in running camps. 

H. CUE 1995 woRKPilAN 

II 
The CIJE workplan will be presented at the extended staff conference on January 6 and then 
brought to the Steering Committee on February 14th. 

I 
ADH reiterated that the l 96 workplan should be approved by September of 1995. 

I 
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m. Communities Con~ltation Day (December 28) 

GZD and BWH presented their plan for the consultation meeting with the educational 
planners from Atlanta, B~timore, and Milwaukee for the next day. The day will begin with 
presentations by the plan11ers from each community and then move to the process of creating 
comprehensive personne~action plans with attention to both context and progress. Tuey 
presented their prelimin~ outlines for personnel action plans and opened discussion about 
nex.t steps after the meeting. 

The communities will ba~e to build strategies to enable them to develop action plans 
specifically tailored to tlMir individual needs. Concurrently, in the quest to design such 
action plans, CIJE and the communities will also have to consider if there are certain 
standards that must be met by all. 

The Role of CIJE in Pedbnnel Action Plans: 
I 

GZD pointed out that if CIJE does not provide consultation, we will not have the power to 
create change in the communities. CTJE's role in the implementation of the comprehensive 
personnel action plans should be limited to those parts of the plans which are important to 
CUE. These portions of the plan could include: building capacity for leadership, early 
childhood education, andlsupplementary schools as they relate to leadership capacity. 

ADH proposed an outlin~ in terms of process for the development of comprehensive 
personnel action plans in communities. 

I 

1. Bring everyone to an understanding of the generic personnel action plan as 
proposed by GZD and B WH. 

I 
2. Build togethei'a list of basic standards for personnel. 

3. Understand tli~t not every aspect of the plan can happen immediately; the work 
will be accomplished over time. 

I 

4. Communities then develop the plans that best suit their needs and desires. 

S. CIJE acts as Jnsultant, critic, resource in immediate follow up. 
'I 

ADH would like to see alfirst cut of the action plans from the communities themselves at the 
end of the meeting as pushing them to act on the project will give them O'Wllersbip. It is not 
in anyone's best interest for CUE to develop these specific action plans. However. CIJE will 
provide assistance in thi I development process and will aid in mobilizing lay support for the 
plans. I 
G:WP5'ROBJ11.'\MINUTES\STFMTG.4 
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MINUTES; 

DATE OF ME.ETING: 

I 
DATE OF MINUTES ISSUED: 

CIJE STAFF TELECONFERENCE 

January 5, 1995 

January 9, 1996 

PARTICIPANTS: Ii Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 
Nessa Rapoport, Robin Mencher, Virginia Levi 

COPY TO: Morton Mandel 

The purpose of this meeting was to plan for the February 14 Steering Committee 
meeting, which was part of the agenda of the cancelled staff meeting scheduled for 
this same date. VFL will prepare a note from Alan to those expected to attend the 
meeting who were not on this telecon, enclosing draft 3 of the workplan and Daniel 
Pekarsky's current notes on the Goals Project. 

Ginny will preparJI a cover lener from Alan to Lester Pollack reminding him of the 
February 14 meeting and enclosing a schedule of steering committee and board 
meetings for the entire year. 

The lay members of the Steering Committee will cJnvene as the search committee at 
2:30 p.m. on February 14 for a meeting with The Phillips Oppenheim Group. Alan is 
working with MLM to notify search committee members oi this arrangement. 

I 
Committee staffers should be In touch with their chairs about the workplan as it relates 
to the appropriateicommittee, Commrttee chairs should be familiar and comfortable 
with u,e workplan as it relates to their committee prior to the Steering Committee 
meeting. 11 

Following is the proposed agenda for the meeting. 

10:00 - 10:20 

10:20 - 10:45 

C1JE STEERING COMMlTTEE: 1995 WORK PLAN 

I. Minutes and Assignments 

11. Reporting and Community Mobilization 

A. GA 
lj 

I 

11 
B. Harvard Leadership Institute 
C. CJF Rell'!tionship 

" 'I 
D. Communications 

I 

VFL 

ADH,NR 
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CIJE STAFF TELEC,ONFERENCE 
January 5, 1995 

10:45 • 12:15 I 111. Capacity &lilding 

A. Building the Profession 
GZD ,I 

II 
B. Content and Program 
C. Senior Personnel 

12: 15 - 1 2:25 

ii 
IV. Overview of Board Meeting 

l 2:30 • 1 :46 V. Committee Chairs and Staff meet over lunch to 
I prepare for April Board Meeting. 

11 
1 :45 • 2:15 VI. Research and MEF 

2:15 - 2:30 VII. Wrap-up 

II 

Page 2 

BWH, DP 
ADH, ARH 

ADH 

AG/EG 

MLM 

The primary goal for this meeting is for Steering Committee Members to be familiar 
with recent and current activities of CIJE and eomfortable with the 1995 workplan. 

The following miscellaneous points were made: 

1. It is not yet clear that we went to· $Witeh Isadore Twersky to the Building the 
Profession Committee, but he will be lnvited to participat9 with that group in 
April. J 

As.ignment 2 . Nessa is prepm-lng a memo and packe1 of sample press coverage from the GA for 
distribution tol members of the Board. She will consider distributing ,t to the 
Steering Committee members either prior to or at the February meeting. 

3. While the sea}ch committee meet! at 2:30, the staff will meet separately. 
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n ACTIVE PROJECTS 

D RAW MATERIAL I FUNCTION CIJE STAFF T~CONFERENCE 

I.._J FUNCTIONAL SCHeDUU: i SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE ASSIGNMENTS I 

I --- .. 
ORIGINATOR[Pr\OJECT LEADER VFL DAT£:: 1/5/95 -- -- - ··-

.ASSIGNEt> OAT'E 

NO. DESCRIPTION ' PA!ORllY TO ASSIGNM"T' OUEOATI: 
I ONIT~ STAFCT'Et> - --

,. Prepare note eneloslng draft 3 of workpl8n and DP's no~ on VR.. 1/5/95 1/9/95 
Goals Project I

i 
I 

2. Prepar8 cover letter to Lester Pollack reminding him of February , 4 VFL 1/5/95 1/9/95 

3. 

ffiQQting. I· 
Notlfy search committee of Febnlary 14 meeting. ADH 1 /5/SS 1/9/96 

4. Prepare memo and sample press coverage from GA to Bo&rd memben,, NA 1/5/95 1/13/05 

NOTE: THESE ASSIGNMENTS ARE IN ADDITION TD THOSE I 
GENERATED IN NEW YORK. ANO UF'OATl=r.l 12130/94. I 

I 

I 

I . 
I 
! 

t 
I 

CIJE 14 5/94 

l£: 21 S6, 6 Neff £00 "39tld 

IlO 'd 
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MINUTES: 

DATE OF MEETING: 

CIJE NEW YORK STAFF MEETING 

JANUARY 3, 1995 

JANUARY 6, 1995 DATE MINUTES ISSUED., 

PARTICIPANTS: Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann. Barry Holtz, 
Robin Mencher (sec'y), Nessa Rapoport 

COPY TO: Morton Mandel, Virgjnia Levi, 

ZZO 'd 

Sheila Allenick, Sandy Blumenfield 

I. Staff Meetings I . 11 

All CIJE New York lrrmeetings will now take place from 10:00 am - 1:00 pm. 

'I 
IL Revised Agenda for Extended Staff Conference, January S, 1995 

I 
A. PRESENTATION OF 1995 WORK.PLAN ADH (15 min.) 

B. BUILDING THE PROFESSION - PLANS FOR 1995 
Presentation on rcgiocal training work group 
and other related projects. 

C. CONTENT AND PROGRA;'v1 
Best Practices 1995 
Goals Project (introduction by BWH) 

I 
D. COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION 

E. MEF 
Review of MEF worlcplan 
Research projects 11 

' 

GZD (1.5 hrs) 

Walter Ackerman (WA) 

(1.5 hrs) 
BWH 
DNP 

NR 

(1 hr) 
ADH 
WA 

F. NEW ADMINISTRA ~ ARRANGEMENTS SF A, ADH, RAS (.5 hr) 

0. PLANS FOR FEBRUARY STEERING COM:MITIEE MEETING ADH (1 hr) 
1. training for seniorlpersonnel in North America 
2. dissemination of the policy brief, press 
3. module II 
4. CIJE- Harvard Principals' Center Seminar 

H. PLANS FOR APRIL B~ARD MEETING ADH (1 hr) 
1. community personnel action plans 
2. senior training/capacity 

·3·r ·1·~ L£:6Q (nH.L)56,tI - '~¥r 
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3. version of generic ] ersonnel action plan 
4. follow up on AG's presentation on Educators' Survey at October meeting 
5. report on CIJE-Ha#ard Principals' Center Seminar 
6. Scheffler and Fox atticle 
7. report on Atlanta High School Goals Seminar 
8. format for presentations in committee meetings 
One approach to connbcting the projects of CIJE with the issues framed in the CIJE 
workplan may be to b~gin with a report of CIJE activities and show how they exemplify 
the issues. j j 

example: report on programs related to personnel (seminar at Harvard) to bring to 
the table istes of capacity and developing senior personnel 

I 
I 

ID. April Boa.rd Selnar 

Several potential theJbs and names of speakers were proposed for the seminar to take 
place the evening before the April Board Meeting. 

Name(s) · 

Daniel Hartman 

Ted Sizer and Arnie Eisen 

Howard Wexler and dzo!EG 
Jonathan Sama and Le Eisen 

Ted Sizer 

Ted Sizer and Susan hevitz 

Sybject 

role of Jewish educator in JCCs 

turning points in American Jewish life 

building capacity/what we have learned from 
problems of change 

Ted Sizer and MarshM Smith change, values and religious education 

The latter options seeied most exciting to the staff. It was also suggested that change 
could become a the~ of the April Board Meeting. 

2 

IV. Dissemination t tbe Policy Brief 

NR presented her prlbosal for dissemination of the CIJE Policy Brief for staff 
consultation. She id~tified the most important professional and lay constituencies to 
whom she believes tib brief should be sent She suggested that a letter from a CIJE staff 
or board member with the roost credibility for each particular constituency should 
accompany the brief{! NR will include staff suggestions in a final proposal and has 
already begun assembling the first lists toward our data base. 

I 
.i 
'1 

9v9' l£S:13l 
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V. Correction from minutes of December 27, 1994 staff meeting 

NR will also attend th~ Wexner Heritage meeting on February 1. 

II 

i 

'1 
I 
I 

II 
I 

3 
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CIJE ASSIGNMENTS 

NO. DESCRIPTION 
I! 

ASSIGNED DATE DUE DATE 
TO ASSIGNED 

I. Camper calls with written report to A.DH. STAFF October 12, 1994 December 1994 
I 

2. Create proposal for the next board s~minar. NR October 12, 1994 January 3, 1995 

3. Contact Rachel Cowan about Spiel~g NR December l , 1994 January 3, J 995 
Foundation meeting January 19-20,I 1995. 

I 

4. Check with Michael Paley about ~E BWH December 27, 1994 January 3, 1995 

presentation for February 1 meetinglwith 
Wexner Heritage. I · 

5. follow up on regional colleges planning ADH December 27, l 994 January 3, 1995 

team meeting. 

- . Complete the Educators' SUIYcy module.. AG,EG December 7, 1994 February 1995 

7. Explore Agnon School's relationship to the DNP,BWH December 7, 1994 TBA 

Goals Project and CIJE. 

8. Develop proposal to the Cummings! GZD,BWH December 7, 1994 TBA 
Foundation about developing capa~ ty. 

9. Explore meeting mattioned by Rachel NR December 7, 1994 TBA 
Cowan sponsored by the Covenann 
Foundation. 

10. Manage staff time allocation monitoring. SLB December 121 1994 Ongoing 

updated: JBJ1uary 6, 1995 

·3·p·1·3 8£:60 (OH1)S6 ,ll-'NVP 



MEMO 

TO: Steering Committee 

FROM: Alan D. Hoffmann 

DATE: August 23, 1994 

SUBJECT: Goals Seminar Feedback 

We thought you would be interested in the attached letters which have come in regarding the 

Goals Seminar. 



AUG 04 '~ 10:32 MANDEL INST. ISRAEL 972 2 619951 972 2 619951 

THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH CONTINUITY 
A joiHt Project of CJP and fts ctg61tcies, UAHG~ United Synazozue, 

Syna1ogue Council of Mass. 011d the Council of Orthodox Synfllopcs 

Au.gu.t 2, 1994 

One Lincoln Plaza Boston, MA 02111 
(617) 330-9500 Tetefru1: (817) 3$0·6197 

Irving Belansk')i and Mark Ooldwoitz 
Co-Ohalra 

C::irolyn Ktll• r 
Director 

!Y FACSIMILE: Oll 972•2·617~418 
Dr. Alan Boffmin, fi~cutiVe Director 
Council for Initiatives in Jewish Ed.uca.tion 

Dear Alan: 

One~ agAin.1 I vane to 1:h.ank you for inviting Carolyn Kello~ and me to the 
CIJE Seminar. Even tho cuu.t.1 ob•ervor would know that t:he program was 
exceedingly well pll!lX'IMd. Th• ClJB St.ff Nd• eXat\llent, eboughtftil. and 
rioh pr•sentationa, an~ your office uaooiataa paid attentiou tttantion to 
even the ntost minute detail. 

Alan. the. work that nu to b• &eoomplieh•d at tho n&tional level is a 
herculean task tho.t involv•e not only a i:iadonal and. collllll\mity vieion, but 
a well executed inrple111entation process th.At emhrac•• the d4y achoole, 
supple.mental schools, and adult: education program.a. If ve are to make 
dr41Utic changes in ou~ education.al aervie• &livery systems for the 
purpoae• of trAn&foniini Jews , we will ~~e6 to oroato ttuo parenerehipe 
between P'ed.ration.s, synagogues, and. the movEmenta a t tbe local and the 
national levels . 

Ve will need to have an all-encompassing vision that ~•achoG out to all 
atakeholder•. That vidon mu.at be well articuuted • and be 
-repreaeutativ• . Both the vision and impbPntation proo•u =w:t have 
oompell~ and joyful reaGon.s for our people to :t'e!Cain and beamu. 
edu.e.ted, pasa1onat~, ~nd literate Jevs devoted to "repairing the ~orld." 

AlAn, I vant to meet with you aa aoon as poasiblo to ahare how I can be a 
significant player in tha aooompli•hment.a of oollXlJXUI'tity goal• . 

1 look forward. to speaking with you to arrange e. meeting, and I will 
telophone you the week of August 8 to arran1e • meettng. 

W~st peraonal regards, 

'\ . ' 
_\JI\, ' , V ·,{' '..1 ti ,n I 
. \;.._, ~ \, l, f\ /,• I-·-" • '~...._,,\}) (.)... \._. .. 

~ (\ 
Irving !alansky ·~ 

IB:rw 

C:\mm\Irving-Alan 

P . 2/2. 
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Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary 
500 West 185th Street• New York, NY 10033 • (212) 960-5263 

An Affilillre of YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 

omcrOFTlfE 
VICE PREsIDENT 
FOR A!>MINlSTRA TION 
AND PROFESSIONAi. 
EDUCATION 

Dr. Allan D. Hoffman 
Council for Initiatives in 
Jewish Education 
15 East 26th Street 
New York, NY 10011-1579 

Dear Alan: 

August 10, 1994 
3 Elul 5754 

Yashar Kochacha to you and your staff for a well-conceived and thoughtful 
implementation of the recent Goals Seminar in Jerusalem! I trust that you derived 
the appropriate satisfaction from the efforts expended to make the conference 
challenging and productive. 

On a personal level, I want to thank you for the courtesies extended by you and 
your staff to me and my wife at the seminar. 

I look forward to working together in the months and years ahead to advance our 
shared commitment to enhance Jewish education and the commitment of Jews to 
Jewish continuity in a meaningful way. 

Best wishes for a Ketivah V'hatimah Tova, and a trouble-free adjustment on your 
relocation to the States! 

RSH:sk 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Rabbi Roberts. Hirt 
Vice President 



25th ' 

Dan Aaron Polster 
President 

Janet M. Braverman 
Vice President 

Lee Lazar 
Vice President 

Donald Perlmulter 
Vice President 

Carolyn Alpert 
Secretary 

Jonathan Shanes 
Treasurer 

Trustees 

Year 

26500 Shaker Boulevard • Beachwood, Ohio 44122 • Phone: 464-4055 

Mr. Mort Mandel 
Mandel Associated Foundations 
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

Ray Levi, Ph.D. 
Head of School 

July 27, 1994 

.. ,urray 0. Altose 
Kay E. Ariel Dear Mort, 
Ellen K. Cohn 
Renee Edelman 
Marilyn Eisenslal • 

· Marc w. Freimuth On behalf of the faculty and Board of Trustees of Agnon School, I would hke 
Alan M. Gendler 
Greer Glazer to thank you and your foundation for two significant growth opportunities this 
Jennifer Deutsch Goldberg 

· RA0
1 
bert GGoldberg summer. Your generous grant to the School for staff development work at the 
vm L. ray 

R
0

oc
1 

helLale ~ross Melton Centre for Jewish Education in the Diaspora at Hebrew University in 
ane vm 

~~~~f ~~~arks Jerusalem allowed a group of General Studies and Judaic Studies teachers to 
Kenneth J Rapoport · • · · d · d t t th d f A Th · ft d M I Ilana Horowitz Ratner part!Clpate 10 a seminar estgne O mee e nee S O gnon. e gI e e ton 

.:~:~~; 
1
R:;ner faculty arranged for us to study Bible in the Judeaen Hills and to pursue the 

-t!1,~~~:ez;r;a complexities of the peace process with Israeli-Arab high school students in Sachnit 
·f~'l;.: ~~~~fer and Jewish residents in the Golan Heights. We participated in an archaeological dig, 
·waiter Schaffer d' d I I "th M 1· b ikh 'd th Al Aksa M "d d th • •Nancy Shanes Stu Je S am WI a US 1ID. S e OUtsI e e - Osque, COnSl ere e 
·Keith Sherwin . l 1 J th H d. · fr 
Kenneth D. Vinocur impact of secu ar cu ture upon ews al e ero Ian mans10ns om the Second 
Ellen R. Whitehill • d d d · I b Sh · A · hi h Th · Clifford A wo11 Temple peno , an rea matena y ru gnon m s ome. ese expenences 

•oanlel C. Wonhington . • 
could clearly not have been provided m Cleveland. They allowed us to focus upon 

Honorary Board Chairman • 
ter Rzepka the impact of field experiences as integral components of a school curriculum, 
Honorary_ Lile Members develop preliminary plans for an eighth grade educational trip to Israel planned for 

Bennet Kleinman 
Simon Kadis the spring cf 1996, and to examine the mission of Llie School. As a faculty group, we 

·Past President now know each other well and can build on the trust and understandings that extend 
• "PTA President 

across grade levels as we work on refining and coordinating our curriculum at home. 

During the period that I was in Jerusalem, Agnon Board of Trustees 
President Dan Polster and I were extremely fortunate to join a group from Cleveland 
at the CUE Goals Seminar. The benefits of this seminar were enormous. The 
opportunity for me to spend four days together with our Board President considering 
vision allowed us to sharpen and better articulate the vision of Agnon while 
strengthening our working relationship. I cannot overstate the value of bringing lay 
and professional leadership together in this type of study session. Regular and 
intensive meetings in a setting far removed from the daily demands of our 
professional positions allowed the Cleveland constituency to build far deeper 

Afflllau,<1 with the Clevetan<1 Bureau of Jewish Educalion, the Jewish Community Feceratlon, and rhe Independent Schools Assoclarlon of Central States 



communications network while collectively considering the future of Jewish 
education in Cleveland. Presentations and dialogue with very strong thinkers among 
the CIJE staff pushed our own thinking to new creative ends, encouraging us to 
consider carefully the ways in which we translate vision into practice and compare 
our achievements to our goals. 

We are in the process of preparing a full report about our summer experiences 
which we will forward shortly. In the meantime, I want to express my appreciation 
to the Mandel Associated Foundation. As a result of our work this past summer, we 
look forward to strengthening our partnership with the Melton Centre and to building 
an ongoing working relationship with CIJE. 

Copies: Mark Gurvis 
Steve Hoffman 
Ze'ev Mankowitz 
Dan Polster 
Peter Rzepka 

zyyows, 
Ray Levi 
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July 18, 1994 

Dr. Alan Hoffman 
Director 
CIJE-Cleveland Office 
P. 0. Box 94553 
Cleveland, OH 441'01 

Dear Alan: 

10 : s t vs , sz 7nr 

MILWAUKEE JEWISH FEDERATION 

Both personally and on behalf of the Milwaukee delegation I want to thank you for the 
time and effort you put into organizing the Goals Seminar and for the concern you 
showed to the Milwaukee participants. There were many issues to discuss both before 
and during the seminar. The one thing I can now say after completing the five days is 
that there is a lot more work to do. 

The Goals Seminar provided a model which we intend to use for our educational 
institutions and with some adjustments, potentiarly for other Jewish communal 
organizations as well. As we prepare for the challenges ahead and specifically in the 
preparation in our upcoming Vision and Goals Seminar in Milwaukee we will took forward 
to our continuing partnership with the CIJE. 

Again, tt was great getting together with you in Jerusalem. I look forward to seeing you 
soon in Milwaukee and in the interim wish you a successful transition to the States. 

Please extend our thanks and appreciation to Gail and Barry as well. 

Richard H. Meyer 
Executive Vice President 

RHM/ii 

P.S. I look forward to picking your brain for some thoughts and suggestions as I 
prepare for my 3 month sabbatical next summer in Jerusalem. 

1360 N. Prospect Avent1e MilwaukcP-, Wisconsin 53202-3094 414·27'1--{3338 FAX 4·14-27 1-7081 
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3075 Chadbourne Rd. 
Shaker Hts., Ohio 44120 

Mr. Morton Mandel 
Chairman, Premier Industrial Corp. 
4500 Euclid Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

Dear Mort: 

July 18, 1994 

I just returned from the CIJE seminar on vision- driven 
institutions in Jerusalem, and I wanted you to know what an 
extraordinary learning experience it was for me. For five days, 
morning through night, our minds were st=etched to the maximum as 
we wrestled with both theoretical and practical issues . The CIJE 
and Mandel Institute staff and consultants were exceptional. 

Each day, we had the opportunity to meet separately by 
community for 60-90 minutes. As the only lay member from 
Cleveland, I was struck by the fact that the discussions of our 
Cleveland delegation were marked by a depth and candor that would 
not have been possible, at least at the outset, had these meetings 
occurred at home. This is probably attributed to the makeup of the 
Cleveland group, the effect of t.he oyerall seminar upon our 
discussions, the catalytic effect. of the CIJE staff, and the fact 
that it is difficult to speak other than from the heart when one is 
looking at the Old City of Jerusalem . 

Toward the end of the seminar, Ray Levi and I spoke with Alan 
Hoffman about creating a formal relationship between CIJE and Agnon 
School. I believe Agnon is an example of a vision-driven community 
day school which is struggling with the problem of how to be 
inclusive without being pareve. I believe that Agnon would provide 
a good case study for CIJE analysis, and that CIJE could in turn 
assist Agnon in continuing the never-ending process of self
evaluation and improvement . We have set up a follow-up meeting 
when Alan is in Cleveland the last week of August. 

I hope that my participation contributed in some small way to 
the success of the seminar. Thank you again for providing this 
extraordinary experience, and I look forward with anticipation to 
continuing to work with the talented men and women you have 
assembled at CIJE . 

~c~t??~ 
Dan Aaron Polster 



Date sent 1/Zl/95 

To: Annette Hochstein 

Organization: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

COMMENTS: 
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I I 
COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 

IN 
JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

I 

,Time ~ent 9:30 am est No. or Pages (Incl cover): 39 

From: Alan Hoffmann ! 
I 

I 

Phone Number: 212·532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 
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COUNCIL ~ OR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Chaim Botwinick, Ste~e Chervin, Ruth Cohen 

From: Gail Dorph 

Date: 

Re: 

CC: 

January 13, 1995 

Our next meeting date I 

Alan Hoffimann, R~!Holtz, Ginny Levi, Nessa Rapoport 

Our next meetings will take place on March 8 and 9 at the CIJE offices in New York. On 
Wednesday, the 8th, we will discuss your plans for personnel in your communities and on the 
9th, we will meet with denonfuiational leadership to discuss place/role of denominations in these 
plans. Feel free to invite othe.t: key members of your team to participate in the meeting. 

I 
For now, assume these mee~s will last from 9:00 to 5:00 each of these days. If you have 
suggestions for how to structure these days to have maximum effectiveness for your planning 
process, please contact me - the sooner the better. 

mo ·d 
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I 
COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MINUTES: 
I 

DATE OF l\1EETINf: 

DA TE 1\.fiNUTES ISSUED: 

PARTICIPANTS: I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
COPY TO: I 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION MEETING 

DECEMBER 28, 1994 

JANUARY 13, 1995 

Chaim Botwinick. Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen, 
Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 
Robin Mencher (sec'y), Nessa Rapoport 

Morton Mandel, Virginia Levi 

I. Agenda/Overview~ 

This meeting began 'Mth a restatement of our agenda for the day: Discussion of issues 
and strategies to be considered in developing comprehensive personnel action plans. 

The agenda was divided into two sections: 
1. The morning was devoted to hearing and responding to updates by Chaim 

Botv.-inick, Steve Chervin and Ruth Cohen on the issues/challenges/problems each of t.l-ie 

lead communities is facing as they develop their plans 

2. The afternoon session focused on a presentation and discussion led by Gail 
Dorph and Barry Holtt on the characteristics of a comprehensive action plan wit.li a focus 
on in-service educatio;n of teachers and the challenges we face in creating such plans. 

The day ended with a ~ ecision to reconvene in March of 1995 to 
A. discuss coocrete iterations of community action plans with focus on steps 

needed for implementation. 
B. meet with leaders of denominational groups to talk through the roles of the 

national denominations in the development and implementation of community plans. 
I 

II. Community Presentations 

A. ATLANTA 

Steve Chervin traced e actions in his community since reception of the results of the 
Educators' Survey in ovember. In general, his work group reacted positively to the 

report, noting some ,biguities in the data collecting process. 

The draft along with L introduction written by Steve (which emphasized next steps in 
community planning tor personnel) was made public soon after it was received. It was 
presented at a series df meetings to key stakeholders including, CJC ( continuity 
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commission) commi members, and members of all three principals' councils ( day 
school, supplemenra!YJ ~chool, and pre-school). The policy brief was given to these 
people as well. Additionally, the study and policy briefs were distributed to all 
congregational rabbis,ibembers oftbe JES (Jewish Educational Services) board, 
congregational presidetits, school committee chairs, and Jewish studies faculty at Emory 
University. 

The meetings proved tG provide an open, honest forum for expressing concerns and 
connecting different gtpups of people to a shared communal agenda All those who 
participated in the mec¾mgs supported work towards developing an action plan for 
Atlanta, although the ~uggestions for how the community should proceed to develop a 
personnel action plan differed. 

II 
The community plans f create focus groups of teachers in order to bring them into the 
process. The community is also looking for avenues to mobilize specific constiruencies 
of individual organizations around the issues of building the profession. 

B. BALTIMORE I 
I 

Chaim Botwinick described the hard work of the small sub-committee of the CIJE 
committee charged with reviewing the draft of the document and giving feedback to 
Adam and Ellen. This!committee successfully completed its work and Baltimore 
received a revised copy of the report in addition to receiving additional tables of 
information that addressed their planning concerns. 

Chaim then gave an o~erview of the dissemination plan in Baltimore. He reported that 
they had worked hard to develop a sense of urgency around the issue of personnel 
through disseminationjofthe report on the teaching force in Baltimore. The Baltimore 
report was sent out to !the following groups and discussed in the following forums: 

I 

Round One: Federation Committees 
1. executive committee of Associate 
2. board of OAJE (the Associated's committee on Jewish education) 
3. CIJE com.ciittee 

I 
Round Two: Four Focus Groups 

I 

1. lay chairs of congregational committees on Jewish education 

2. rabbis II 
3, congregational school directors and pre•school directors 
4. day schooljilirectors 
5. CJES professional staff 
5. CJES boarci of directors 

·l 
I 

9tin ns: 131 

2 
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The policy brief was only given out to those who attended focus group meetings rather 
than mailing it out wii the community report. There was some discussion of whether 
or not the polilcy brie~should now be maiiled out. Chaim felt that attention to the policy 
brief might distract th~ community from moving ahead on the creation of its own 
personnel action planjHe felt now was the time for action and not the time for more 
discussion. 

The community ofB timore has established a professional work group, consisting of 
educational professiohals and a few rabbis and lay leaders. Beginning in mid January, 
this group will meet J an intensive think tank to develop short term, mid term and long 
term community plan ~or educators with attention to implementation and funding. In 
May, this work group 1~11 present the results of its work to the CIJE committee. As part 
of this new planning ptocess, Baltimore's educational committee structure will be revised 
to supervise the impl~entation of their action plan. Th.is plan will develop further into 
micro-plans, directin~specific institutions in the community. 

Two major challenge~ifacing the Baltimore Jewish community were noted. 

1. In terms of kssemination, the focus group meetings were good meetings, but 
were poorly att'ended. Thus although all members of the groups got the report, 
few took the opportunity to respond to it. 
2. The pace ofiimplementation of the action plans is directly related to the 
funding cycle l:)f the community. The plan will be adopted in the spring, but 
cannot be fimded until next fall, delaying activity in the community. 

C . .MIL w AUKEE I 

Ruth Cohen began he~I presentation by noting the separation of powers within the 
Milwaukee Federatio~. While her role within the Federation is one of planner and 
advocate, she does not carry any implementation power with.in the system. The lead 
community committeb has taken on five areas of concern based on a strategic planning 
process last November: personnel, teen programming, family programming, vision and 
goals, and funding for Jewish education .. 

In terms of personnell Milwaukee received their report a year ago. A personnel action 
committee was form I to review the data. This committee went through all of the tables 
before the final draft f the integrated report was available. When the final report came 
through, two commu&ty wide receptions were held at which Adam Gamoran and Gail 
Dorph made presenralions. One of the receptions was for educators: particularly teachers; 
the other was geared #>ward community lay leaders. The presentations were well 
received and the disclissions that followed were quite good. The disappointment was that 
they were not as well~attended as was hoped. 

·3·r·1·8 tii:&o (l~d)S6,l Z- 'NVP 
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She recapped positive1and negative events since the data on Milwaukee was released a 
year ago. On the posipve side, two projects stood out as major steps forward on the road 
to building the profesMon in Milwaukee. The CIJE - Harvard Principals' Center Seminar 
provided information and inspiration to the educators in her community. More recently, 
the work towards creating a masters degree program for Milwaukee's teachers through the 
Cleveland College of tewish Studies is also viewed by the comm.unity as an innovative 
development in building the profession. 

On the negative side, tecent articles in the Milwaukee Jewish Chronicle have produced 
some negative responks from professionals and lay leaders, shifting the focus away from 
the progress being made in the community. Ruth felt that these articles had created 
tension and cast a negative aura on the survey and the lead community initiative. Alan 
and Nessa pointed o~rays in which the lead community project of Milwaukee could 
use the media attention as an opportunity to keep the issues on the community agenda. 
They suggested a series of carefully crafted letters to the editor of the newspaper. 

Milwaukee currently ~ces :five tensions in their work to improve educational quality: 

1. improving rent programs VS. adding new program 

2. influencing.mstitutions to take personal responsibility for reform vs. adding 
new professional positions to work with the institutions. 

3. investing in current personnel vs. bringing in new people 

4. building a partnership between planning and implementation: involving 
MAJE in teacher training towards system1c change 

5. adding programs that will lead to systemic change vs. expansion of programs 

m. Creating a Personnel Action Plan 

Gail Dorph and BatIYj !Holtz presented a six part strategy for undertaking the development 
of community personnel action plans. This strategy is based on two central questions: 

1. What mig~ a personnel action plan include in tenns of content? 

2. What are l steps a community could take to implement these goals? 

The strategy included be following steps: 

1. Assessing needs of teachers and leaders (specifying needs for particular target 
populations) J 
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2. Projecting possible solutions to meet these needs 

3. Stating prelbnditions for success 

4. Surveying I lesent in-service offerings and their strengths and weaknesses 

I 
5. Deciding ere we want to be in five years 

6. Laying out e activities in which you must be engaged over the next six 

months (a year! etc.) in order to arrive in that spot in five years. 

As aids in the plannin~ process, Barry and Gail distributed a skeleton of a comprehensive 
personnel action plan r, well as several worksheet type documents to help in the planning 
process. 

I 
I 

Additions to these documents were made by the group as we moved through the exercise. 
In particular, suggestidns for thinking about preconditions for success were expanded to 

include: I 

Under B.-Building pacity for In-Service Training for Teachers, the following three 
areas were added: 1· 

a supeMsor/lead teacher 
b. teac.ber educators/national faculty 
c. in-shvice training 

1bree new categories I ere added: 

1. motivation of teachers (mentioned were intrinsic motivation in terms of quality 
of progr · ~• incentives for participation both financial and psychologjcal, 
empowermen{I need for networking) 

2. organizatilal context (that is, the readiness of institutions for teachers to be 
engaged in o~k oing professional development( 

3. research J! evaluation capacity (this was also added to The Critical Path) 

1bree other items wel.l mentioned in this regard that need to be on the table but did not 
seem to be preconditiHns to the success of the plan: establishing minimum requirements 
for teachers, some kirii:i of certification pro~ thinking through the dynamics of 
individual lea.ming pl~s ala first model in the article on in-service education models. 

(The seminar planninll docwnents reflect these additions) 

·3·r·1·~ s,:60 (rnd)S6,l7.-'NVP 
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V. Next Steps 

i 
This group will recon ene March 8-9, 1995. Everyone had a homework assignment 
which includes a first cut to answering the questions in worksheets IV - VI: 

IV Wb 
. ll . . . tl . . . ? Wb . at m~scrrvice opportunities curren y exist m your community. at are 

there strengths! and weaknesses? 
V. Where do ~ou want to be in five years? 
VI. Given where you and where you to be, what's your plan for getting there? 
Chart the next ~ix months time. 

On March 9th, the me~tings will also include a discussion with representatives from the 
education departments1of the denominational movements. 

I 

I 

C:ICUE\PLA.~S\COMSEM.Dl!C 
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TOW ARD A COMPREJSNE PERSONNEL ACTION PLAN 
(fbis document only deals Jith personnel in formal educational settings) 

WHAT WOULD AN ACTI NPLANLOOKLIKE? 

I 
RUBRICS FOR UPGRAD G PERSONNEL 
A PLAN IN PLACE WO HA VE THESE ELEMENTS: 

II 
I. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

A. Differentiated In-Sejlce Proe;rarns for Teachers (according to 
knowledge, trajnirn,, ~ett!Pi, and need) 

600 'd 

(The following could ~e part of an individually or communally 
based plan for profeslional growth tied to licensing arzd increments) 

1. Courses 

a. Subject Matter Courses 

b. EducationJ Foundations/Pedagogy Courses 

c. Courses J blend subject matter and pedagogy according to age and setting 

Examples: 11 

• EarlylChildhood Teachers Seminar (emphasizing Judaica component of 
the program as well as implications for pedagogy) 

I 

* Seminar on the Teaching of Hebrew language 
1
• day schools - spoken Hebrew 
1
• day schools - text Hebrew 
Ii'" supplementary schools - reading and Siddur Hebrew 

* U-S11EP (United Synagogue In-service courses) 

d. Courses thil have "lab or practice" component 
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2. Programs 

a. Sequenced • rograms not necessarily developed for "training of 
educators" t.g., Melton Mini-School) 

b. Sequenced rograms designed for educators (Early Childhood 
Institute) 

c. Sequenced firograms designed for educators with classroom 
based cornpbnent 

d. Induction (~ite based or Communal) 

. II 
3. Retreat Expenences 

which will focus rrtbst particularly on personal/ experiential needs of 
participants (tefillah, Shabbat) 

I 
{One way to frame items 1-3 ould be the creation of a Teachers Institute with a variety of 
offerings for teachers of different subjects, settings, denominations, and ages.} 

B. In-Service Programs for Educational Leaders 

C. 

OIO 'd 

I 
Leadership Institute -Across Communities 
(as sub-groups and across settings) 

I 
1. Principals of Day Schools 
2. Directors of Early Childhood units 
3. Principals of Supplementary Schools 

Leadership Seminar - Within Communities (Using Best Practices and Other Resources) 

1. Directors of Early Childhood units 
2. Principals of Supplbmentary Schools 
3. Principals of Day ~hools 

Courses, Programs, J treats appropriate to leadership personnel also need to be 
developed 

2 
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D. 

II. 

A. 

2. Mentoring prog,J in action 
a. for novice ptincipals 
b. for novice tciichers 

Peer and "Expert'' cofuin~ Promm for Experienced Personnel 

I . Preparation of peer ~aches 

2. Coaching programJ L action 
a for experieJkd principals 
b.forexperien~teachers 

I 
RECRUITMENT ! 
Developing teens and Joung adults 

II 

1. Leadership progranis for teenagers that involve them as counselors, youth group 
advisors, and teaching,assistants 

2. Programs to suppo~ college age youngsters who are teaching and working as 
personnel in youth groups, cafups, and in schools 

B. Developlng altematiJ pools of teachers 

1. Recruiting and preparing "volunteer" teachers for supplementary schools (bringing in 
new populations to teaching force, e.g., public school/private school teachers, retirees) 

I 
2. Retooling public/private school teachers for careers in Jewish education, particularly 
supplementary schools 

m. 

A. 

RETENTION I 
I 

Salary and Benefit$ I 

I IO 'd 

l . Benefits packages 3Jlailable for full time people 

2. Partial (proportioj) benefits packages available for part-time people 

II 
3. Synagogue, JCC Memberships 

4. Reduced day scholi and camp tuition ( even for those teaching in supplementary 
schools in proportionhl. way) 

I 
.... ., 

.i 
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B. 

,I 

5. Free invitations to 1nmunal events 

6. Conference lines, lmbership in professional organizations 

7. Appropriate sabbatil and study opportunities in Israel and U.S. 

8. Tuition stipends/pa I incentives for teachers taking Inservice courses 
! 

Career Path l 
1. Creation of full tim 

I 
positions for teachers that include teaching, mentoring new 

teachers, and peer coa~hing. 

2. "Community" T eac~er (teacher who teaches in more than one institutions thereby 
creating full-time pos~~ons) 

3. Creating positions i day schools and supplementary schools for curriculum 
supervisor, master teacher, Ju~c studies coordinator, resource room teacher 

11 

IV. PRE~SERVICE PROGRAMS 

4 



CREA LG A PERSONNEL ACTION PLAN 

I. WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? 
I 
' I 

I 
I 

TEACHERS 
I 

SETIINGS I PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

JUDAICA EDUCATION BOTHJ &E ADVANCED 
Ii OPPORTIJNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL II 
DAY SCHOOL I! 
CONGREGATION II 

EDUCATIONAL LEADERS 

SETTINGS 11 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

JUDAICA EDUCATION BOTHJ&E ADVANCED 

II 
OPPORTUNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL 11 

DAYSCHOOL I 
CONGREGATION II 

II 
(fo be complete this matrix actually has to have many more cells which would be created by 
including all the populations bnd needs -and maybe more-included on the page called 
ACTION PLAN: FOR WHOM below) 

C:\CUE\PLANS\FULLPLAN.WPD 

,1 
,t 
it 

'I 
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II. THE FOLLOWING iT IS ONE EXAMPLE OF A STRATEGY DESIGNED TO 
MAP THE ISSUE OF NEEDS. 

TEACHERS 

SETTINGS II PROFESSIONAL GROWTII OPPORTUNITIES 

" EDUCATION JUDAICA BOTHJ&E ADVANCED 

II OPPORTUNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL Hol~day Child Development Teaching Jewish Curriculum 
Cycle Holidays in Early Writing Seminar 

High Scope Childhood 
Classrooms 

DAY SCHOOL Bible Group Investigation Using Tal Sela in Talmud Shiur 
Model the elementary 

school years 
' 

CONGREGATION Sid~ur Classroom Teaching the Preparing to be Lead 
Management Joseph Cycle to Teacher 

I Strategies the Dalet Class 

I using the Melton 
Bible materials 

(To be complete this matrix actually has to have many more cells which would be created by 
including all the populations and needs -and maybe more--included on the page called 

ACTION PLAN: FOR WHOM below) 

2 
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ACTION PLAN: 
FOR WHOM? 

TO ANSWER WHAT NEEDS? 

POPULATIONS: 

Settings: 
Day School 
Pre-School 
Suppl em en 

Experience: 

1 
Novices I 
3 to 7 years I 
Over 7 years I 

Background and Traiipng: 
Trained in Education vs. Untrained in Education 
Trained in Judaica vs. Untrajned in Judaica 
Trained in Bo1h 
Untrained in Both 

NEEDS: 

TEACHER 

Judaic Subject Matter Knowledge 
Pedagogic Skills 
Pedagogic Content Knowledge 
Child Development 
Personal Growth Experiences 

PRINCIPALS 
Judaic Subject Matter Knowledge 

SI O 'd 

Leadership Knowledge and Skills 
Management Knowldige and Skills 
Supervision of Instruction and Teachers 

11 

., 
.J 
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m. ARE THERE SOME Les THAT EVERYONE MUST no FIRST? 
ARETHEREPRECONDIDONSFORSUCCESSOFPLAN? 

910 'd 

A. Educational LeJ.hship 

B. Build Capacity rJ! In-Service Training for T eacbers 
a. supetvisor~ead teacher 
b. teacher educators/national faculty 
c. in-service tkining 

C. Motivation oftea&~ers (mentioned were intrinsic motivation in tenns of quality 
of programming, incentives for participation both financial and psychological, 
empowerment, need for networking) 

II 
D. organizational context (that is, the readiness of institutions for teachers to be 
engaged in ongoing professional development( 

II 
E. research and evaluation capacity (this was also added to Toe Critical Path) 

4 
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II 
IV. WHAT INSERVICE OPPORTUI\'ITIES CURRENTI., Y EXIST IN YOUR 
COMMUNITY? 1 

WHAT ARE THEIR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES? 

LIO 'd 

lt 

I 

I 

1! 
I 

i 
I 

I' 
I 
l 

I 
I 

I 
I 

11 
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V. WHEREDOYOUW~ TOBEINFIVEYEARS? 

1995-2000 
ll 

OPTIONS II YEARS 

1995 II 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

1. Courses 11 

Subject Matter I 
Courses I -Educational 

I foundations/Ped 
I 

agogy courses I, --------
Blend of Subj. 

II matter and I 

pedagogy II 
Lab/Practice II 
courses 

2. Programs 

Sequenced 

II programs: not 
necess. for 
training of I 

educators -----
Sequenced 
programs: for I 
training of p 

I educators ----------
Induction of new 

I 

teachers (site or 

I communal) 

Sequenced I 
programs: with 

I classroom 
component II 

6 
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II 
3. Retreat ii 
experiences 

I 

I 

4. lnservice ' 
I 

programs for 

I Ed. Leaders 

Across 

11 communities 

Within 11 

communities I 
·-

Mentoring 
I 
j 

programs for I 

I 

TIOVICCS 

Peer and expert 
I coaching for 

experienced I 

I 

7 

I 

I 
' 
I 
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VI. GIVEN WHERE YOU.!ARE AND WHERE YOU WANT TO BE, WHAT'S YOUR 
PLAN FOR GETTING 1 RE1 
For some suggestions, approaches, strategies, see: 

CRITICAL PATH ~ID. p., 3, 4; 
(Particularlyrlmap future needs in terms of leadership positions that will 
become ava~ble as weJI as predicting new opportunities) 

ACTION PLAN: HQW; and 
ONE STRATEGY !ipR DEVELOPING PERSONNEL ACTION PLANS IN 

COMMUNITIES 

I! 
Use chart that follows as possible worksheet 

11 
! 

', 

8 
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VJ. WHAT DO ~ OU NEED TO DO IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS? 

I OPTIONS 

1. Courses 

Subject Matter 
Courses ---
Educational 
foundations/Ped 
agogy courses 

Blend of Subj. 
matter and 
pedagogy 

i-----------
Lab/Practice 
courses 

2. Programs 

Sequenced 
programs: not 
necess. for 
training of 
educators 

Sequenced 
programs: for 
training of 
educators 

Induction of new 
teachers (site or 
communal) 
-------------
Sequenced 
programs: with 
classroom 
component 

I ZO 'd 

I 

I 

I 
II 
II Febrnar:y 

11 

Ii 
I 

I 
i 
I 

I 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

II 

! 
i 
I 

) 
l 

,, 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

March 

9P9Z Z£S: 13i 

1995-96 

MONTHS 

April May June Sept. 

9 
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II 
3. Retreat I I experiences 

4.lnservice I 
programs for I 
Ed. Leaders 

I 

Across Ii communities 

Within I 

communities r ----------
Mentoring I I programs for 
novices 

Peer and expert 

Ii coaching for 
experienced I 

I 
I 

l 
11 

I! 
11 

10 
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ACTION PLAN: 
HOW? 

1. MAPPING RESOURCE AVAILABLE: 
BJE ii 
Hebrew Colleges (loc~ or regional) 
Denominations Ii 
Local Secular Universities 
Out of town universities 
Rabbis in the community 
Judaica Professors I 
Israel Programs I 
CAJE I 
JESNA 
Professional Groups (~.g. NATE, JEA) 
Melton Mini-School, berekh Torah 

2. DEVISING APPROPRIATE APPROACHES TO ADDRESS ISSUES 
Individual Learning Pµns 
Courses 
School-based Curriculum improvement project 
Training Sessions with Supervision and Feedback 
Programs (Sequenced! Courses) 
Observation/assessment 

Peer Coaching 
Mentoring 
Supervision 

Structured Reflective Practice 

3. PRIORITIZATION: 
11 

Economic Feasability 
Human Resources Available 
Scope, Content, Quality 

4. DEVELOPING INCENTIVES 

£la "d 

Extra Money Ii 
Increased Salary I I 
Degrees/Certification 
Released Time 

I 

i 
I 
i 
I 
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II 
ONE STRATEGY FOR DEl~LOPING PERSONNEL ACTION PLANS IN 
COMMUNITIES 

II 
1. Create a meeting of schTIJ directors (rabbis/lay leaders) to discuss: 

a. their respective curricula 
b. to decide if there ate areas of overlap and potential cooperation for courses th.at need 
to be developed 11 

c. discuss appropriatelauspices for such courses: community vs. denominational 
d. discuss appropriate venues for such courses: community vs. school based 

2. Other issues for discussidh by this same group might include: 

. . fi .ll . . th a mcentives or participating in e program 
b. salary increments th'at would accrue for participation 
c. accreditation procedure that would accompany successful completion of 11x'1 number 
of courses I 

II 

3a. Set up a three part progntm for teachers that would include: 

I 
a. Judaica courses that deal specifically with the content of the curriculum 
(examples: holidays, life cycle. Siddur, Parashat Hasbavua, etc) 
These courses should also include where appropriate real life ex:periences and 
assignments as well as1retreat type experiences focused on participants' "personal 

meaning making"). 

b. Pedagogic input aiid support for teaching the Judaica content (either integrated 
with the course or as a~ab component of the Judaica course) 

c. Classroom coaching as support (to be provided either by teacher of whole course, 
teacher of the lab cojse, principal of the school) 

3b. Set up schoolwide professional development program to meet needs of setting (upgrade 
faculty, creates esprit de corps) 

4. Additional Questions~ 

a How wouldjthe above program be planned? 
b. How could1it be coordinated/managed? 
c. How wouldjit be orchestrated/taught? 
d. How would success be evaluation? 

l 
I 

12 
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Dear Alan, 

This is a catch- all memo, some of it financial, technical, 
some more substantive. Hope it finds you recovered from 
the multiple events of these last two months, and ready to 
visit with us next week. 

1. We would like to feature CIJE as follows at the Board 
Meetings: 
a) educators' survey and MEF + in-service and potential role 
for Israel 
b) goals seminar - Jerusalem 
c} staff seminar 
d) CIJE at GA 
e) planning activities 

The rationale (similar for all organizations discussed at 
board) : focus on those items MI contributes to. Of course 
any additional matter you would like to discuss is OK . 

2 . Thoughts re-personnel (in-service ard genera l plan). In 
light of the fact that I never had that last meeting with 
Gail - how do you suggest that we continue to help with the 
planning? I mentioned to Gail the possibility of her 
coming to Jerusalem for a brief stint of planning with MI 
staff - but it looked like her immediate schedule would make 
this tough. What about March if January is impossible? I 
think that we could advance the plann~process 
significantly and don't believe the who~e team needs to 
participate - as long as there is no departure from the 
principles and direction that have been charted . What do 
you think? 

3. Regarding February - we wanted to do several CIJE- related 
matters together . Planning with staff, MEF advisory board 
meeting, goals pro~ect meeting, your steering committee 
meeting, the Nort111American committee for the personnel 
project. Here are some thoughts: 
a. to do it all in February will be more time-consuming than 
either your or our time will permit. Moreover there is some 
nice progress on planning with staff, and if personnel 
planning can go as per above, perhaps you should consider 
putting off a next staff planning seminar until later in 
the year - it may be more useful then. 
b. MEF is a high priority at this time because of the 
module, the in-service targets, the change with no field 
research~rs. We could convene a meeting as per the memo I 
sent re~dam. 
c . Goals: given the extensive planning work done by D. P . , 
and the need to develop content, perhaps a stab should be 
taken at Harvard towards suggested next steps (we will have 
some other work there too in February, Danny Marom will be 
there, etc . .. ) 



/ 

So, how about moving 
(february 8 and 9? 
l . meeting with you 

the meeting to Boston, doing 1 - 2 days 
9 and 1/2 of 10?) as follows: 

re-planning and general CIJE-MI business 
as useful 
2 . MEF meeting with Inbar, Jim if he can, Adam,Ellen,Steve, 
you, SF,ARH . 
3.Goals with DP, SF, DM, Scheffler, Barry and Gail, anyone 
else as useful . 

The meeting of the North American committee can take place 
at some other date - wherever practical to convene the group 
-- if Boston is no good . 

Let me know how this strikes you . I haven't checked dates 
with Mike or Scheffler and will do so when I return. 

4. As discussed I attach a bill 
direct costs incurred by Mandel 
you want us to deal with it . 

to CIJE for services and 
Institute . Let me know how 

/✓,; -a(- .-~~• 
/ 

5 . If possible let's meet in Jerusalell', - to discuss all of 
the above, as well as to prepare for the board meetings and 
for a planning meeting with MLM . 

Take care, 

Annette ~ 
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November 9, 1994 

Annette Hochstein 
Mandel Institute 
8 Hovevei Zion Street 
Jerusalem, Israel 

Dear Annette, 

for 
~nitiatives 
m E
Council 

lewish 
Education 

As you well know, Alan Hoffmann has been the Executive Director of CUE since 
August 1993. Alan is on loan from Hebrew University for a limited period of 
three years which will come to a close August 1996. 

From the outset, both in recruiting Alan and in communicating with our board, we 
have emphasized that permanently filling the position of CIJE's professional 
leader is a major ongoing priority of CUE and for Alan himself. I am conscious 
of the opportunity that CIJE has to make an early selection of our next executive 
director so that he/she and Alan can overlap, creating an ideal ttansition in 
leadership for the CounciL We have decided to engage the services of an 
executive search firm, enabling us to cast our net as widely as possible in making 
this crucial appointment. I am delighted that we have selected Phillips 
Oppenheim to manage this search process for CJJE. 

The Phillips Oppenheim Group was founded in 1991 by Debra Oppenheim and 
Jane Phillips Morrison as an executive search finn dedicated solely to the search 
work in the not-for-profit sector. The firm seeks out people who find work in the 
not-for-profit sector challenging and rewarding and who have the capacity to 
position their organizations strategically and financially for the demanding years 
ahead. The Phillips Oppenheim Group serves not-for-profit organizations, 
domestic and international, in a diverse range of fields including advocacy, 
community and economic development, education, human and social services, 
philanthropy/foundations, the environment, health care and the arts. 

Debra Oppenheim has been in executive search since 1976 and bas worked for 
four major international search firms before joining forces with Jane. Debra's 
work focused on a diverse group of assignments across a broad spectrum of 
corporate and not-for-profit organizations while Jane's work was centered on the 

ro Box 9(553. Cleffland. Ohio 44101 • Phone. (216) 391-1852 • FU: 1216) 391-54JO 
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foundation community. Jane was the founding Director of Admissions and 
Placement at the Yale School of Management and before that was Dean of 
Admissions for Wesleyan University. Today they work on assignments at the 
senior level for a broad array of not-for-profit organizations in various stages of 
development. The firm is particularly known for their work in staffing start-ups. 

Rebecca Klein will also be part of the search team for CUE. Rebecca spent seven 
years with SpencerStuart in New York before Joining Phillips Oppenheim in 
1993. Her search experience includes a wide range of both corporate and not-for
profit assignments. After graduation from Brandeis University, she spent nine 
years working professionally as a stage manager in theater, dance and opera. 

You will shortly be hearing from Phillips Oppenheim directly as they begin to 
scope out the position as part of the first stage of the search process. May I ask 
you to extend to Phillips Oppenheim as much assistance as possible in helping 
CIJE to fill this pos.ition. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Morton L. Mandel 
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November 9, 1994 

Seymour Fox 
Mandel Institute 
8 Hovevei Zion Street 
Jeru~alem, Israel 

Dear Seymour, 

As you well know, Alan Hoffmann has been the Executive Director of CIJE since 
August 1993. Alan is on loan from Hebrew University for a limited period of 
three years which will come to a close August 1996. 

From the outset, both in recruiting Alan and in communicating with our board, we 
have emphasized that permanently filling the position of CIJE's professional 
leader is a major ongoing priority of CIJE and for Alan himself. I am conscious 
of the opportunily Lhal CIJE has to make an early selection of our next executive 
director so that he/she and Alan can overlap, creating an ideal transition in 
leadership for the Council. We have decided to engage the services of an 
executive search firm, enabling us to cast our net as widely as possible in making 
this crucial appointment. I am delighted that we have selected Phillips 
Oppenheim to manage this search process for CIJE. 

The Phillips Oppenheim Group was founded in 1991 by Debra Oppenheim and 
Jane Phillips Morrison &s an executive search firm dedicated solely to the search 
work in the not-for-profit sector. The firm seeks out people who find work in the 
not-for-profit sector challenging and rewarding and who have the capacity to 
position their organizations strategically and financially for the demanding years 
ahead. The Phillips Oppenheim Group serves not-for-profit organizations, 
domestic and international, in a diverse range of fields including advocacy, 
community and economic development, education, human and social services, 
philanthropy/foundations, the environment, health care and the arts. 

Debra Oppenheim has been in executive search since 1976 and has worked for 
four major international search fi rms before joining forces with Jane. Debra's 
work focused on a diverse group of assignments across a broad spectrum of 
corporate and not-for-profit organizations while Jane's work was centered on the 

P.O. Box 94553. Cleveland. Ohio 44101 • Phone, (216) 391-1852 • Fax: (216) 391-5430 
l.5£8sJ iothStreel New H'Jrk. NY I00/0-1579 • Phone: (PIP}5J£-9J60 • lu: (9!£)5J£-£646 



foundation community. Jane was the founding Director of Admissions and 
Placement at the Yale School of Management and before that was Dean of 
Admissions for Wesleyan University. Today they work on assignments at the 
senior level for a broad array of not-for-profit organizations in various stages of 
development. The firm is particularly known for their work in staffing start-ups. 

Rebecca Klein will also be part of the search team for CJJE. Rebecca spent seven 
years with SpencerStuart in New York before Joining Phillips Oppenheim in 
1993. Her search experience includes a wide range of both corporate and not-for
profit assignments. After graduation from Brandeis University, she spent nine 
years working professionally as a stage manager in theater, dance and opera. 

You will shortly be hearing from Phillips Oppenheim directly as they begin to 
scope out the position as part of the first stage of the search process. May I ask 
you to extend to Phillips Oppenheim as much assistance as possible in helping 
CIJE to fill this position. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Morton L. Mandel 



Dear Alan, 

This is a catch- all memo, some of it financial, technical, 
some more subst antive. Hope it finds you recovered from 
the multiple events of these last two months, and ready to 
visit with us next week . 

l . We would like to feature CIJE as follows at the Board 
Meetings : 
a) educators' s urvey a nd MEF + in-service and potential role 
for Israel 
b) goals seminar - Jerusalem 
c) staff seminar 
d) CIJE at GA 
e) planning activities 

The rationale (similar for all organizations discussed at 
board) : focus on those items MI contributes to. Of course 
any additional matter you would like to discuss is OK. 

2 . Thoughts re- personnel (in-service ard genera l plan). In 
light of the fact that I never had that last meeting with 
Gail - how do you suggest that we continue to help with the 
planning? I mentioned to Gail the possibility of her 
coming to Jerusalem for a brief stint of planning with MI 
staff - but it looked like her immediate schedule would make 
this tough . What about March if January is impossible? I 
think that we could advance the plann~process 
significantly and don't believe the whole team needs to 
participate - as long as there is no departure from the 
principles and direction that have been charted . What do 
you think? 

3 . Regarding February - we wanted to do several CIJE- related 
matters together. Planning with staff, MEF advisory board 
meeting, goals pro~ect meeting, your steering committ ee 
meeting, the NorthfArnerican committee for Lhe personnel 
projec~ . Here are some thoughts: 
a . to do it all in February will be more time-consuming than 
either your or our time will permit . Moreover there is some 
nice progress on planning with staff, and if personnel 
planning can go as per above, perhaps you should consider 
putting off a next staff planning seminar until later in 
the year - it may be more useful then . 
b. MEF is a high priority at this time because of the 
module, the in- service targets, the change with no field 
research~rs . We could convene a meeting as per the memo I 
sent r e ~ arn . 
c . Goals : given the extensive planning work done by D. P., 
and the need to develop content, perhaps a stab should be 
taken at Harvard towards suggested next steps (we will have 
some other work there too in February, Danny Marom will be 
there, etc ... ) 



l 

So, how about moving 
(february 8 and 9? 
1.meeting with you 

the meeting to Boston, doing 1-2 days 
9 and 1/2 of 10?) as follows: 

re-planning and general CIJE-MI business 
as useful 
2.MEF meeting with Inbar, Jim if he can, Adam,Ellen , Steve, 
you, SF,ARH. 
3 . Goals with DP, SF, OM, Scheffler, Barry and Gail, anyone 
else as useful. 

The meeting of the North American committee can take place 
at some other date - wherever practical to convene the group 
-- if Boston is no good. 

Let me know how this strikes you . I haven't checked dates 
with Mike or Scheffler and will do so when I return . 

4. As discussed I attach a bill to CIJE for services and 
direct costs incurred by Mandel Institute. Let me know how 
you want us to deal with it. ( (, //,,,:.. a.i ;-c...,.~/' 

5. If possible let's meet in Jerusale~ - to discuss all of 
the above, as well as to prepare for the board meetings and 
for a planning meeting with MLM. 

Take care, 

Annette ~ 



Date sent 12./6/94 

To: Annette Hochstem 

Organtzatton: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

COMMENTS: 

Annette, 

. ; 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Tlme sent: 9:00 am est No. of Pages (Incl. cover): 2 

Fro~ Alan Hoffmann 

Phone Nnmber: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number: 212·532-2646 

Alan thought that you could could shed some light on this subject. 

Robin 

... 

I 00 . d ·3 ·r ·1 -~ ss:so (G31~H6 ,LO- ·~3a 
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Date: 28-Nov-94 at 08:35 
From: Virginia Levi, 73321, 1223 

To: Virginia Levi,73321, 1223 
Alan,73321, 1220 

Alan, What about this? How do we handle this in terms of pre-approvals? Are we being paid 
back by 
the Mandel Institute, or what? Ginny 
- - Forwarded Message --

Subject: +Postage Due+My travel to Israel for School of Educational Leadership and Mandel 
Institute 
Date: 22-Nov-94 at 16:56 
From: INTERNET:GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu, 
INTERNET:GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 

To: Virginia Levi,73321 , 1223 
73321, 1220 

Sender: goldrieb@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu 
Received: from ctrvx1 .Vanderbilt.Edu by dub-img-1 .compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id QAA16183; Tue, 22 Nov 199416:53:57 -0500 
From: <GOLDRI EB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt. Edu> 
Received: from ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu by ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu (PMDF V4.2-15 
#7190) id <01HJS9YL5WUO8XBR4H@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu>; Tue, 
22 Nov 1994 15:52:35 CST 

Date: Tue, 22 Nov 1994 15:52:35 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: My travel to Israel for School of Educational Leadership and Mandel 
Institute 

To: 73321 .1223@compuserve.com 
Cc: 73321.1220@compuserve.com 
Message-id: <01 HJS9YL94LE8X8R4H@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu> 
X-VMS-To: IN% "73321.1223@compuserve.com" 
X-VMS-Cc: IN%"73321.1220@compuserve.comn 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-transfer-encoding: ?BIT 

Ginny, As you may (or may not know) I am going to Israel Dec. 19-Jan4 and 
will be teaching at the SChool for Educational Leadership and Consulting 
with the Mandel lnstitue. Annette told me that she has worked out with Alan 
that I will be paid through CIJE for my expenses and my consultation fee. 

mo 'd 
·j ·r ·, ·Q ss:so (03Ml v6 .Lo- 'Q30 
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MASTER SCMEDULE CONTROL 

I . Steering CommHtee 
10.00 AM· 4:00 PM 

2. Executive Commltto& 
s:00 • 1:30 r u 

3. Board of Directors 
8:00-&.l0 rM; I0.00 AM · 3.00 l'M 

4. Sub-Commi'lteu: 

A. Pef!oonal Commltleo 

B. Community Oove1opmen\ 

C. Contonl/Prog rem 

D. Resaarc:fl""1onttoring 

----1094----11 

N.Y. 
10/5 

N.Y. 
10/5 

N.Y. 
10/5~ 

N.Y. 
1016 

N.Y. 
I0/8 

N.Y. 
1016 

N.Y. 
10/8 

COUUCIL FOR INITIATIVES lN JEWISH EDUCATION 

-----------------1995,--------·------·----

N.V. 
2(1'1 

I 

N.Y. 
4/26 

N.Y. 
4/28 

N.Y. 
~126-27 

N.Y. 
4127 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.V. 
6J6 

' 

CLEVE 
8/25 

N.Y. 
1111 

N.Y. 
11/1 

N.Y. 
11/1-2 

N.Y. 
1112 

N.Y. 
1112 

N.Y. 
11/2 . 

N.Y. 
11/'2 

Schedule 1 
Dale Prepared: 8/11/94 

--//-1998-

CLEVE 
1/22 
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MASTER SCHEDULE CONTROl 

t, Ste111tng committee 
10..00 AM· ~.00 l'M 

2. Executive Commnto11 
6:00 • 7;:JO PU 

3, Board of Directors 
9:00♦,30 rM; 1000 MA • 3:00 l'M 

4. Sub-Commilteea: 

A. Peraonnel Committee 

B. Community Oovetopment 

C. ContentJProgrAm 

D. Roseard1""1onttorlng 

----1994----t'f 

N.Y. 
10/5 

N.Y. 
10/5 

N.Y. 
10/5-6 

N,Y. 
1016 

N.Y, 
1018 

N.Y. 
10/6 

N.Y. 
1016 

-

t 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATIC' 

·-----------------1995-------------------

N.Y. 
2(14 

N.Y. 
4/26 

N.Y. 
4/28 

N.Y. 
~/28-27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
4/27 

N.Y. 
6/8 

. 

' 

CLEVE 
8/25 

. 

N.Y. 
1111 

N.Y. 
11/1 

N.Y. 
11 /1 ·2 

N.Y. 
1tf2 

N.Y. 
11/2 

N.Y. 
11/2 . 

N.Y. 
11/2 

Schedule · 
Dalo Prepared: 6/1119' 

---1/-1998-

CLEVE 
1122 
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Date sent 9/12/84 

orrauiz&Uon: 

Pholle Number. 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Time let 3:20 No. of Pqea (111oL cover~ 4 

Froim Al:ua D. Botrm:mn 

PhOlll hmber: 212 532 2880 

fu.!IUJDbt,.....,__ ____________ _____..zU,Wmn~ 21'>.Jt,:>.JJWS 

COMMENTS: 

Herc arc ~o;,ie, of the l~t15n: Hni co Mon. Rlch.ard l>Jlciv 2ad...ProfeUJ.'\t...Mawu!I ~mith. 
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Ch.Jr 
Morton Mandel 

&Jl,r/ 

David Amo'I' 
Danlcf Bader 
M•ndoU ~rman 
CflaflOt-lionfrn•n 
aerald COl'len 
John Colman 
Maunca l.'.:.orson 
Swan Crown 
JayDl'fia 
tn,ln Pleld 
C'herlu aoo~an 
Alfred C3otuch1Ill 
Nell Gran~aum 
Thoma& HaUldorff 
Davtd Klnchhom 
amhOl'I lC.tlUI 
Henr, Ko,chlutz, 
Marti L&lner 
NonnanLamm 
Manin Lender 
Nr.-rm.,.. LIJ"ftff 
Se,rnour M1nln t.lpaei 
flQftmc:• Metton 
Melvin Mariam 
Cbarlu Ra111e:r 
t=a,htt Lt&n WIii 
Richard Scl'leucr 
lmlar Schorsch 
Da91d 1-utlCh 
taa.d0re 'l'Pel'llly 
knnatt Yanowiu 

/ix"1JrlN /)/l'IICtQr 

Afan Hoffmann 

mo 'd 

E
Council 
f~fuauves 
Jewish 
5ctucatlon · 

Pro~ssor Mmbill.1:~til 
Under-Seoreta:y of Education 
U.S. Department of Education 
.I.' AA; ~"-\J~/ 4,;,, -l~.J 

September 12. 1994 

Dear Professor Smith. 

Attached is our invitation t0 the Secrewy to adchess the major education 
aeoaion of the Coun.cil of Jewi•h Federations in Denver in November. 

Your own work on the syltemic refonn of education has had a major impact 
on 01.ll"Own think!nc, Seymour Fox and Am1atta Howt.ein ha'lt'.e ali;,=o ______ _ 
izuorm.ed us a.'Mm t1ieir mo3t:ra.catc.o~tio!!!I with-y~. 1-aztd-Our 
pro&saional staff would very much appreciate the opportu.oity to mare with 
you our propss and our dil~. I hope we can do so as part of helping 
orient you and the Secrotmy m .d•iiDOffi-the Dmver-meetmf,-I am sending 
you a small packet of material, which relate to our work, 

Alan D. Hoflinann ~-~,~~ ---

Executive Di~r 

cc. Merton L. Mandel 
Prefouo, Sey::D-0'.z iox 

9t9Z ?£S :~3l 

Ro.1101114~»; C!nsliMUI, OJ.i.,.~101- Phone. ~••H~IH • Pu. {9\i).IQ~J~ 
IS lAlt 1M Slmt. /Ir, M /1'110010.m, • PMNv, (IJI) SJHJe • lb (JJIJ JJl.#16 
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Chllr 
Monon Mandel 

"--<:IMln 
&l!U11 Gold 
MatthnM.ar,J&& 
Le&w Pollack 
M11t11ta Wlahnrr 

Honor,,y Ch«lr 

The Hon. Richard A Riley 
Secretary of Education 
U.S. Department of Education 
FAX: 202-401-0048 

September 12, 1994 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

for 
lnltlatlves 
In E
Council 

lcwtsh 
Education 

~-flohsr-r -----;:-;=-:=-:::;-::-::-=::-:--:-:-1::::r.:::-:-::::::-~:-:r::J=-::.:c~== 
It is my pleasure to invite you to addrc11 the General ASsembly oi the CuUD\iU 

&,.rd 
David AmO\\' 
Danl11l ~d•r 
Mandell &erman 
Chetlu BrQi,fman 
CJ1r1lcl Cob•~ 
JohnC01m1n 
Maurice Corson 
S UiA11 CfO'&l'n 
Ja1Dm, 
Irwin Pl•ld 
Charlu Oocdm1n 
Alfred GoWcha~ 
Nell GrMnbaum 
Tllomu lfllJRlor1f 
IJll91Q ~Mom 
O•rlhor. ~t 
Htnl'J XotehlUllf 
Maril La11111r 
Norman Lamm 
Mar.tin Lender 
Nen11an 1.!.pcff 
Smnour Man1n L1PMt 
Plcran;1 Mt1ton 
MtlVln Merlini 
OwtuA1tner 
&!her Leah Ria 
Rldlmf Sc:hw•r 
Ismar Schorsch 
D1ttd llr\UICh 
IIIQ'1l¥ lWSTa)Q

&il'll'lt" Ylnowf 11 

enrumD1r«1or 
AJan Hcffmann 

£00 'd 

of Jewi..h Fe.du-..tlon.s. Tho Cou.noil of J.-wt1l\ Federarl.cfflnA -die cm.1.twcni.al 

:aaaoei•tit\n. of 1 RQ TewiAh Federations. tM central community ~raanizations ~· 
Wl\iGh sorvo cearl)' aoo looalitin m the Uru'tm Sta%ca and l:Ca:&~DWK"4lii:;-, -----:::;~---~-¾! 
Federation,, in tum work ~th cenmtue:1.t agencie! ma the volunw:y B~w 1v 
enhance the 1ocial welfare oftbc Jewish community in arcu such as aging, 
ycatk £1Z'VioaJ, 1duoltion, tn.ci.r8fupe reaottlement 

Every year representatives of all these local Federations meet to deliberate 
about the major issues of importance tc their constituencie1. At the very top 
of their aacnda is the issue of education: Jewish education. general education, 
and the relationship between-them. This year the Prime Minister of Israel, Mr. 
Yi;-!,:k P..:bm, ~ 11 M;ni~ar Qf Eduarion. Mr. Amnon Rubinstein, 
w1ll pMLh,;lpll-lG in tb~ O~nGral AasecWy, The ?vi'J.nhttt nf l2.dnr.atian...wil _____ _ 
deliver an addrGnlli Ii u,qjw r;nion dovoted.-to education. From my 
discu11ions with him, I underatand that be wants to join f orce.s with \11 in 
mcetina the most serious problems we face in the field of Jewish education in 
No1'h America.. He beHevet, as we do. that one of our greatest challenges is 
the recruitment and. training of' out,umdin¥ pc:iupl1:1 fvr thv n~l:! of cduoa.ti~.n: 
cguCiwn w,gu wi.li V'L~ • ~ ,;.; ... ~, n.-o v,.th•~• ,c,lnf\t ____ _ 
that arc crucial for the development of our society. We have teamed. in our 
c011vcrsauons with the Under-Secretary, Prof. Marshall Smi~ of the great 
importance that you place on values as a foundation for educational policy and 
practice. 

We woUld conaider it I privilege to have you present to us your concepnon of 
the signifiwicc of values in the training of educators and particularly in the 
vision that they witt ~ ot!erilif'O tlsoir-ww~Li~ueudet, t~ tt-.;;er.e,& :."!~ t"-----
community leaders. 

110. eox e,m, Clmil1nd, Ohio 44101 1 Pbollt: (il6) Sti•ll!i • IIW (ilv, n i-~:: 
IS llJI 111/t SIMI. Hr, M. NY J(J()lt>lm • Pboa (IJl)SJNJID • N (Ill) IJI.IM 

·3·r·1·0 0£:tt (NOWl~6 .,t- 'd3! 
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Tbis year, the Genual Assembly will take place in :Denver, Colulli\lv. As OhAi.r of the se111ion 
devoted io education, it is my privilege to invite yo\l to join with Israel's Minister of Education. 
Mr. Amnon Rubinstein to address us at this session. The iseis11io11 is .sol'iociulod to take place on 
Thursda1, 'N,wcmha: 17th. 1994 from ~:45.pm to 6:00J)m► If you accept, we would like to 
consult with you ~d ~th the Israeli Minister of Education on the topic for the sess!ou. one 
,uggestion might be: "Eduoational Pen~rmtt ~eir Valuer. K-c-yi'Slomc:ts for Policy." 

If your sohedulc pcrmtts, Ul1.s COUlci Cllao be a mOGt propitious time fol' )'OU to meet with Israel's 
M1nister of Education and discuas some educational is,ues of importance for both the United 
States and Israel. The politi,al developments ln the Middle Eut which the President of the 
United States has initiated and nurtured will cCNJnly o~-si"rlncant-posgibilities !or 
intensifying cooperative efforts in education between the United States and Israel. 

I, myself, have been w:ry mu.ch inV01Vec11n the u~uwa .. olcat!onahip ofI,raal atl.d the TTnited 
Staica, I helpod to establish and served a, the firat chair of the National Jewish Democratic 
Council and have worked with Iarael's MiniS1r)' of Education in devclopina ,everal important 
projects. Our most recent project has bc:cn tho eatabliahment in Imel otthe School for 
Educ.atioual Lcadenhip, 8.1'1 iNtitntfou whose mi11ion iJ to train the educa'tlonal 1-,adu!~;F for 
llrael's educational system, ~ . 

1 

t lrop!, +1 ..... + it-:a.·m ae D<>ssible.for you tn accept our iri.Yitation. 

Sincerely, 

ft1~1;~ L, lh~/~ 
Morton L. Mandel 

P.S. Under separate cover I am aendina you relevant backaround materials on Jewish 
education in North AmeriCL Ptof. Seymour Fox. who is President of the Mandel 
mstit\lte for tho Advaneed Study and Development ot Jc,wiidri?~atlon, md 1, colleaaue, 
of the Ullllct·S~• of..Edue1.tlon. !>Mt'. Mmball Smith, will be hapJ'l to meet with 
you in Wuhiqton to discuss the1e background materials. ---------

voo d ·3·p·1 ·0 1£:tt IN01i)v6,,t - ·d3S 
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Date sent 10/S 

To: Seymour Fox 

Organization: 

Phone Number: 

FuNumber: 

COMMENTS: 

TEL. 532 2646 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATWES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

_ Clc.,.J..:e /rSJ,, t 
A1:-1 
~F✓ 
s-c 
~fi.J.e 

Time sent 1:SO pm No. or Pages (lncL cover~ 1 t 

From: AlaD D. Hoffmann 

Phone Nwn!>er: 212-532-2360 

Fu Number: 212-532·2646 

Included in this fax are the documents pertaining to the meeting3 of October 5 - 6. 

1 • Invitation to the meetings 
2. A memo from ADH to CIJE board members 
3. 4 sets of memos and agendas for the committee mini•meedngs on October 5 
4. The agenda for the board meetin& of Oetober 6 (This is not the final version. We are 
still waiting on Information about who will deliver the D'var Torah. Most likely, it will be 
Tim Hausdorff.) 



Chl!lr 
Morton Mandel 

li'1ceChalrs 
~lllleGold 
Matthew Maryles 
Lester Pollacit 
Maynard Wlshner 

.Honorary Ch8lr 
Max J'lsher 

Sodrd 
DavldAmOIII 
Daniel &lder 
Mandell eierman 
Charles &ronfman 
Gerald Cohen 
John Colman 
Maurice Corson 
Susan Crown 
Jay Davis 
lrwln Pleld 
Charles Goodman 
Alfred Gottschalk 
Nell Grunbaum 
n,omas Hausdorff 
David Hirschhorn 
Gershon Keast 
Henry KoschltsRY 
Mar~ Lalner 
NoTTT\an Lamm 
Mar,iln Lender 
Norman Llpoff 
Seymour Martin Llpsel 
Florence Melton 
Melvin Mer11lil5 
Charles Ratner 
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E:ncudve Dlttttor 
Alan Hoffm1mn 

mo 'd 

September 9, 1994 

Alan Hoffmann 
CIJE 
1 5 East 26th Street 
New York, NY 10010- 1579 

Dear Alan: 

=Uon ' -LIJ I: iniuatives 

I am delighted to let you know that on the evening preceding our October 6 board 
meeting, we have arranged a private seminar for CIJE board members and invited 
guests with Dr. Terrence Deal, Professor of Education and Human Development at 
Vanderbilt University and Co-director of the National Center for Educational 
Leadership (NCEL). Dr. Deal, who was previously on the faculties of Harvard 
University Graduate School of Education and Stanford University, is internationally 
acclaimed for his expertise in organilational leadership and change in both business 
and educational settings. Among his influertial writings are "Corporate Cultures" 
and "The Leadership Paradox: Balancing Logic and Artistry in Schools," co• 
authored with Kent Peterson. 

Dr. Deal's work has important implications for CIJE as a catalyst for systemic 
change in Jewish education. We will have a unique opportunity to explore those 
implications after Dr. Dears presentation. We have scheduled a dinner meeting of 
the executive committee to precede the seminar with Dr. Deal. The dinner will 
take place at 6:00 p.m .• followed by the seminar at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesda¥,. 
October 5, at UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York, 130 East 
59th St., New York. I look forward to seeing you that evening. 

You will recall that we also have a steering committee meeting scheduled for 
Wednesday, October 5, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at JCCA/CIJE, 15 East 26th 
Street, New York. 

Our board meeting promise; to be both important and provocative, It will take 
place on Thursday, October 6 1 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., also at UJA/Federation. 

I want to give you a preview of some of CIJE's exciting current work: 

The CIJE Personnel Report: In advance of their formal presentation at the CJF 
General Assembly in November, Dr. Adam Gamoran, Professor of Sociology atthe 
University of Wisconsin. and Dr. Ellen Goldring, Associate Dean of Peabody College 
of Education at Vanderbilt University, will provide the centerpiece presentation of 
this board meeting. Ors. Gamoran and Goldring are Directors of the CIJE 
Monitoring, Evaluation. and Feedback Project. Their findings, the result of two 
years of field research in our laboratory communities, will be central for other 
communities in creating their own personnel action plans. The data is equally 
important for national organizations with a Jewish educational mission. 

P.0. !101945!5. a~eland. Ohio 44101 • Phone: (216) 391-1552 • fax: (i16l .m-S4JO 
JS !Mr .16lbSf1'eel. /{er, ltd. /IY J(l()J(HS19 • Pbone (IJI) SJHJ60 • ltrt (PJl)SjJ.1616 
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In undertaking this research, as recommended by the Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America, CIJE's goal Is to provide the hard data that will allow thoughtful planning for 
building the profession of Jewish educators -- a central thrust of the CIJE mission. The first 
data we will release has profound implications for the areas of pre- and in-service training. 
Although some of these statistics about the teachers' degree of formal training and Jewish 
background correspond to what we may have suspected anecdotally, there are also several 
surprises that question widely-held assumptions on which past policy has been based. We 
believe that with the completion of the final report in 1995, other communities should be able 
to replicate this research method, extrapolate from their conclusions, and begin to address the 
personnel needs of Jewish education in a meaningful way. 

As this research is released, we expect to keep you informed through a series of CIJE Policy 
Briefs, the first of which will be issued at the GA and previewed for you at October's meeting. 

The Goals Project: This ground-breaking initiative resulted last July in the CIJE-sponsored 
Goals Seminar, held in Jerusalem for lay and professional representatives from seven North 
American communities. Guided by Dr. Daniel Pekarsky, Professor of Philosophy of Education 
at the University of Wisconsin, the seminar was a pioneering effort in "creating vision-driven 
institutions and communities" for Jewish settings across the United States. This project is 
based on the results of extensive studies of reform in general education, which have shown 
that those institutions with a compelling and pervasive vision are most successful in 
transforming the quality of education in their settings. The Goals Seminar and its follow-up 
continentally will, we expect, contribute a new dimension to our understanding of how change 
takes place. • 

The CIJE-Harvard Leadership Institute: To be held at the end of October, this intensive 
seminar will be attended by close to 40 principals from our laboratory communities. The 
institute is the first in North America to bring together the expertise of Harvard University's 
Principals' Center with outstanding Jewish scholars and educators to focus on issues of senior 
educational leadership across denominations, institutions, and communities. Its purpose is 
to develop and implement effective leadership in schools by empowering principals, and, 
through them, teachers and parents ln the transformation of Jewish education. Like the Goals 
?roject, the c:J~-Harvard Leadership lnstitute iepreser:ts cur commit:n13nt to systemic change 
within communities across the country. 

We will soon be sending you advance materials as background for the meeting. In the 
meanwhile, please complete and return the enclosed reply form indicating your anendance 
plans. 

With best wishes for a Shana Tova, 

Morton L. Mandel 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Steering Committee Meeting, Executive Committee Meeting, 
Board Meeting and Seminar with Professor Terrence Deal 

voo "d 

D Yes, I plan to attend the Steering Committee meeting at 10:00 am. 
to 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 5 at JCC Association/CIJE, 
15 East 26th Street, New York. 

D Yes, I plan to attend the Executive Committee dinner meeting at 
6:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 5, 1994 at UJNFederation of 
Jewish Philanthropies of New York, 130 East 59th Street 

D Yes, I plan to attend the seminar with Professor Terrence Deal at 
7:45 p.m. on Wednesday, October 5, 1994 at UJNFederation. 

D 

D 

I plan to bring a guest to the seminar. 
Name 

Yes, I plan to attend the CIJE Board meeting at 9:30 am. - 3:00 p.m. 
on Thursday, October 6 at UJNFederation. 

t 

Sorry, I am unable to attend any of 1hese meetings. 

Name (Please print) 

Address 

City State/Province Zip 

Phone Fax 

Please return this form by fax to 216- 391 -5430 or by mail to: 

Morton L Mandel 
CIJE 
P.O. Box 94553 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101 
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01alr 
Morton Mandel 

V/ce0111trs 
~lllle Gold 
Matthew Maryles 
Lester PoDacll 
Maynard Wlshner 

Honorat7 04/r 
Mu:l'Lsher 

lJo,,nf 

DavidArnaw 
Daniel &sder 
Mandell llerman 
Charles lm>nfman 
~ldCoheo 
John Co!mllll 
Maurice Col30n 
Susan Crown 
Jay Oms 
Irwin Pie.Id 
Charles Goodman 
Alfred Goruc.halk 
Nell Gffenbaum 
Thomas Hausdorff 
David Hlnchhom 
Ger.;bon Kelzst 
Henry Ko$Chltsl21 
MantLolner 
Norman Lamm 
\4arvinLender 
Nonn.an LIJ>Off 
Seymour Martin Upset 
Plore:nc:e Melton 
MeJ<:ln Mertans 
Charles Ramer 
Esther Leah Illa: 
~chard Scheuer 
lsmar Schorsch 
Dsvtd Teutsch 
Isadore l\ver.;ky 
Bennett Yanow112 

l:llcut/'12 Dltr!etor 
Afan Hoffmann 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Board Members and Invited Guests 

FROM: Alan D. Hoffmann, Executive Director 

DATE: September 26, 1994 

I am pleased to send you readings of particular relevance to our October 6 board 
meeting. The major theme of the meeting is the issue of personnel for Jewish 
education. 

Drs. Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring will present a preliminary report of their study 
on personnel at the meeting. Attached is a letter to you from the chair of your 
committee indicating how your board committee meeting will consider this 
presentation. 

A central strategy of the CIJE approach to the personnel crisis is to focus on the 
training of senior educators. As you know, Dr. Terrence Deal will discuss educational 
leadership at a seminar for our board members and invited guests on the evening of 
October 5. We will then have the opportunity to respond to his presentation from a 
Jewish perspective. The enclosed essay by Dr. Deal is a stimulating reexamination 
of the place of leadership and vision in American business and education. 

The CIJE-l·farvard Leadership Institute, "Building a Community of Leaders: Creating 
a Shared Vision," will take place from October 30 to November 3. Fifty principals 
from Jewish communities across the country will attend this seminar on educational 
leadership. In this malling is a brochure out6nlng the Institute' s goals and curriculum, 
as well as a list of presenters. Professors Isadore Twersky of Harvard University and 
Arthur Green of Brandeis University will lead study sessions on Jewish texts about 
leadership. 

I am also including a summary report by Dr. Daniel Pekarsky on the Goals Seminar 
held in Jerusalem in July. Within the report, Dr. Pekarslcy's definition of a "vision
driven institution," as well as Dr. Michael Rosenak' s set of five assumptions t hat 
diverse Jews and Jewish institutions continue to share, speak to all of us with a 
stake in North American Jewish education and communal life. 

Finally, I have enclosed two published essays by Or. Barry Holtz that set forth 
important challenges within CIJE's multi-year Best Practices Project. 

May this New Year be one of peace and health for all . 

l!O. Im 9'553, Clewland, Ohio ~101 • Phone: (illi) l9H852 • fu: (illi) 391-5'30 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the CIJE Board Committee On Community Mobilization 

FROM: Chuck Ramer, Committee Chair 

RE: Committee Meeting of October 6, 1994 

DATE: September 26, 1994 

As you know, the board meeting on October 6th will concentrate on the outcomes of the 
research on personnel in Jewish education conducted by CIJE staff consultants, Drs: 
Gamoran and Goldring. 

This study has significant policy implications for Jewish education throughout North 
America. After the presentation, each of the CIJE board committees will have the 
opportunity, in a separate meeting, to discuss the importance of these findings for its 
particular area. 

In our committee, we will examine the ways in which this !triking data can rally community 
support toward building the profession of Jewish education. Identifying our key constiruents, 
both within local communities and nationally, we will look at strategies that could engage 
them most effectively. I hope we will also be able to talk about some initial ideas for te1ling 
the CIJE srory to the broader public. 

CUE is especially fortunate that Nessa Rapoport bas recently joined our professional staff 
and will be staffing our committee. As you can see from the enclosed bio, Nessa brings to 
this central aspect of our mission a great deal of experience in writing, public speaking, and 
the communication of ideas to a wide range of general and Jewish audiences. 

October 6th promises to be a most stimulating day. I look forward to seeing you at the 
meeting. Wannest wishes for a Happy New Year. 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

I. Introduction 

Board Committee On Community Mobill2ation 

October 6, 1994 

AGENDA 

II. CUE Personnel Report: Implications for Community Mobilization 

A. Engaging Key Leadership 

B. Getting the Word Out: Potential Partners 

ill. Telling the CUE Story: A Preliminary Discussion 

IV. Next Steps 

Chuck Ratner 

Steve Hoffman/ 
Nessa Rapoport 

Alan Hoffmann 

Chuck Ratner 
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Nessa Rapoport was born in Toronto, Canada. She graduated from the University of 
Toronto and the University of London, England in 1974. and did doctoral work in English 
literature at the City University Graduate Center in New York. 

In 1978 she joined Bantam Books where, from 1980 to 1990, she was a senior editor. 
E.diting both fiction and non-fiction, she specialized in autobiography. Among the nati.onaJ 
bestsellers she edited were Keq,ing Faith: Memoirs of a Presiden!,. by Jimmy Carter; 
lacocca: An Autobiography. by Lee Iacocca, which became tbe bestselling book of the 
1980s; and Ferraro: My Story. by Geraldine A. Ferraro. She bas also taught at several 
university writers' programs and publishing workshops, including Radcliffe, Dartmouth, and 
UCLA-Irvine. 

Her first novel, Prg,arinttfor Sabba!b, was published by William Morrow & Co. irr 1981, 
reprinted by Bantam Books in 1982, and reissued by Biblio Press in 1988, with an 
introduction by Rosellen Brown. 

With Ted Solotaroff, she edited Writing Our Way Home: Contemgorazy Stories by American 
Jewish Writers (Schocken Books, 1992). She also co-wrote the screenplay for Saying 
Kaddish, a one-hour network drama, starring Tovah Feldshuh and Phyllis Newman, that 
aired nationally on ABC in March 1991 and was re.broadcast in prime time on PBS in 1993 
and 1994. 

Nessa Rapoport's next work, A Woman's Book of Grieving, was published by William 
Morrow & Co. in May 1994. 

A winner of the Chateleine Fiction Competition in Canada, Rapoport has published several 
short stories, including the title story of the anthology of American-Jewish women's writing, 
The Woman Who Lost Her Names (Harper & Row. 1980), which is included in Writing Our 
Way Home. Her essays and reviews have appeared in a variety of magazines and 
newspapers, most recently New York Woman and The New York Times. 

She is a frequent speaker on topics of Jewish culture and imagination. 

From 1991 to 1994, she was Associate Director of Communications at The Jewish 
Theological Seminazy of America. She is also a founder and board member of The Jewish 
Healing Center, a national service, education and resource organization whose mission is to 
meet the spiritual needs of Jews living with illness, in conjunction with normative medical 
care. 

In the fall of 1994, she joined the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) as 
Leadership Development Officer. 

800 'd 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the CUE Board Committee On Research and Evaluation 

FROM: Escher Leah Ritz, Committee Chair 

RE: Committee Meeting of October 6, 1994 

DATE: September 26, 1994 

The letter describing the upcoming CUE Board meeting on October 6th, which you received 
recently, noted that the research on the personnel of Jewish education conducted by CIIE 
staff consultants, Professors Adam Gamoran and Ellen Gold.ring, will form the centerpiece of 
the morning program of the Board meeting. 

Following their presentation, the four committees of the Board will hold separate meetings, 
as we did last spring. This research report bas major implications for Jewish education 
throughout North America and therefore each of the CUE Board committees will have the 
opportunity to discuss the significance of these f mdings for its particular domain. 

We are forrunace to have the opportunity to discuss the presentation in more detail with 
Professors Gamoran and Goldring during our committee meeting. They will be making a 
formal presentation of their findings at the CJF 'General Assembly in November. 

In our committee we will address the importance of the research report in lighr of the two 
main areas of our concern, developing a research capacity for Jewish education in North 
America, and promoting self-evaluation of Jewish educational programs in local 
communities. Enclosed is a summary of our last meeting which highlights these two main 
issues. 

We believe that this will be a srimulating d9y and I look forward to seeing you at the 
meeting. Warmest wishes for a Happy New Year. 
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summary of Board Sul:>committee Meeting on Research & Evaluation 
(April 21, 1994) 

The meeting was divided into t .hree main segments: 

1) The first part of the meeting was devoted to reviewing the 
purpose of the subcommittee and discussing the activities 
the committee may want to consider over time. 

The Coltllnittee on Research and Evaluation is charged with 
developing strategies for creating a capacity for research on 
Jewish education in North America. At present, very little 
knowledge is being gathered and disseminated that can help Jewish 
educators improve. There is no real infrastructure tor Jewish 
educational research; there are only a few professors of Jewish 
education, and they have many other responsibilities besides 
research. 

Another mission of the Committee is to foster self
evaluation of Jewish educational programs throughout North 
Alllerica. Related to the near-absence o~ research, programs and 
institutions in Jewish education . rarely assess their own programs 
to monitor performance or gauge success. A goal of CIJE is to 
encourage evaluation-minded com.munities; that is, communities 
that examine their own programs as a step towards self-
improvement. • 

are: 

0 IO .d 

The possible activities that the subcommittee considered 

(1) What is the most appropriate mechanisms to translate 
evidence gathered in Lead Comltlunities into usable knowledge 
for the rest of North American Jewry? What are the 
appropriate mechanisms for reaching out to the wider Jewish 
co1I1!11unity in North America? What should be the relative 
priorities within CIJE of data-gathering and report-writing 
for the purpose of stimulating action within the Lead 
Commupities, as compared with the broader goal of 
disseminating infoI."lllation throughout north America? 

(2) CIJE has a small inte:rnal research capacity, but the 
ultimate goal is to stimulate research on a broad scale, 
itwolving many partners including universities, foundations, 
agencies, and individual scholars. How can CIJE move 
towards the broader agenda? 

(3) How can CIJE encourage communities other than the Lead 
Coltllllunities to become more reflective? What activities or 
programs might stimulate and support self-evaluation in 
Jewish education? 



2) In the second part of the meeting the subcommittee addressed 
questions to Barry Kosmin. Many of the issues raised by 
Barry are gennane to the work of the subcoltllnittee. 

specific issues for further consideration include: 

(1) How can we best coordinate the research efforts in the 
North A?nerican Jewish community. Should we standardize the 
instruments various groups are using? Should we coordinate 
the questions different groups are asking? What is our role 
within the larger research community, such as JESNA? 

(2) Is there a need for a major longitudinal study in Jewish 
education? 

(3) What is the place of students and parents in the 
research agenda of CIJE? 

3) The third part of the meeting was devoted to clarifying the 
goals of the subcommittee and reviewing the Monitori ng, 
Evaluation and Feedback Project to date. 

Additional areas identified for committee discussion include: 

(1) Communities need help about how to energize their 
constituencies to raise support !or putting research and 
evaluation in their budgets.' In addition, cotn.munities need 
help in setting goals so that they can then turn to the 
question of evaluation . 

ti O 'd 

2) Further discussion is needed about the model presently 
being used by the MEF team for the study of educators. Is 
this a good model in tenns of working with local 
communities? 

(3) What can CI.TE do to prepare research and evaluation 
materials for use in Jew:e-sh coromunities in North Alnerica? 
ShoUld York.books and modules be devel oped that can highlight 
the ~Eportant benefits of the evaluation-minded community? 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Board Committee On Research and Evaluation 

October 6, 1994 

AGENDA 

I. Introduction 

Il. Toe Research Brief for the GA: Background and Professional Training of Teachers in 
Jewish Schools 

m. Promoting Evaluation in Jewish Communities 

N . 1995 Projects for Moni.toring, Evaluation and Feedback in Lead Communities 

V. Focus of Next Meeting 

I' 
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~MORANDUM 

TO· Members of the CUE Board Committee On Content and Program 

FROM: John C. Colman, Committee Chair 

RE: Committee Meeting of October 6, 1994 

DATE: September 26, 1994 

As indicated in the recent letter from Mort Mandel, the CUE Board meeting on October 6th 
will concentrate on the research findings on personnel in Jewish education as conducted by 
CIJE staff consultants, Professors Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring. 

Following their presentation, the four committees of the Board will hold separate meetings, 
as we did last spring. This research report has major implications for Jewish education 
throughout North America and, therefore, each of the CDE Board committees will have the 
opportunity to discuss the significance of these fiDdings for its particular domain. 

In our meeting following this main presentation, we will wish to consider what are the 
implications of these reported findings on the conduct of the Best Practices Project and the 
Goals Project. Conversely. what can CDE draw from these two projeccs that might assist in 
the vital work of upgrading the quality and quantity of professionals in Jewish education? 

You will note from the brief Agenda enclosed that Professor Daniel Pekarsky will start our 
meeting with a discussion of the Goals Seminar that CUE conducted this summer in 
Jerusalem. The Seminar provided an exciting example of the capacity of CUE to translate 
high-quality academic work into major forces for change among lay and professional leaders 
in Jewish education. 

In our discussion we will want to consider a number of issues that are related to the 
presentation on personnel. These questions might include: 

£IO 'd 

In what ways does the initiative on Goals require appropriate personnel for 
implementation? 
How can such leaders be found or developed? 
How can a model for training "coaches" for Goals initiatives be created? 
How can the Best Practices Project serve as a resource for personnel development? 
In what ways is any "best practice" institution dependant on personnel and bow can we 
deal with that issue? 

In the materials enclosed with this mailing, please noce in particular for the meeting of our 
committee a report from Professor Pekarsky on the Goals Project and two articles by 
Professor Barry Holtz related to the Best Practices Project. We invite you to come armed 
with questions for each of them on the progress of these import.ant segments of CIJE' s work. 

We believe that this will be a stimulating day and I look forward to seeing you at the 
meeting. Warmest wishes for a Happy New Year. 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Board Committee On Content and Program 

October 6, 1994 

AGENDA 

I. Introduction 

II. The Goals Project: 

A. The Goals Seminar in Israel 

B. Implications for Personnel 

m. The Best Practices Project: 

A. Stanis Report 

B. Implications .for Personnel 

IV. Next Meeting 

A. Date: Next CIJE Board is scheduled for April 27, 1994 

B. Scope 

;,-
, • 

John Col.man 

Daniel Pelcarslcy 

Barry Holtz 

John Col.man 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the CUE Board Committee On Building the Profession 

FROM: Morton L. Mandel, Chair 

RE: Committee Meeting of October 6, 1994 

DATE: September 26, 1994 

As you know, the board meeting on October 6th will concentrate on the outcomes of the 
research on personnel in Jewish education conducted by CIJE staff consultants, Drs. Adam 
Gamoran and Ellen Goldring. 

This study has significant policy implications for Jewish education throughout Nonh 
America, and for our committee in particular. After the presentation. each of the CUE 
board committees will have the opponunicy, in a separate meeting, to discuss the importance 
of these findings for its particular area. 

In our committee, we will discuss the implications of the personnel report for on-going 
professional development of educators in the fic\d. We will bear responses to the issues and 
findings raised in the report from representatives of two of the national denominations. Dr. 
Bob Abramson, director of the department of education of the United Synagogue of America, 
and Rabbi Robeit Hin, vice president for administration and professional education, Yeshiva 
University. We will then have an opportunity to discuss the challenges to developing a 
comprehensive approach to issues of ongoing professional development. 

October 6th promises to be a most stimulating day. I look forward to seeing you at the 
meeting. Wannest wishes for a Happy New Year. 

,. 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Board Committee On Building the Profession 

October 6, 1994 

AGENDA 

I. Introduction 

CUE Personnel Report: Implications for Professional Development 

II. Professional Development: Two National Perspectives 

m. Professional Development: The Implications for Building the 
Profession - A Preliminary Discussion 

IV. Next Steps 

.... 

Morton Mandel 

Bob Abramson 

Gail Dorph 

Morton Mandel 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCA TlON 

Board of Directors 

OCTOBER 6, 1994 

AGENDA 

I. Board Plenary 

A. Welcome and Introductory Remarks 

8. The State of CIJC 

C. Presentation of Personnel Study 

II. Lunch 

Ill. Committee Meetings 

A. Building the Profession {Blue) 

B. Community Mobiliz.ation (Green) 

•· 
C. Content and Program {Red) 

D. Research and Evaluation (Gold) 

IV. Board Plenary 

Committee Reports 

V. D' var Torah 

Morton Mandel 

Alan Hoffmann 

Adam Gamoran 
Ellen Goldring 

Chair: Monon Mandel 

Chair: Charles Ratner 

Chair: John Colman 

Chair: Esther Leah Ritz 
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Date : 
From: 
Subject: 
To: 
Original 

From: 
To : 
CC: 

Subj: 

Fri, 30 Sep 1994 14:53 CDT 
<GAMORAN@WISCSSC> 
fyi -- some concerns f rom Alan -- my response follows 
annette@hujivms 

To: ANNETTE 

EUNICE::"7332 l.l2l7@compuserve.com" 30-SEP-1994 11:58:28.41 
Adam <gamoran> 
Alan <7332l.l220@compuserve.com>, 
"INTERNET:GOLDRIEB@ctrvax" <GOLDRIEB@ctrvax .vanderbilt.edu> 
My worries about the CIJE report on personnel 

There are t wo different kinds of comments that I am hearing as I begin to talk 
about thie report on the communal ·data beyond our little circle that are making 
me nervous and that I think make the CJJE report vulnerable. 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
BMAI L> 
2JH 1. The way in which we are reporting hours of teacher work does not 
~~fleet the way in which people who are inside the field of Jewish education 
.~ink about the configuration of these categories. Our report speaks at one end 
of teachers who work between l - 10 hours as though they Here one group and we 
speak of 30 hours as the measure of full time-ness. 

Those i n the field distinguish between the once a week teacher (2-3 hour 
s 
on a Sunday morning) as a group different from the 5 !/2 - 10--12 hour a week 
person. They view them as a different population in terms of commitment, 
stability, and "trainability. 11 (They don 't view them as serious targets for 
planning for professional development). 

Additionally 30 hours is usually not the way in wh ich full t ime is 
jescribed. As I recall in LA the number used by day schools to compute benefits 
Has 25 hours (we could find out if that is more st andard). I know from the 
responses to the data both in Milwaukee and Baltimore that 30 hours didn't apply 
as a category in either place. 

~it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part . . . 
3MAIL> 
2JH At this point, I'm wondering if we have to adjust the way in which we 
(Poort the data to conform to these norms not because it w1ll change the case 

ing made in the report. If anything, my hunch is that i t will strengthen the 
:ase for investing in professional development for the group of teachers that 
3re 5 1/2 and above as the percentages of those that are stable and consider 
themselves to have a career wil l rise (although I don't know that for sure). I 
think that reporti ng the data in the present form leaves us open to the 
:riticisms about "not knowing and/or understanding the field," using standards 
that are inappropriate to the way in wh ich the enterprise operates, etc . etc. 

2.The latter comment leads to my second point. There were previous 
;tudies (LA, Mi ami, and Boston). The question being asked is how do these 
tindings relate to those earlier studies. Now I don't even know if this is a 
'kosher " question given that the only one of t hose that I saw was the one from 
.A and I don't know how the data was analyzed. My point is that I do think we 
1eed a reasonable response to that query. 

~MAIL> 
~JH4 GAMORAN@WISCSSC => ANNETTE@HUJ IVMS; 30/09/94, 22:21:05; M GAMORAN.MAIL 

EBCDIC (<GAMORAN@WISCSSC>) 
.mMIME type: text/ plain 

leceived: by HUJIVMS via NJE (HUyMail-V6n); Fri , 30 Sep 94 22:21 :04 +0200 



2JH2 GAMORAN@WISCSSC => ANNETTE@HUJIVMS; 30/09/9, 22:21:05; M GAMORAN.MAIL 
EBCDIC (<GAMORAN@WISCSSC>) 

1mMIME type: text/plain 

Date: Fri, 30 Sep 1994 15:22 C 
ieceived: by HUJIVMS via NJE ?HUyMail n); Fri, 30 Sep 94 22:21:04 +0200 

From: <GAMORAN@WISCSSC> 
Subject: fyi -- Ellen's res nse 
To: annette@hujivms 
Original To : ANNETTE 

From: 
To: 

EUNICE::"G RIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu" 30-SEP-1994 15:13:29.82 
73321.1 @compuserve.com 

CC: gamor , 7332l.l220@compuserve.com, 73443/3 l50@compuserve.com, 
73 . 3l52@compuserve.com, 74104.3335@compuserve.com 

Subj: ~: My worries about the CIJE report on personnel 

Thank-you gail for your importnat input. 1 agree with ADa~ that this is 
: ,ething that we really need to check and certainly have the data to 
du so. For the GA Research Brief, perhpas it wil l be best to list 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
BMAIL> 
ftl~ range of hours so different folks can interpret the data as meets their 
interests, especially since this is not the main thrust of this report. 

I may have the LA report and perhaps Maimi, but I 'm not sure . WHat I remember 
is that they did not have much analysis or narrative with the mounds of Tables 
and hence no clear points were made, but you are right, we should try to be 
familiar with the data to have another point of comparison. Again, I 
think our contribut i on is trying to look at a lot of the pieces together 
although this cannot come across in one short research brief, but in terms 
Jf CIJE response. 
3MAIL> 
:urrent message filed in MAIL folder 
~JH3 G MORAN@WISCSSC => ANNETTE@HUJIVMS; 3 09/ 94, 22·23:38; M GAMORAN.MAIL 

EBC C (<GAMORAN@WISCSSC>) 
tr· ·ME t e: text/plain 

~eceived: b HUJIVMS via NJE (HUy 1l-V6n); Fri, 30 Sep 94 
)ate : Fri, 30 Sep 1994 15:24 OT 

:23:36 +020✓ 
:rom: <GAM AN@WISCSSC> 
;ubject: previo messages 
ro: annette@ jivms 
)riginal To : ANNETT 

)oops those concerns not Alan. 
3MAI L> 
:urrent message fi din MAI folder 
!JH4 ANNETTE@HUJ MS=> annett HUJIVMS; 01/10/94, 18:1 :01; *ANNETTE.MAL 

ASCII (<ANN TE@HUJIVMS>) 
mMIME type : xt/plain 

lecei ved: 
1ate: 
less age 
rom: 
0: 
c: 

HUJIVMS (HUyMail-V6n); t, 01 Oct 9~ 18: 18 :01 +0200 
Sat, 1 Oct 94 18:18 +0200 

d: <01100094181800@HUJIVMS> 
<ANNETTE@HUJIVMS> 

"David K. Cohen" <USERLRLH@UMICH .BITNET> 
annette 
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The Jewish community of North America is facing a crisis of 
major proportions. Large numbers of Jews have lost interest 
in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior ... The responsibility 
for developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment 
to Judaism ... now rests primarily with education. --- A Time 
to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
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continent. The key building blocks .in the Commission's plan were 
mobilizing community support for Jewish education, and building 
the profession of Jewish education. The Commission created the 
Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to facilitate 
its plan, and as a first step, the CIJE established three "Lead 
Communities" to work with CIJE in mobilizing support and building 
the profession at the local level. Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee were selected for their dedication to and investment in 
Jewish education, as well as for the strength of their communal, 
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educational and congregational leadership. 

A central tenet of CIJE is that policy decisions must be based on 
solid information. Hence, the three Lead Communities boldly 

Jaged in a study of their teaching personnel, to proviae a 
uasis for a plan of action to build and enhance the profession of 
Jewish education. Findings from the study are informing policy 
discussions which are underway in all three cities. At this 
time, CIJE is releasing information on one maJor topic -
background and professional training of teachers in Jewish 
schools -- to spark discussion at the continental level. 
Al though the findings come from only three communities, we 

\ 

\ 

believe they characterize the personnel situation throughout 
North America -- if anything, teachers in the Lead Communities a·., 
may have stronger educat i ona 1 and Judaic backgrounds than is · ti-. ..:. ~ 1 · 
typical, given the extraordinary commitment of these communit ies .,, IS . ... ~\ · 

~,t:o~J~e~w~i_:s:h_:e~d~u~c~a.:,t~i o~n~·:____________________ ~-

The overall picture is one of a teaching force in serious need of 
improvement. The large majority of teachers lack solid 
backgrounds in Jewish studies, or are not professionally trained 
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in education, or both. In-service training, which might help 
remedy these deficiencies, is infrequent and haphazard, 
particularly in day schools and supplementary schools. The 
picture is not entirely bleak, however, because most teachers 
whether part-time or full-time -- are strongly committed to 
Jewish education, and intend to remain in their positions. 
Consequently, investment in Jewish teachers is likely to pay off 
in the future. 

nline 00:02 

1. Are teac ew1sh schools committed to Jewish edu 
cation? 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish education is 
their career. Even among part-time teachers (those who reported 
teaching fewer than 30 hours per week), half described Jewish 
education as their career (see Figure 1). In supplementary 
schools where virtually no teachers are full-time Jew1sh 
educators, 44% consider Jewish education their career. 

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE) 
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There is considerable stability in the teaching force as well. 
Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have taught for more than 
ten years, while just 6% were in their first year as Jewish 
educators when they responded to the survey (see Table 1). 
Almost two-thirds plan to continue teaching in their current 
positions, while only 6% intend to seek a position outside of 
Jewish education in the near future. 

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 
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2. Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educ 
ators? 

Most are not. According to teachers' own reports, only 21% are 
trained as Jewish educators, with a university or teacher's 
institute degree in education and a college or seminary degree in 
' -~ish studies. Another 39% are partially trained, with c degree 
.. education but not Judaica. Another partially-trained group 

consists of the 10% who have a degree in Jewish studies, but not 
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in education. This leaves 30% of the teachers who are untrained:7 / l, i \~v 
they lack professional training in both education and Judaica ...-J \ S""'..._\l ',\...'JS(...: 
(see Figure 1). 

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] 

Teachers tended to report similar levels of preparation in 
general education, regardless of whether they taught mainly in 
day schools, supplementary schools, or pre-schools. For example, 
r · ' Se to ha 1 f the teachers in each setting reported university 
u~~rees in general education, and similar proportions have worked 
in general education in the past (see Table 2) . However, in 
addition to these figures, another 15% to 20% of day school and 
pre-school teachers have education degrees from teachers' 
institutes. In the day school setting, these are primarily 
teachers in Orthodox schools who have attended one- or two-year 
programs in Israel. (In Orthodox day schools, 37% of teachers 
have university degrees in education, compared to 67% of teachers 
in day schools under other sponsorships.) 

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE] 
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)ay school teachers are much more likely than teachers who work 
primarily in other settings to have post-secondary training in 
Judaica. Table 3 show that 40% of day school teachers are 
:ertified as Jewish educators, and 38% have a degree in Jewish 
studies from a college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary. 
(Here, teachers in Orthodox day schools are much more likely to 
,ave a deqree than those in other day schools. 50% comoared with 
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four-fifths of the teachers 1 ack advanced degrees and ---- .....__ . ..,,?jt 
certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools, three-
fifths of the teachers lack such grounding in their subject 
matter. 

[TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

3. Are teachers in Jewish schools well-educated as Je 
ws? 
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Compared to the typical American Jew, teachers in Jewish schools 
are well-educated Jewishly. According to "Highlights of the CJF 
1 "QO National Jewish Population Survey," by Dr. Barry Kosmin and 
L¥1leagues, 22% of males and 38% of females who identify as Jews 
received no Jewish education as children. By contrast, only 10% 
of the teachers in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were not 
formally educated as Jews in their childhoods. (Since 80% of the 
teachers are female, the contrast is quite strong.) 

Although almost all teachers received some Jewish education as 
children, for many the experience was minimal. More than one
third of supplementary school teachers and over 60% of pre-school 
teachers attended religious school once weekly or less before age 
13. After age 13, the proportion who received minimal or no 
Jewish education is even greater (see Figures 2, 3, and 4). 

[FIGURES 2, 3, AND 4 ABOUT HERE] 

One reason for relatively low levels of childhood Jewish 
education among pre-school teachers is that many are not Jewish. 
They are teaching Jewish subject matter to Jewish children, yet 
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they are not Jewish themselves. Why is this the case? One pre
school director we interviewed shed light on the question: 

I Online 00:03 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving 
who is not Jewish. I'm interviewing three teachers, two of 
whom are Jewish, one of whom is not . And to be frank with 
you ... ! should hire one (who is] ... Jewish. Unfortunately, 
of the three people I am interviewing, the non-Jewish 
teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem because she 
doesn't have the other piece. 

Although the Jewish candidates were presumably better versed in 
Jewish content and as Jewish role models, the non-Jewish 
applicant was more skilled as an educator, and this consideration 
carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described a 
shortage of Jewish pre-school teachers. Overall, about ?10%? of 
the teachers in Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish, and in one 
community the figure is as high as 20%. 
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d 
deficiencies? 

No. Although the large majority of teachers are required to 
attend some workshops, most attend very few each year. Close to 
80% of all teachers were required to attend at least one workshop 
during a two-year period. Among these teachers, around half 
attended no more than four workshops over the two-year time span. 

Pre-school teachers attend workshops more regularly than teachers 
in other settings (see Figure 4) . This occurs, we learned in 
interviews, because most pre-schools are licensed by the state, 
which sets standards for teachers' professional development. 
Generally, pre-school teachers who attended workshops did so with 
+· : frequency required by state regulations (between 6 and 7 
t.ery two years, with some variation across communities). Given 
shortages in subject matter and pedagogic backgrounds, however, 
one may ask whether it would be appropriate to exceed state 
standards, which are aimed at professionally trained teachers. 

Although state requirements apply to secular teachers in day 
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schools, Judaica teachers are not bound by state standards. We 
found little evidence of sustained professional development among 
the day school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who were 
required to attend workshops went to about 3.8 every two years, 
or less than two per year. How does this compare to secular 
standards? In Wisconsin, for example, teachers are required to 
attend 180 hours of workshops over a five year period to maintain 

Online 00:03 

t · -ir teaching license. If a typical workshop lasts 3 hours, I 
l11cn day school teachers in our study engage in about 27 rours of / . 
workshops over the five year period, less than one-sixth cf that 
required for secular teachers in Wisconsin. (Despite variation 
among states in our study, we found little difference across 
communities in the extent of professional development among day 
school teachers.) 

Supplementary school teachers reported slightly higher average 
workshop attendance, at about 4.4 sessions in a two year period. 
If one keeps in mind that most supplementary school teachers had 
little or no formal Jewish study after Bar/Bat Mitzvah, and only 
half are trained as educators, the current status of professional 
development for supplementary school teachers may also give rise 
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to serious concern. 

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of valuable in
service opportunities for their teachers. All three communities 
have city-wide teacher conventions, and all three offer some form 

. 
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supplementary and day schools. In interviews, teachers reported 
they find some sessions to be informative and useful, while 
others are not. Even at best, however, workshops are isolated / 'Y'--
events, lacking the continuity of an overall system and plan for Lv \,.,\.i.., 
professional development. 

5. What does it mean, and what can we do? 

Almost four-fifths of the teachers we surveyed lacked J 
I

L A() 
professional training in education, Jewish content, or both. A V'-'\~ 
substantial minority of teachers received minimal Jewish 
education even as children. Yet the teachers engage in 
relatively little professional development, far less than that 
generally expected of secular teachers. 
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c,~dings from day schools present a particular irony. Children 
.. , these schools study both secular and Jewish subjects, but the 
special mission of these schools is to teach Judaism. Yet the 
Jewish day schools hold their teachers of Judaica to lower 
standards than their secular teachers, for entry and for 
professional development . The reason for this is obvious: 
Secular teachers typically comply with state requirements, which 
are not binding on Judaica teachers. 

Pre-schools provide more staff development, but their tea:hers 
are the least prepared in Jewish content when they enter their 
positions. Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 

Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers wi th education 
backgrounds, but limited backgrounds in Jewish content. In
service opportunities exist, but they are infrequent and lack 
coherence. 

Yet in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish 
··,cation. We found them to be enthusiastic and positive, 
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committed to the intrinsic rewards of working with children and 
making a contribution to the Jewish people. Hence, we propose 
that in addition to recruiting teachers with strong Judaic and 
educational backgrounds, it is worth investing in our current 
teachers to improve their knowledge and skills. The three Lead 
Communities, Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, are each devising 
plans to improve the caliber of their Jewish educators; these 
plans will no doubt emphasize professional development in 
addition to recruitment. We hope other communities will be 
stimulated to take a close look at their teaching personnel, and 
work out action plans to suit their contexts. 

Professional development for Jewish educators is not only a 
matter of making up for deficiencies . It is also a means of 
renewal and growth, something that is imperative for all 
teachers. Even those who are well prepared for their positions 
must have opportunities to keep abreast oy the field, to learn 
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can be nurtured to develop as educators through a long-term 
commitment to learning and growth. 

.. • " - - • ___ __.__J ___ ~~ !. ~ ~;: I 
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The solution to the problem must be continental as well as local. 
Communities need help from the major Jewish movements and their 
affiliated seminaries and colleges, and from other institutions 
of Jewish higher learning around North America. What res~urces )C ~~""~C~\ 
are available to promote in-service education -- in @anpower and .) 
expertise as well as financial? What should be the corrtmfr-'of 
in-service education for different types of schools? What 
standards for professional development should be advocated? What 
creative ways can be found to enhance the professional growth of 
all Jewish educators? Advancement on these fronts demands 
collaboration throughout North America on the goal of improving 
the personnel of Jewish education. 

It is not your responsibility to complete the task, but 
neither are you free to avoid it. The day is short, the 
task is large, the workers are lazy, and the reward is 
great; and the master of the house is pressing. --- Pirke 
Avot 
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Text for Box 1: 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta. Baltimore. and 
Milwaukee. 

T~~~hers in the Jewish schools of the lead communities are 
predominantly female (84%) and American born (86%). Only 7% were 
born in Israel and less than 1% each are from Russia, Germany, 
England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The 
teachers identify with a variety of Jewish religious movements. 
Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call themselves 
traditional. One quarter identify with the Conservative 
movement, 31% see themselves as Reform, and the remaining 4% list 
Reconstructionist and other preferences. One-quarter work full 
time in Jewish education (i.e. they reported teaching 30 hours 
per week or more), and about one-fifth work in more than one 
school. 
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Box 2. About the study of educators. 
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Evaluation, and Feedback (MEF) team of the CIJE. It involved a · · · 
survey of nearly all the formal Jewish educators in the ~ 
community, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more l 

I 
v\ 

limited sample of educators. The survey form was adapted from '-
previous surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted 
from the Los Angeles Teacher Survey. The interview questions 
were designed by the MEF team. ~Jnterviews were conducted with 
teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, 
as well as education directors and educators at central agencies 
and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, 126 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE 
field researchers conducted and analyzed the interviews. 

The survey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all 
Judaic and Hebrew teachers at all Jewish day schools, 
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congregational schools, and pre-school programs i n the three 
communities. Day school teachers of secular subjects were not 
included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach Judaica were 
included. Lead Community project directors in each community 
coordinated the survey administrat ion. Teachers completed the 
questionnaires and returned them at their schools. (Some 
teachers who did not receive a survey form at school ~ere mailed 
a form and a self-addressed envelope. and returned their forms by 
mail.) Over eighty percent of the teachers in each community 
f i lled out and returned the questi onna i re, for a t otal of almost 
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1000 respondents. (A different form was administered to - , 
education directors, but those data hav..e yet to be analyzed.) ) .vi.~t.L _ 

l .0J" ~ -
The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be 
available for public distribution in 1995. Contact: Nessa 
Rappaport, CIJE, 15 E. 26th St., Room 1010, New York , NY 10010-
1579. 

T .~ Research Brief was prepared by the CIJE MEF team: Adam 
Gamoran, El len Goldring, Roberta Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, 
and Julie Tammivaara. The authors are grateful for suggestions 
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from CIJE staff, the MEF advisory board, and Lead Community 
participants. They are especially thankful to the Jewish 
educators who participated in the study. 

Future research reports are in preparation, covering such topics 
as career opportunities, salaries, benefits, recruitment, and so 
on. 

Text for Box 3: 
Box 3. Technical notes . 
In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of 



figures, not samples. Respondents include 301 day school 
teachers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 pre-school 
teachers . Teachers who work at more than one type of setting 
were categorized according to the setting (day school, 
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from CIJE staff, the MEF advisory board, and lead Community 
participants. They are especially thankful to the Jewish 
educators who participated in the study. 

Future research reports are in preparation, covering such topics 
as career opportunities, salaries, benefits, recruitment, and so 
on. 

Text for Box 3: 
Box 3. Technical notes. 
In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total populatio1 of 
?1180? in the three communities. In general, we avoided sampling 
inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
figures, not samples. Respondents include 301 day school 
teachers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 pre-~chool 
teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting 
were categorized according to the setting (day school, 
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supplementary school, or pre-school) at which they teach the most 
hours (or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same 
for two types of settings). Each teacher is counted only once. 
If teachers were counted in all the settings in which they teach, 
t . results would look about the same, except that supplenentary 
school teachers would look more like day school teachers, because 
61 day school teachers also work in supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. 
Generally, less than 5% of responses were missing for any one 
item. An exception was the question about certification in 
Jewish education . In at least one community, many teachers left 
this blank, apparently because they were not sure what it meant. 
On the assumption that teachers who did not know what 
certification was were not certified, we present the percentage 
who said they were certified out of the total who returned the 
survey forms, not out of the total who responded to this item. 
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

One year or less 

Two to five years 

Six to ten years 

Eleven to twenty years 

More than twenty years 

6% 

27% 

29% 

24% 

14% 

Table 2. Teachers• Backgrounds in General Education 
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Degree in Education 
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Worked ' n 
SETTING From University From Teachers' Institute General Education 

Day School 48% 19% 

Supplementary 47% 6% 

Pre-School 47% 15% 

ALL SCHOOLS 48% 12% 

T~_,e 3. Teachers' Backgrounds in Jewish Studies 

SETTING 
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Day School 

Supplementary 

Pre-School 

.O.LL SCHOOLS 
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Certified in 
Jewish Education 
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40% 

18% 

10% 

22% 

48% 

55% 

50% 

51% 

Major in 
Jewish Studies 

37% 

12% 

4% 

17% 
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From: 
To: 

<ANNETTE@HUJTVMS> 
mandel 

Subject: SF - mv memo to Adam. FYI 

From. <G1-\iv1ORA1'\J@WISCSSC> 
Subject your memo 
To annette@hujivms 

To Gamoran <Gamoran> 
CC Gail Dorph <73321.l2l7@compuserve.com>, 

Ellen Goldring <goldrieb/@ctrvaxvanderbilt.edu>. 
-\Ian Hoffmann ....-73321 1220@compuserve com> 

Subj. Policy Brief GA 

Hello to all. 

Please give copy to Nessa and anyone else who wants to read but isn't 
in my home list Thanks1] 

We read the document with great interest and believe 
that it contains all the the elements necessary for 
drafting the policy brief. Howc::ver we beleive char 
it requires too much 
discrimination among the vanous data points 
and arguments 
to get the point across to busy GA attendents 
Therefore the suggestions 
below are only geared at the translation of that 
document into a product for the GA We hope they 
are useful for Nessa 

Two guiding questions and approaches to these 
infonned our thinking: 

I what should be the message 

) 
I 



a. the bad news about teachers, their preparation and 
in-service training 
b. the good news about potential for improvement 
c. something can be done about the situation: 
operational suggestions that lead to suggestions 
for possible action 

(perhaps points a) and b) should be in reversed 
order) 

2. how should the document be crafted if we want 
to maximize the chances for promoting discussion 
and then action? 

a. we think a short and hard-hitting document. 
Perhaps 2-4 pages of easily accessible design, with 
highlighted main points, brief textual-contextual 
paragraphs, any information, background, supporting 
data in appendix form. 
b. key points should be few and easily memorizable 

c. key points should be highlighted 
d. the minimum necessary context could be offered 
with each key point 
e.additional inormation should be appended, added 
as exhibit, etc.( e.g., who is the CUE, what is MEF, 
how was research conducted) 

To illustrate, here is a sampling of points one might 
use to give the message: (mostly direct quotes 
lifted from the document or variations on them): 

a) the score: 

The overall picture is a rich and diverse one. 
Nonetheless it brings home an unavoidable 
conclusion: the teaching force is in 
serious need of improvement. 

**** AJmost four fifth of the teachers we surveyed 
lacked solid background in Jewish studies, or 
profossional training in education, or both. 

**** 30% of the teachers are untrained: they lack 

i 



professional traning in both education and Judaica. 

* * * * Only 40% of days-school teachers are certified 
as Jewish educators 

**** More than one third of supplementary school 
teachers and over 60% of pre-school teachers 
attended religious school once weekly or less 
before age 13. After age 13 the proportion who 
recieved minimal or no Jewish education is even 
greater 
(needs language editing) 
**** About 10% of teachers in Jewish pre-schools are 
not Jewish. Tn one community the figure is as high 
as 20%. 

* * * * In-service training, which might help 
remedy these deficiencies is infrequent and 
haphazard, particularly in days-schools and 
supplementary schools 

Even at best workshops are isolated events. lacking 
the continuity of an overalJ system and plan 
for professional development 

The teachers in our survey went on average to 
two workshops per year. If a typical workshop 
lasts 3 hours it is clear that shortages in 
subject matter and pedagogic background 
cannot be remedied by current in-service 
training practices. 

b) the good news: something can be done 
-- because of the commitment of the teachers 

**** Most teachers are strongly committed to 
Jewish education and intend to remain in their 
positions. Therefore investment in Jewish 
teachers is likely to pay off 

AJmost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish 
education is their career 



-- because there are models in general and in Israeli 
education for training, for in-service training 

-- because of the will to dedicate resources 

c)what can be done? 

The Jewish Community of North America will need 
to decide how to address these challenges. 

* What resources are available to promote 
in-service education - institutions, faculty, 
fiancial support 

* What should be the content of in-service education 
for different types of school? 

* What standards for professional development :should 
be advocated? 

* What creative ways can be found to enhance the 
professional growth of all Jewish educators? 

etc. 

A few additional points regarding the document 
itself - editorial and other: 
There are some points of nomenclature and 

language that could be clarified or made 
consistent: 

* Judaica, Jewish studies? 
* Secular education - general education? 
* teacher's institute= Jewish teacher's institute 
* Degree of Jewish studies from insitutions of Higher 
Jewish Learning (does this include places like 
Graetz? if not how does one refer to these?) 
* manpower? faculty; staff; human resources 

Page I, end of first paragraph: preferable not to say 
why the three communities were selected ("for their 
dedication .. . "). Other communities may contest the 



statement. Sarne true for the end of the next 
paragraph ("-- if anything teachers in the Lead 
Communities may have ... "). Too contestable 

Hope this is helpful. Should we have 
a telecon about the brief? 

Good luck and good inspiration, 

Shabbat ShaJom, 

annene 

'\"'\.: • ............ . 



SA Policy Brief 

we read the document with great interest and bel ieve 
that it contains all the the elements necessary for 
jrafting the policy brief. However we beleive that 
it requires too much 
jiscrimination among the various data points 
and arguments 
to get the point across to busy GA attendents. 
Therefore the suggestions 
Jelow are only geared at the translation of that 
jocument into a product for the GA. We hope they 
3re useful for Nessa. 

rwo guiding questions and approaches to these 
informed our thinking: 

l.what should be the message: 

1. the bad news about teachers, their preparation and 
-service training 1 

). the good news about potential for improvement 
:. something can be done about the situation: 
)perational suggestions that lead to suggestions 
=or possible action 

:perhaps points a) and b) should be in reversed 
>rder) 

!. how should the document be crafted if we want 
:o maximize the chances for promoting discussion 
ind then action? 

1. we think a short and hard-hitting document. 
'erhaps 2-4 pages of easily accessible design, with 
1ighlighted main points, brief textual-contextual 
,aragraphs, any information, background, supporting 
lata in appendix form. 
i. key points should be few and easily memorizable 

:. key points should be highlighted 
l. the minimum necessary context could be offered 
1ith each key point 
!.additional inormation should be appended, added 
ts exhibit, etc.(e.g., who is the CIJE, what is MEF, 
10w was research conducted) 

·o illustrate, here is a sampling of points one might 
1se to give the message: (mostly direct quotes 
ifted from the document or variations on them): 

) the score: 

he overall picture is a rich and ;diverse one. 
onetheless it brings home an unavoidable 
onclusion: the teaching force 1s in 
erious need of improvement. 

,I 



·*** Almost four fifth of the teachers we surveyed 
acked solid background in Jewish studies, or 
rofessional training in education, or both. 

'*** 30% of the teachers are untrained: they lack 
1rofessional traning in both education and Judaica. 

*** Only 40% of days-school teachers are certified 
.s Jewish educators 

*** More than one third of supplementary school 
eachers and over 60% of pre-school teachers 
ttended religious school once weekly or less 
efore age 13. After age 13 the proportion who 
ecieved minimal or no Jewish education is even 
reater 

*** About 10% of teachers in Jewish pre-schools are 
ot Jewish. In one community the figure is as high 
s 20%. 

*~* In-service training, which might help 
emedy these deficiencies is infrequent and 
aphazard, particularly in days-schools and 
upplementary schools 

ven at best workshops are isolated events, lacking 
he continuity of an overall system and plan 
or professional development 

he teachers in our survey went ori average to 
wo workshops per year. If a typical workshop 
asts 3 hours it is clear that shortages in 
ubject matter and pedagogic background 
annot be remedied by current in-service 
raining practices. 

) the good news: something can be done 
- · 'cause of the commitment of the teachers 

*** Most teachers are strongly committed to 
ewish education and intend to remain in their 
ositions. Therefore investment in Jewish 
eachers is likely to pay off. 

lmost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish 
ducation is their career 

- because there are models in general and in Israeli 
ducation for training, for in-se~vice training 

- because of the will to dedicate resources 

)what can be done? 

ne Jewish Community of North America will need 
J decide how to address these challenges. 
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Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 

Research Brief: Background and Professional Training of Teachers in 
ls 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part . . . 
BMAIL> 
2JH The responsibility for developing Jewish identity and 

instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests 
primarily with education. 

--A Time to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America released A Time to Act, a report calling for dramatic 
change in the scope, standards, and quality of Jewish education 
o ~his continent. It concluded that the revitalization of 
Jewish education will depend on two vital tasks: building the 
profession of Jewish education; and mobilizing community support 
for Jewish education. The Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education (CIJE) was established to implement the Commissi3n 1 s 
conclusions. 

Since 1992, CIJE has been working with three lead communities -
Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee -- to demonstrate models of 
systemic change at the local level. The lead communities boldly 
engaged in a pioneering, comprehensive study of their teaching 

,it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
3MAIL> 
~eHsonnel in day schools, supplementary schools, and pre-schools. 
=ormal Jewish educators were surveyed, and a select sample were 
interviewed in depth. The goal: To create a communal plan of 
iction to build the profession of Jewish education in each 
:ommuni ty. 

·wo years later, the initial results of this study are 
ll uminating not only for the three communities but as a catalyst 
:or reexamining the personnel of Jewish education throughout 
lorth America. This policy brief summarizes the study's findings 
n a critical area: the background and professional training of 

L~J-. v~ 
Jewish Schoo 8 [ 0 )1~ 

eachers in Jewish schools (box 1). < 
re teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

ost are not. The survey indicates that only 21% were trained as 
ewish educators, with a university or teacher's institute degree 
n education, as well as a college or seminary degree in Jewish 
tudies. An additional 39% are partially trained, with a degree 
n education but not Judaica. Ten percent of the teachers have a 
egree in Jewish studies, but not in education. The remaining 

it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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JH of teachers are untrained, lacking professional training in 
ither education or Judaica (fig. 1). 

·.: 



Does the teachers' training differ according to educational 
setting? 

Training in education: About half the teachers in each setting 
{day schools, pre-schools, and supplementary schools) reported 
university degrees in education (table 1). An additional 15% to 
19% of pre-school and day school teachers have education degrees 
from teacher's institutes, as do 6% of supplementary school 
teachers. These institutes are usually one- or two-year programs 
taken in lieu of university study. 

Training in Jewish studies: Day school teachers of Judaica are 
much more likely than teachers who work primarily in other 
settings to have post-secondary training in Jewish studies. 
Forty percent of day school teachers are certified as Jewish 
educators, and 38% have a degree in Jewish studies from a 
college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (table 2). In 
supplementary and pre-schools, the proportions are much smaller . 

I <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
BMAIL> 
0vMrall, around 80% of the teachers lack advanced degrees and 
certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools, 60% lack 
such grounding in their subject matter (box 2). < 
What Jewish education did the teachers receive as children? 

Almost all the teachers received some Jewish education as 
children, but for many the education was minimal. Before age 13, 
25% percent of supplementary school teachers and 40%% of pre-
school teachers attended religious school once a week, and 11% of 
supplementary teachers and 22% of pre-school teachers did not 
attend at all at that age. After age 13, even greater 
proportions received minimal or no Jewish education (figs. 2, 3; 
box 3). 

~ne of the more startling findings is that many pre-school 
teachers are teaching Jewish subject matter to Jewish children-
Jl are not themselves Jews. Overall, 10% of the teachers in 
Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish. In one community, the figure 
is as high as 20%. 

1it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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18~ is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed 
;hed light on the question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving 
who is not Jewish . I'm interviewing three teachers, two of 
whom are Jewish; one of whom is not. And to be frank with 
you ... I should hire one [who is) ... Jewish. Unfortunately, 
of the three people I am interviewing, the non-Jewish 
teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

n this instance, the Jewish candidates were better versed in 
ewish content and were Jewish role models, but the non-Jewish 
pplicant was more skilled as an educator, and that consideration 

\ .. .. ., .. 



carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described a 
shortage of qualified Jewish teachers. 

Does in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 

No. Most teachers attend very few in-service programs such as 
workshops each year. Close to 80% of all teachers were required 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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tdHattend at least one workshop during a two-year period. Of 
these teachers, around half attended no more than four workshops 
over a two-year time span. 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically attended 6 or 7 
NOrkshops in a two-year period, which is more than teachers in 
other Jewish settings (fig. 4) . Most pre-schools are licensed by 
the state, and teachers receive professional development as 
required by state standards. Given the minimal backgrounds of 
nany of these teachers in both Judaica and education, however, it 
i appropriate to ask whether in Jewish settings the requirements 
;hould exceed state standards, which are aimed at teachers who 
1ave already had professional training. 

)ay school teachers: Although state requirements apply to 
Jeneral studies teachers in day schools, Judaica teachers are not 
iound by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained 
,rofessional development among the day school teachers we 
;urveyed. On average, those who were required to attend 
,orkshops did so about 3.8 times every 2 years - - or less than 2 
,orkshops a year. 

lit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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ldW does this compare to secular standards? In Wisconsin, for 
•xample, teachers are required to attend 180 hours of workshops 
,ver a five-year period to maintain their teaching license. Day 
chool teachers in our study engaged i n about 29 hours of 
•orkshops over a five-year period (assuming a typical workshop 
a 3 3 hours). This is less than one-sixth of the requirement 
or state-licensed teachers in Wisconsin. (Despite variations 
mong states in our study, we found little difference across 
ommunities in the extent of professional development among day 
chool teachers.) 1 

rofessional development for Jewish educators is not only a 
atter of making up for deficiencies. It is also a means of 
enewal and growth, something that is imperative for all 
eachers. Even those who are well prepared for their positions 
ust have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn 
xciting new ideas, and to be invigorated by contact with other 
ducators. Since most day school teachers have incomplete 
rofessional preparation, the scarcity of in-service is an even 
ore pressing matter. 

it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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J~plementary school teachers: These teachers reported slightly 
igher average workshop attendance, about 4.4 sessions in a two
~ar period. But since most supplementary school teachers had 
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little or no formal Jewish training after bar/bat mitzvah, and 
Jnly about 50% are trained as educators, the current status of 
Jrofessional development for these teachers is of serious 
:oncern. Even those who teach only a few hours each week can be 
,urtured to develop as educators through a long-term program of 
learning . 

;ummary: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of 
,aluable in-service opportunities for their teachers. All three 
:ommunities have city-wide teacher conventions, and all three 
iffer some form of incentive for professional development. 
itill, in-service education tends to be infrequent and haphazard, 
iarticularly for day and supplementary school teachers. At best, 
,orkshops are isolated events, lacking the continuity of an 
,verall system and plan for professional development. Veteran 
1nd beginning teachers may be offered the same workshops; 

lit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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~ ~hers of strong Judaic content but little pedagogic training 
1ay be offered the same opportunities as teachers with strong 
1ackgrounds in general education but little Judaica. 

he likelihood of changing this picture in the future depends to 
n important extent on teachers' willingness to participate in 
rofessional development. Hence, the study of educators examined 
eachers' commitment to Jewish education. 

re teachers in Jewish schools committed to Jewish education? 

es. Almost 60% of the teachers view Jewish education as their 
areer. Even among part-time teachers (those teaching fewer than 
0 hours a week), half described Jewish education as their career 
fig. 5). In supplementary schools, where almost no teachers are 
ull-time educators, 44% consider Jewish education their career. 

here is considerable stability in the teaching force as well. 
hi~ty-eight percent of the teachers have taught for more than 10 
e j 1 while only 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators 
hen they responded to the survey (table 3). Sixty-six percent 

it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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dtiend to continue teaching in their same positions, and only 6% 
lan to seek positions outside Jewish education in the near 
uture(box4). 1 

hat do these findings mean, and what can we do? 

lmost 80% of the teachers we surveyed lacked professional 
raining in education, Jewish content -- or both. A substantial 
inority of teachers received scant Jewish education even as 
1ildren. Yet the teachers have relatively little in-service 
raining, far less than what is commonly expected of state
icensed teachers. 

Jr findings in day schools are particularly ironic. Although 
1ildren in these schools study both general and Jewish subjects, 
1e special mission of these schools is to teach Judaism. Yet 



I 

the day schools hold their teachers of Judaica to lower standards 
than their general studies teachers. 

Pre-schools provide more staff development, but the teachers are 
the least prepared in Jewish content when they enter their 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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~dMitions . Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 

Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers with 
in education, but limited background in Jewish content. 
service opportunities exit, but they are infrequent and 
continuity . 

training 
In-

1 ack 

And yet, in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish 
education. They are enthusiastic and committed to the intrinsic 
rewards of working with children and making a contribution to the 
Jewish people. The commitment they exhibited means that it would 
be well worth investing in their professional development to 

rove their knowledge and skills. 

Each of the lead communities -- Atlanta, Baltimore, and M· lwaukee 
-- is devising a comprehensive plan to improve the caliber of its 
Jewish educators . We hope that other communities will be 
stimulated to take a close look at their teaching personnel, and 
work out action plans to suit their contexts . 

The solution to the problem must be continental as well as local. 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part . . . 
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edMmunities need help from the major Jewish movements and their 
affiliated seminaries and colleges, and from other institutions 
of Jewish higher learning in North America. What resources are 
available to promote in-service education--in personnel and 
expertise as well as in dollars? What should be the content of 
in-service education for different kinds of schools? What 
standards for professional development should be advocated? What 
c1 tive ways can be found to enhance the professional growth of 
al, Jewish educators? 

These challenges in building the profession of Jewish education 
require new partnerships and renewed commitment. [I MADE THIS UP, 
~ND WE NEED MORE.] 

(CONCLUSION IS BOTH VERY IMPORTANT AND VERY WEAK RIGHT NOW. THERE 
IS NOT AN ANSWER TO "WHAT CAN WE 00 ABOUT lT? 11 

} 

It is not your responsibility to complete the task, but neither 
ire you free to desist from it . 
--Pirke Avot 

I it <CR> for next page, : to skip · to next part ... 
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Text for Box 1: 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators ~f Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of the lead communities are 
predominantly female (84%) and American born (86%). Only 7% were 
born in Israel and less than 1% each are from Russia, Germany, 
Englandj and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The 
teachers identify with a variety of Jewish religious movements. 
Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call themselves 
traditional. One quarter identify with the Conservative 
movement, 31% see themselves as Reform, and the remaining 4% list 
Reconstructionist and other preferences. One-quarter work full 
time in Jewish education (i . e. they reported teaching 30 hours 
per week or more), and about one-fifth work in more than one 
school. 

~it <CR> for next page, 
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rext for Box 2: 

to skip to next part ... 

lox 2. About the study of educators. 

"he CIJE study of educators was coordinated by the Monitoring, 
:valuation, and Feedback (MEF) team of the CIJE. It involved a 
;urvey of nearly all the formal Jewish educators in the 
:ommunity, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more 
imited sample of educators. The survey form was adapted from 
,revious surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted 
·rom the Los Angeles Teacher Survey. The interview questions 
,ere designed by the MEF team. Interviews were conducted with 
eachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, 
swell as education directors and educators at central agencies 
nd institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, 126 
ducators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE 
ield researchers conducted and analyzed the interviews. 

hr ·urvey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all 

it <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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u~aic and Hebrew teachers at all Jewish day schools, 
ongregational schools, and pre-school programs i n the three 
ommunities. Day school teachers of secular subjects were not 
ncluded. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach Judaica were 
ncluded. Lead Community project directors in each community 
oordinated the survey administration. Teachers completed the 
uestionnaires and returned them at their schools. (Some 
~achers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed 
form and a self-addressed envelope, and returned their forms by 

iil.) Over eighty percent of the teachers in each community 
illed out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 
)00 respondents. (A different form was administered to 
iucation directors, but those data have yet to be analyzed.) 

1e questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be 
,ailable for public distribution in 1995. Contact: Nessa 
1ppoport, CIJE, 15 E. 26th St., Room 1010, New York, NY 10010-

\ 
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579. 

his Research Brief was prepared by the CIJE MEF team: Adam 
amoran, Ellen Goldring, Roberta touis Goodman, Bill Robinson, 
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d~ Julie Tammivaara. The author~ are grateful for suggestions 
rom CIJE staff. the MEF advisory board, and Lead Community 
articipants. They are especially thankful to the Jewish 
ducators who participated in the study. 

uture research reports are in preparation, covering such topics 
s career opportunities, salaries, benefits, recruitment, and so 
n. 

~xt for Box 3: 

, 3. According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Jewish 
)~~lation Survey," by Or. Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22% of 
?n and 38% of women who identify as Jews received no Jewish 
1ucation as children. By contrast, only 10% of the teachers in 
:lanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were not formally educated as 
?ws in childhood. 

t <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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IMt for Box 4: 
1x 4. Technical notes. 
1 total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of 
180? in the three communities. In general, we avoided sampling 
ferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
gures, not samples. Respondents include 301 day school 
achers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 pre-school 
achers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting 
rr ~ategorized according to the.setting (day school, 
p~.~mentary school, or pre-school) at which they teach the most 
urs (or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same 
r two types of settings). Each·teacher is counted only once. 
teachers were counted in all the settings in which they teach, 

e results would look about the same, except that supplementary 
hool teachers would look more like day school teachers, because 
day school teachers also work in supplementary schools. 

ssing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. 
nerally, less than 5% of responses were missing for any one 
em. An exception was the question about certification in 

t <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
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Wish education. In at least one community, many teachers left 
is blank, apparently because they were not sure what it meant. 
the assumption that teachers who did not know what 

rtification was were not certified, we present the percentage 
J said they were certified out of the total who returned the 
~vey forms, not out of the total who responded to this item. 
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From: Gail Dorph <7332l.12l7@compuserve.com> 
To: "INTERNET:ANNETTE@vms.huji.ac . il " <ANNETTE@vms.huji.ac.il> 
Subject: Re: sunday's telecon 
~essage-ID: <941009015825_73321.1217_FHM56-3@CompuServe.COM> 

adam, according to email from annette, the whole Israel team will be on 
Jhone, that is, seymour, annette and mike inbar. guess this is really 
important to them. talk to you tomorrow. gail 

3MAIL> forward 
1UyMail/BMAIL version V4.16 
ro: mandel 
:c: 
5ubject: SF -- SENT TO US BY MISTAKE? SEE WHO CARES ABOUT WHA$ .. 
3MAIL-XMIT Option(? for Help): SEND 
3MAIL-I-JID, Job ID is 4939 
3MAIL-I-SENT, Message sent 
;ave message on filename: 
1UyMail: Delivered local mail to mandel@HUJIVMS 
;ave message on filename: ' 
3MI\IL> 2 

_vious message moved to MAIL folder 
1essage #2 was deleted. 
3MAIL> SELECVT MAIL 
:llegal command; Type HELP or? for help 
lMAIL> SELECfTMAIL 
:urrent folder is MAIL, 9 messages selected 
lMAIL> 9 
!JH9 7332l.l2l7@compuserve.com => annette@vms.huji.ac.il; G9/10/94, 04:01:39; * SMT 
1 • MAIL 

ASCII (Gail Dorph <7332l.l2l7@compuserve.com>) 
.mMIME type: text/plain 

leceived: by HUJIVMS via SMTP(198.4.9.l) (HUyMai l-V6n); 
Sun, 09 Oct 94 04:01:39 +0200 

!eceived: from localhost by dub-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 
id WAA21208; Sat, 8 Oct 1994 22:01:30 -0400 

late: 08 Oct 94 21:58:26 EDT 
·rom: Gail Dorph <7332l.l2l7@compuserve.com> 
·o · "INTERNET: ANNETTE@vms. huj i . ac. i l" <ANNETTE@vms. huj i . ac. i 1 > 
:u~v2ct: Re: sunday's telecon 
lessage-ID: <941009015825_73321.1217_FHM56-3@CompuServe .COM> 

.dam, according to email from annette, the whole Israel team will be on 
,hone, that is, seymour, annette and mike inbar . guess this is really 
mportant to them. talk to you tomorrow. gail 

,MAIL> 8 
JH8 GAMORAN@WISCSSC => ANNETTE@HUJIVMS; 08/10/94, 23:03:25; M GAMORAN.MAIL 

EBCDIC (<GAMORAN@WISCSSC>) 
mMIME type: text/plain 

eceived: by HUJIVMS via NJE (HUyMail-V6n); Sat, 08 Oct 94 23 :03:25 +0200 
ate: Sat, 8 Oct 1994 16:03 CDT 
rom: <GAMORAN@WISCSSC> . 
ubject : this is revised after working with Nessa, but before 

seeing your comments (though as you'll see some of 
your concerns were also 'noted by Nessa) 

o: annette@hujivms 
riginal To: ANNETTE 



Mandel Institute 

Tel : 972-2-617418 
Fax : 972-2-619951 

FACSilVlILE TRANSMISSION 

To : Alan Hoffmann 

From: Seymour Fox 

Fax Number : 212-532-2646 

Dear Alan, 

Date: September 13, 1994 

No . of Pages: 3 

Thank you for sending me the letters to Riley and Smith. 

I think we must work with Smith together therefore I don't think there should be any 
meeting with him until I come. We can't afford to make multiple demands of him. 

As far as the letter to Rubinstein is concerned, I would like to suggest the following 
for the first paragraph: 

It is my pleasure to invite you to address the General Assembly of the Council of 
Jewish Federations. The Council of Jewish Federations is the continental association 
of 189 Jewish Federations. the central community organizations which serve nearly 
800 localities in the United States and Canada. Federations in tum work with 
constituent agencies and the voluntary sector to enhance the social welfare of the 
Jewish community in areas such as aging, youth services, education and refugee 



resettlement. 

I have made a correction in paragraph two as attached. 

Take care. 

Sincerely, 

+cox 

2 
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Prof. Amnon Rubinstein 
Miniscer of Education 
Miniscry of Education 
Jerusalem 
Israel 

September 12, 1994 

Dear Am.non, 

D R 

Ic is my pleasure _te you 
education session o he Genera 

A F T 

~1-.c'- c__.Q_ 
~o address the ~aj_9r 

~sem;)ly oft ~ouncil o= 
CJF is che nt:nenc.al Jewis~ ?ederation (CJr). 

association of 59 Jawis _edera:!ons, _ving nearly aoo 
localities · States and nada. 

As you know from our previous conversat:ons, the issue of 
nersonnel =or Jewish educat ion worldwide has bee~ a central 
focus of our initiat1ves in recent years. The ~orth 
American Commission on Jewish Education, which I .\111!1'&- c..,l_~..,_..Q.;:)I 
~a,lfe~gcei t,c ci · ·,, identi ;ied 11 buil.di:ig c.he profession o:: 
Jewish education" as one of two major recommendations in ic.s 
final repor:. T~e Ccmmiss~on mandated the Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) to develop and 
implement a plan for systemically upgrading personnel for 
Jewish education on ens continent. 

We would be honored to have you share wich us your vision 
for educational leadership as a critical part of profession 
- building. The State o= Israel cas a specinl role in 
assiscing the Diaspora build its own cadre of educational 
leaders; your presence and perspective ac chis General 
Assembly will be invaluable . The session, which I wi~l 
chair, 
is scheduled to take place on Thursday November 17th, 199~ 
from 3.45 to 5.30 p.m. 

The following morning, Friday November 18th, the c:JE wil~ 
be hosting a special invitational breakfast for our board 
members and other guests, We would be delighted i= you 
would agree to speak to this prestigious forum of Norch 
American communal leaders, 

I hope thac it will be possible =or you to accept this 
invitation to che CJF General Assembly. 

Sincerely, 

P. 00 l 
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Date: 
From: 
To. 
Cc: 

Mon, 19 Sep 94 7:29 +0200 
<ANNETTE@HUJl\!]\.1S> 

<GAMORAN@WISCSSC> 
goldrieb@ct rvax. vanderbilt edu, 

annette, 
mandel 

Subject: Re. C IJE board - new document? 

Dear Adam and Dear Ellen, 

Hope this finds both of you well and I am sure very 
busy, hopefully happily so. Alan forwarded some 
documents related to the CIJE meetings of early 
October - don't know if you two plan to have a 
document ready for that meeting - if yes, would 
it be helpful for us to look al it and comment? 
Looks like the GA might be a very high-powered 
affair and the personnel story could become 
extremely central - perhaps getting the much 
hoped-for attention that might result later 
in readiness for change 

This country is quite shut down throughout 
September - going into Succot today No schools 
no universities, no government offices - this is 
like extended Christmas vacation I 

Chag Sameach, 

annette 
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Organization: 

Phone Number: 

Fu Number: 

COMMENTS: 

TEL:532 2646 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN · 

JEWISH Eou·cATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Time sent No. at Pages (incl cover): S 

FTom: Ness J R~po for J-

Ptone Number: 212·532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 

P. 00 l 
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Chili/' 
Mon:on Mandel 

r/Jce Chain 
Blllle Gold 
Matthe-.P Maryles 
Lester PoHacll 
Maynard Wishner 

Honorary Chair 
Max fisher 

/Joard 
David ArnolP 
Daniel Bader 
Mandeil Berman 
Charles Bronfman 
Gerald Cohen 
John Colman 
Maurice Corson 
Susan Crown 
Jay Davis 
Irwin fle!d 
Charles Goodman 
Allred Goctschalt! 
Neil Greenbaum 
Thomas iiausdorff 
David Hirschhorn 
Gershon Kelm 
Henry KoschllSRy 
Mar.R Lainer 
Norman Lamm 
Marvin Lender 
Norman Llpoff 
Seymour Martin Lipsec 
f'lorence Melton 
Melvln Merian.s 
Charles l<amer 
Esther Leah Ritz 
Richard Scheuer 
lsmar Schorsch 
David Teucsch 
l.sadore Twers2j! 
~nnelC Yanowlcz 

execurtve .Dlrecror 
Alan Hoffmann 

Cl 
December 5, 1994 

Dear Seymour: 

for 
)nitiatives 
tn E
Council 

Jewish 
Education 

At Alan's suggestion, I am faxing you the outstanding coverage we received this 
past weekend alone. The Jewish Week story is by Stewart Ain, who attended our 
press conference. In the same issue, CIJE was the source of The Jewish Week's 
Index, a weekly box of compelling statistics that appears on the first inside page
-and is read with much interest. 

I was really pleased, as wel4 to find that Steve Hoffman's response to The 
Fon;vard's article on 50 Jewish leaders was not only published but appeared as 
the lead letter to the editor. In addition, the quote that was "called out" on the 
editorial page was taken from Steve's letter. 

To top it off, I have an appointment with David Finn on Friday, which has been 
my own goals project since June. 

In a rare moment of satisfaction, I remain, 

Yours, 

Nessa Rapoport 

P.O. eiox 96553. Ceveland, Ohio 44 IOI • Phone: (2l6J .39H852 • Fu, (216)391•54)0 
15 E4st Nth SlNel. New 'Jbrl>. NY JCOJ(}.1579 • Phone, fPW .!J£.£J60 • Ft!L.· fil!ll 5J9-M.lo 
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i HE' JEWJSl-f WEEIC 
J)tc.. :t -g 1111.l 

Israel offers its expertise in training Jewish 
AJ!leTican educators - a badly needed service, 
according to a recent repo_rt. 
STEWART AIN · .. , 
ST Af'P _Wil.J"tta • 

. ·, .. i:nvcr - ' israel ·~ educatloiial IC- .. 
· ~ a.od cxpe¢se have be.en of

fered to North American Jewry as 
anoth« tool to help ensure Jewish 
conrlnuh.y. · 

. The offer was made here by Is.aeli Prime 
Ministc.r Yiczcllak Rabin llJld Educ:ati.Oll Min
~ler Amnon R\Jbinsleia Lo 3,000 delegates at- • 
tendiag the Council of Jewish Federation's 
General As.=bly tWo weeks ago. 

Rabin said lsrad ·s destiny is not juu to scve . 
as a refuge fo.r Jews but to ".ssist Jewish com
munities lo n:wntain their Jewishness.. We need 
t.o.c:oopcratc .... We have to strengthen Jewish 
cdoc:ation. .Aild -wc in lsmel ace ready to coop
ern~ lo help brini: u:acllei9 to [leami!lg] am
tetS in Israel so they can be prepared for you." 

Rubiin,tein said in sepaxaie remai ks that ne 
foresees the establishment of a "world ceotu 
[in lsrael] for the training of senior educators" 
wbo number about 1,500. He said tbi:.y would 
serve as the heads of the dep.utmcnts of cdu-
cation of the religious denominations. profcs
sots of le.wish education and the principals of 
key Jewish scbools and romrnunity ccotcrs. 

He pointed out there arc two existing ooc
year and two-year programs in Isr.iel that have 
graduated 200 cducatol'S who now hold lead
ing positions in lhe field of Jewish. education 
worldwide. These programs are rhc Jcru.sa.lcm_ 
Fellows and the senior educators progra.al at 
I.be MeUoo Centre at Hebrew University. 

UWe believe that we should, that we can. 
cnlarie·and deepen these programs .rs well 
as iDaoduce shortcc term programs for rhe in
sctVicc education of senior educators," said 
Rubinstein. "Let IJs together form our new al-

• l.iaJ>oc with programs for senior cdu.=to.rs be
cause they determine so much of wbal takes 
plaa: in education." 

Rubins1ein said he was only laying out the 
fra.mewo:r:k fut his proposal and that he wanted 
Jc::wisli leaders to work with him in develop-
ing the pannership: · , 

The executive director of educ.itioo and 
continuity for UJA-Fed=a.lioD of New York. 
John Ruska.y, said he w~ed the statements 
of Rabin and Rubi.ns«ein. · 

"Illey ~ the apparent readiness on lhe 
part ol the lsnieJ.i govemmcnt to make avail
able its prodigious resourt:r:S to rhc challenges 
we fac.e in Str~gthen.l..ng Jew ish education 
throughow: North Amcric:a." he said. ~Given 
the urgeDt need to strengthen the quality of 
Jewish educators, a.JJ initiatives are welcomed 
and deserve the most scious attention-" 

The executive di.rector of ihc Council for 
.uilriativcs in Jewish Educati.oo (aJE), Alllll 
Hoffmann, said be hM already begun BSSCm• 

bling a committee ol top North Amerlca.A cd
uca~ to n:spaod to the offer. He said Rllskay 

Almon Rublnstllln: "Senior educatnis 
detlumlnc so awch of what talus place In 
educaUon." J>hcl,, b;)I You,w Haik ' 

ish Educttio.n in North America chaired by 
Morton Mandel, a billion~.Cleveland in
dustr1alist. A key finding of the commission 
was that lhcrc is a .. shortage of well-trained 
and dedicated educators for every phase of 
Jewish. cdlCltion." 

To assess I.he educational background of 
1ewish educators today, the CIJE surveyed 
preschool, supplemenlll.l'y school and day 
school teachers .in.Allanta, Milwaulc= olfld Bal
rimorc. lts questionnaire, which was a>mpleted 
by more than 80 pc.rc.cnt of the teachers, .:c
vcaled that mostsupplcmentary sct11;,ol 1.each
crs had liale or no Jewish educ:aboa sinoe theU' 
bar o r baC ntltzvah. 

Other highlights: 
■ A majority of prescbool teachers had oo 

more than one day a week of Jewish educa
tion as cbildren - and 10 pero:::nt of ihem were 
not even Jewish. In one com.mwiicy, r..hac fig
ure was 21 percenL 
■ Fully 40 percent o f day school Juda.ica 

icachers and 80 percent of supplcmencary 
school teachers had neither a degree in Jewish. 
srudies nor certification as J'c:wish cduc:a.to~. 
■ Day school Judaic:a teachers averaged 

fewer th.an two in-sezvice wodr.shop5 each year. 
Supplementary school teachers t"c:ported that 
in-sc.rvicc opportunities wet"e infrequent. 

The srudy, which was released at the GA. 
pointed out that rcse.arch has found that "care
fully aafted in-service can improve the qt1al
ity of teaching" ao.d !hereby make a .. decisive 
difference." In addition.. it said that although 
there !UC SI.a.le n:qu.irements regarding the train
ing aec:es.sary to be a gen.era! studies teacher, 
there are none for Judaic:a ll:aehers. 

Ironically. fully 69 puc:en.t of the full-time 
day school teacbe:s swvcyed said they viewed 

P. 003 
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'BAD MARKS• IND EX 
. . . Compi/.i.d &. aemed by Jay Bailey 

THE JEWISH WEEK l 

· An intensive, two-year study of Jewish educators in Atlanta, Baltimore 
and.Milwaukee yields some surprising data about teachers in ·our day 
schools, supplemenfary schools and pre-schools. 

17% of teachers majored in Jewish Studies. 
, 22% are certified in Jewish Education. 

·38% of Jewish school.teachers 
have taught for over 10 years. 
6% have taught for under a year. 

P. 004 
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· Ho'W Dare You! _ ... and· Other Reactions 
To (;The Fanvard Fifty' L isting of Jewish Leaders to ifatch in 1995 

Morton Mandel is .. indeed a 
Jewish leader to wacch in the year 
ahead, as the "Forward Fifty" indi
cates, but his influence ls not con
fined to the Democratic pany 
(Forward, Nov. 18). Since the early 
1980s, when he first chaired the 
Jewish Education Committee of the 
Jewish Agency, and stimulated the 
first world conference on Jewish 
education in Jerusalem in 1984, l\lir. 
· ndel has arguably been the lead
u.g Jewish philanthropist who rec
ognizes centrality of Jewish educa
tion to the future of the Jews. 

It is Mr. Mandel's foundaLion that 

Unenviable Task 
1-Jow I do not envy you the task of 

choosing just 50 Jewish leaders co 
profile! We are blessed wich so 
many people of talent and vision, 
and they all deserve to be celebrat
ed for their commionent co the 
Jewish people and warched as role 
models for all of us. 

There a.re rwo people in particu
lar who I would feel ashamed of 
myself not to suggest chat you add 
to your list ("Forward F.µty," Nov. 
18). One is Richard Joel, who, after 
years of service in the Orthodox 

1.munity, took on the dauntiag 
A • • d definitely unsexy task of 
reshaping the role of Hillel on col• 
lege campuses. The needs of the 
campus (which in reality is the third 
largest Jewish community in 
America, with more than 400,000 
Jewish students in schools at any 
one time, and the only place where 
90% of America's Jews are reach
able at one time in their lives) out
grew the resources of B'nai Brith, 
which scarted Hillel in 1923. Mr. 
Joel, along wich David 'Bittker, 
worked with B'nai Brith to revitalize 
Hillel and involve Jewish leader
ship to secure major funding to 
reach out to this ~tal' generation of 
Jews at a crucial poihl ili.·their lives. 
Still a daunting task," the strength
ening of Hillel as a vibrant, inde
penden r organization under Mr. 
Joel's leadership, and the excite• 
ment he has generated, is some
clung to watch. 

The other person is Rabbi 
Herbert Friedman, who, ai: 76, is 
still a visionary for the community. 
With Leslie Wexner's foresight and 

-. 
convened the • influential 
Com.mission on Jewish Education in 
North America, the first continen
tal, interdenominational commis
sion to examine ways of improving 
the scope, standard;S and quality of 
Jewish education. Mr. Mandel's 
cbmmitment has led to the founding 
of the Council for Initiatiyes in_ 
Jewish Education (CIJE) to imple
ment the com.mission's recommen
dations; to a national reconstitution 
of the Jewish Community Centers 
movement's role in furthering 
Jewish education and identity in its 
programs; and to ~ons of dollars 
in grants to Yeshiva University, the 
Jewish Theological Seminary and 
the Hebrew Union College for the 
training of Jewish educators, which 
helped each of these institutions 
focus on strategic reassessments of 
their roles in che ,trairung of Jewish 
educators: In the ci,ty of Cleveland., 
lie· ·personally sciznulated · a comrnu
ni ry-wide ra~ssessment· oC Jewish 
educauon and continuity· efforts, 
pioneering a very productive new 
endeavor equally shared between 
t.he federation and the congrega
tional movements in Cleveland. Mr. 
Mandel has also made important 
contributions to the training of 
senior Jewish educ~tors in Israel. · 

Mr. :rvt:andel's emphasis on strate
gic planning and on, long-term vision 
for Jewish education has begun to 

R ecognizing 
th e centrality 

of Jewish educq.tion 
to t h e future 
of the Jews~ 

• I 

The A to Z on ~plan, 
As Well as ~d~~ 
1 am the second gimeration of a 

five-generation Hadassah Life 

transform the North American 
Jewish community's approach to 
solving problems in this sphere. The 
Forward itself recognized his lead
ership when in the same issue you 
named him as insrrumental in the 
turnaround of priorities within fed
erations in favor of Jewish educa
tion ( .. The Jewish Wars - Five Not 
So Easy Pieces"). 

Stephen H. Hoffinan 
Executive Vice-President 

1ne]ewish Community Federanon 
of Cleveland 

Qeueland, Ohio 

Agudah Convention 
Filled the Garden 

The criterja ~sed for selecting 
the Forward's SO "bigs'' are n o t 
spelled out. What is apparent and 
disconcerting, however , is che 
absence of any representatives of a 
group chat wields more influence 
and is doing more for Jewish cond
nuity than virtually any of the 
anoi_nted. In fact, _your feature 
news story of the next issue high
lighted the glaring deficienc y : 
Edgar Bronfman ruffled feathers 
and, it is hoped, set a few minds 
whirring with his call for more 
emphasis on Jewish education and 
fewer organizations and "leaders" 
issuing press releases. 

Where among the featured 5 0 
were the leaders of the so-called 
right-wing Orthodox day-school 
movement, represented by Torah 
Umesorah and enrolling more than 
100,000 children? Where were the 
roshei ha-yeshiva or seminary deans. 
who command the allegiance of 
tens of thousands of families? 
Where were the grand rabbis of 
~ch huge ~oups as Sattnar, Bobov 
and Skver, to mention but a f ew? 
Such people have created and are 
leadingJ.11~ fastest growing and 
most J ewish.ly secure segments of 
American Jewry. They are ignored 
by the Anglo-Jewish media except 
at election time, when photog ra
phers scurry to immortalize the 
foolish pilgrimages of uncomfort
ably skullcapped candidates to rab
binical studies. A bit of attention to 
what these rabbis do the res t of the 
..l .... ... _ _ ..., -~-• - • . 
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December 1, 1994 

Dear Seymour: 

-LIJ t lgfuatives 
lewish 
Education 

I'm delighted that Alan has g1ven me the go-ahead to call David Finn on 
Monday. If you want to talk to him over the weekend, that would be reinforcing! 

With thanks, 

Nessa Rapoport 

Looking forward to the meeting on the 19th. 

QliQi iC'C:Tll 
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December 1, 1994 

Dear Annette: 

for 
nitlatlves 

in E 
'-VUI I\..Jl 

Jewish 
Education 

As I will arrive in Israel late on the evening of Sunday Dec. 18 (from London), I 
would be grateful if your office could reserve a room for me at the Laromme for 
that one night, so that I can attend the board meeting promptly on Monday 
morning. (Alan has OK'd this.) 

Many thanks. 

11RA.c\o.l 
Nessa Rapoport 

(I am in the process of writing to you a more :neditative letter on e-mail!) 

9v9Z Z£~ :13l 
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December 1, 1994 

Dear Seymour: 

I'm delighted that Alan has given me the go•ahead to call David Finn on 
Monday. If you want to talk to him over the weekend, that would be reinforcing! 

With thanks, 

Nessa Rapoport 

Looking forward to the meeting on the 19th. 

Qi,Qi i <'C:111 
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Date sent 12/1/94 

To: SUzannah Cohen 

Organlzatton: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

COMMENTS: 

Dear Suzannah, 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

11.me sent 9:15 am est No. of Pages fmcl cover): 1 

From: Robin Meneher 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number. 212-532-2646 

Alan Just passed along these messages to me: 

1 . Prof. Fox asked that you fax us the schedule for the Mandel lnstirute board meeting. 

2. Please let Alan know about the date and time of Mr. Mandel's meeting at the Melton 
Center as well as his meeting with the President of Hebrew University so that Alan can be 
included. 

Thanks, 

Robin 

P.S. 
I'll be sending a 30 page fax your way later today (minutes of the consultation days) 

,, IOO'd ·3·r·1·~ ,1:60 (OHJ.lv6.IO-'nO 
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Date sent 12/1/94 

To: Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 

Organization: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

COMMENTS: 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 
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December 5, 1994 

Dear Seymow-: 

At Alan's suggestion, I am faxing you the outstanding coverage we received this 
past weekend alone. The Jewish Week story is by Stewart Ain, who attended our 
press conference. In the same issue, CUE was the sow-ce of The Jewish Week's 
Index, a weekly box of compelling Statistics that appears on the first inside page
-and is read with much interest. 

I was really pleased, as well, to find that SteYe Hoffman's response to The 
Forward's article on 50 Jewish leaders was not only published but appeared as 
the lead letter to the editor_ In addition, the quote that was II called out" on the 
editorial page was taken from Steve's letter. 

To top it off, I have an appointment with David Finn on Friday, which has been 
my own goals project since June. 

In a rare moment of satisfaction., I remain, 

Yours, 

Nessa Rapoport 

P.O. fio194553. Cleveland, Ohio 44101 • Phone: (2l6l 391-1852 • fud216) 391•5430 
JS &Si 96(/J Screet. i{e-z, tbrP. NY J{)()J()./579 • Phone, {i(P) _fJP-P.160 • f'u: (Zn) SJi-£6/o 
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-Teachers·· Aid.'· 
1HE' JEW~H W£E1' 

l)tc. ~ -8 ,, ...... 

Israel offers its expertise iii tr_aining Jewish 
A1J'1,erican educators. -a. l?adly needed service, 
a<:~~~cJ,ing ~<;>_ l:l recent repo_rt. 
STEWART AIN ,; , 
stA.!'11 WRiTER . . 

· 11· ·'. .._.; cnve~ _ 'isra~r~ educational .re- ·' 
· · · :· ~ and ~ 'have been of-
. . ·; fered to North American Jewry as 

. : anothec tool to help ensure Je~h . 
---~ ~ntinuity. ' ; 

. . The bff~ w~ made here by Israeli Prime . 
Minister Yitzchak Rabin and Education Min
ister ~ori Rubinstein to 3,000 ddegalcs at- -
tending tlie Collllcil of Jewish Fed.era.lion's 
General Assembly two weeks ago. 

Rabin said Israel's destiny is DOt just to save . , 
as a refuge for_ Jt:Wti but to "assi.sl Je,wish oom- · 
m.unities to maintain their Jewishness. We need 
to.cooperate ...• We have to streogthc.n Jewish · 
education. .Atld we in Ismel a.re ready to coop: 
erate, to help bring r.eachers to [learning] ceri- . 
te:rs in Israel so they can be im:pared for you." 

Anmon fblblnsteln: ... setllOf edu~ 
demnnlne so much of what takes place In 
educ:aUon." J'J,ou,b:),Yoie-Hollc • 

RubiDstein said in separate rernacks that lie 
foresees the establishment of a "world center 
(in !srael] for the tta.ining of senior educators" 
who number about 1,500. He said they would 
sexve as the heads of the departments of e<lu
cation of the_ religious denominations, pro.fcs. 
sors of Jewish e<luca.tion md the principals of 
key iewisb schools and OOIIlnlu.nity =nters. · 

He pointed out there are two existing ooe
year and two-year programs in Israel that have 
graduated 200 educators who now hold !e.ad
ing positions in the field of Jewish education 
worldwide. These programs arc the Jcrusa.lem . 
Fellows and the senior educators progn:rn at 
the Melton C,entre at Hebrew University. 

· "We believe that we should, that we can. 
· enlarge·and deepen these programs as well 

as introduce shon.c.r term programs for the in
.service education of senior educators," said 

. ~instein. ''Lcl: us together form our new al
. liaocc witb programs for senior educatOIS be
ca~ they determine so much of what takes 
place in education." 

Rubinstein said he was ohly laying out the 
tramcwodc. foi bis proposal and that he wante<! 
Jewish' leaders to work with him in develop-
ing the partnership: · , 

The executive directol" of education and 
· oon.t:inuity for UJA-Federation of New York. 

John Ruskay, said he weloomcd the SlalemenlS 
of Rabin and Rubin.slein. · · 

"'lliey reflect the apparent readiness ori the 
part of the Israeli govemm~nt to make avail
able-its prodigious resources to the challenges 
we fa~ in strengthening Jewish education 
thrciughoot North America." be said. .. Given 
the urgent need to strengthen the quality.of 
Jewish educators, ail initiatives are weloomed 
and dcseive the most serious attention." . 

The executive dircaor of the Council for 
. Initiatives in Jewish Educatio.o (CUE), Alan 
Hoffmann. said he has already begun a=t• 

hw,g a committee of top North American ed
ucar.ors to .n::spond to·lhe ~ He said Rus.kay 

isb Education in North America chaired by 
Morton Mandel, a billionaire.Cleveland in
dustrialist. A

0

key finding of the commission 
was that there is a usbortage of well-trained 
and dedicated educators for every phase of 
Jewish education." · 

To assess the educational backgrowid of 
Jewish educators today, the CIIE surveyed 
prc:school, supplcmenLa.ry school and day 
sc.hoal IJ::acbcrs .in Atlanta, Milwaulc= and Bal
timote. Its questiOMaire, which was complete<! 
by more than 80 percent of the.teachers. re
vcal.ed that most supplementary sch90l teach-

. era had little or no Jewish e<luc:atio11 since their 
bar or bat mirzvah . 

Other highlights: . 
· ■ A majority of preschool teachers had .oo 
more than one day a week of Jewish educa
tion as children-and 10 per=t of them were 
not even Jewish. In one commu.nicy, chat fig
ure was 21 percenL 
■ Fully 40 percent of day school Judaica 

teachers and 80 percent of st1pplementary 
school teachers had neither a degree in Jewish 
studies nor c.ertification as Jewish educato-r.;. 
■ Day school Judaica teachers averaged 

few=-- lhan two in-sezvice workshops; each year. 
Supplementary school teachers \-"cpotted that 
in-service opportunities were i.nfreque.nt. 
· The srudy, which was released at the GA. 

pomle<I out that rescarcb. bas foWld that "care
fully aafted .in-service can improve the qual
ity of teac:b.ing" and thereby make a udecisive 

. difference."' In addition, it said that. alt.hough 
there arc state rcquir-ements regarding the -tta.io

.ing necessary to be a general scudies teacher, 
there are none for Judaica teachers. 

Ironically, fully 69 percent of the full-ti.me 
day ~l teachers suryeyed said they viewed 

' P. 003 
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THE JEWISH WEEK l 

· An intensive, two-year study of Jewish educators in Atlanta, Baltimore 
and Milwaukee yields some surprising data about teachers in· our day 
schools, supplemenfary schools and pre-si:hools. 

·11% of teachers majored in Jewish Studies. 
22% are certified in Jewish Education. 

10% 
. of teachers 

in Jewish 
pre-schools are 

not Jewish. 

38% of Jewish school.teachers 
have taught for over 10 years. 
6% have taught for under a year. 

~ 
.x 
0 

Source: ~ 
Council for 3= 
l'lliliatives in c::i 

Jewish $ 
Edur.aMn ~ 
(CUE) Study ~ 
of £duc.mors X 

P. 004 
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· Ho'W Dare You!_ ... and· Other Reactions 
To 'The Fonvard Fifty' Li.sting of Jewish Leaders to ~atch in 1995' 

Morton Mandel is .. indeed a 
Jewish leader to watch in the year 
ahead, as the "Forward Fifty" indi
cates, bur his influence is nor con
fined to the Democratic parcy 
(Forward, Nov. 18). Since the early 
1980s, when he first chaired ·the 
Jewish Education Conuni.ttee of the 
Jewish Agency, and stimulated the 
first world conference on Jewish 
e r' -:arion in Jerusalem iii 1984, Mr. 
1'~ .del has arguably been the lead
ing Jewish philanthropist who rec
ognizes centrality of Jewish educa
tion co the furore of the Jews. 

It is Mr. Mandel's foundation that 

Unenviable Task 
How I do not envy you the task of 

ch~osing just SO Jewish leaders to 
profile! We are blessed with so 
many people of talent and vision, 
and they all deserve to be celebrat
ed for their commitment to the 
Jewish people and watched ·as role 
models for all of us. ,. · , · · 

There are two people in particu
lar who I would feel ashamed of 
myself not to suggest that you add 
to your list ("Forward Fijty," Nov. 
18). One is Richard Joel; who, after 
Y'°'""-rS of service in the Orthodox 
c. ,munity, took on the daunting 
and definitely unsexy task" of 
reshaping the role of ·Hillel on col
lege campuses. The n~ed$ of the 
campus (which in reality is the third 
largest Jewish community in 
America, with more than 400,000 
Jewish students in schools at any 
one time, and the only place where 
90% of America's Jews are reach
able at one time in their lives) out- · 
grew the resources of B'nai Brith, 
which started Hillel in 1923. Mr. 
Joel, along with David Bittker, 
worked with B'nai Brith to revitalize 
Hillel and involve Jewish leader
ship to secure major funding to 
reach out to this vital, :generation of 
Jews at a crucial _poinl: ili·t.h'.¢r lives. 
Still a daunting task~·:the s"trength
ening of Hillel as a vibrant, inde
pendent organization under Mr. 

I Joel's 1eaders~ip, and th~ excite
' ment he has generated, is .sorne-

chlng to watch. · 
The other person is ·Rabbi 

Herbert Friedman. who, .ai: 76, ls 
still a visionary for the community. 
With Leslie Wexner's foresie:ht and 

-
convened the · i~fluential 
Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America, the first continen
tal, interdenominational commis
sion to examine ways of improving 
the scope, standards and quality of 
Jewish educatioh'. Mr.'Mandel's 
commitment has led to the founding 
of the Council for Initiatives "in _ 
Jewish Education.(CIJE) co imple
ment the co=ission's recommen
dations.; to a nat:io.nal recon·socution 
of the Jewish _Community Centers 
movement's role in furthering 
Jewish education and identity in its 
programs; and to milllons of dollars 
in grants to Yeshiva University, the 
Jewish Theological Seminary and 
the Hebrew Union College for the 
training of Jewish educators., which 
helped e~ch of these institutions 
focus on strategic reassessments of 
their roles in the t:rain.i.ng of Jewish 
educators: In the qcy of Cleveland. 
lie- ·personally stlmulated · a corrunu
ni ty--wide rensse·ssinent· of Jewish 
education and continuity· efforts, 
p ioneering a very productive n e w 
endeavor equally shared between 
the federation and the congrega
tional movements in Cleveland. 1\.1r, 
Mandel has also made importan c 
contributi oris to the training of 
senior Jewish educators in Israel. : 

Mr. Mandel's emphasis on strai:~ 
gic planning ahd on long-term vision 
for Jewish educati!m has begun to 

Recognizf ng · 
the centrality 

of Jewish education 

.. .. 

. . . 

to the future 
of the Jews~-

• • I 

The A .to Z on Kaplan, 
. As Well as Had.assah . . ·. ,, . 
· I a.ri1 the second glmeration of-a 
five-generation Hadassah Life 

,. 

transform the North American 
Jewish community' s approach to 
_solving problems ix?, this sphere. The 
For:v,,ard itself recognized his lead
ership when in the same issue you 
named him as insrrumental in the 
turnaround of priorities within fed• 
erations in favor: of" Jewish educa• 
tion C'The Jewish Wars - Five Nor 
So Easy Pieces") . 

. . Stephen H. T-Loffirw.n 
Executitie Vice-President 

1ne]ewish Co,nrnunity Federation 
of Cleveland 

Oeveland, Oh io 

Agudah Convention 
Filled the Garden 

The crireria used for selecting 
the Forward's 50 "bigs" are no t 
spelled out. What is apparent and 
disconcerting, however, is the 
absence of any representatives of a 
group that wields more influence 
and is doing more for Jewish conti
nuity than virtually any of the 
anoi_nted._ In fact, your feature 
news story of µi.e next issue high• 
lighted the glaring deficiency: 
Edgar Bronfinan ruffled fea-rhers 
and, it is hoped, set a few minds 
whirring with his call for more 
emphasis on Jewish education and 
fewer organizations and "leaders" 
issuing press releases. 

Where among the featured 50 
were the leaders of the so-called 
right-wing ·orthodox day-school 
movement, represented by Torah 
Umesorah and enrolling more than 
100,000 clrildren? Where were -the· 
roshei hayeshiva or semi.nary deans, 
who command i:he allegiance of 
tens of thousands of families? 
Where were· the grand rabbis of 
~uch huge ~oups as Sat:mar, Bobov 
and Skver, to mention but a few? 
Such people have created and are 
leading.°f_1l~ 'fastest growing and 
most: Jewishly secure segments of 
American· Jewry. They are ignored 
by ihe Anglo-Jewish media except 
at election time, when photogra
phers scurry to immortalize the 
foolish pilgrimages of uncomfort
ably skullcapped candidates to rab
binical studies. A bit of attention to 
what thes~ rabbis do the rest of the 
~ ............ ..:.~-.: ... a... .. ,:_ -··-L... ---- ·-·---'-·· 
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Education 

December 5, 1994 

Dear Seymour: 

At Alan's suggestion, I am faxing you the outstanding coverage we received this 
past weekend alone. The Jewish Week story is by Stewart Ain, who attended our 
press conference. In the same issue, CUE was the source of The Jewish Week's 
Index, a weekly box of compelling statistics that appears on the first inside page
-and is read with much interest. 

I was really pleased, as well, to find that Steve Hoffman's response to The 
Forward's article on 50 Jewish leaders was not only published but appeared as 
the lead letter to the editor. In addition, the quote that was "called out" on the 
editorial page was taken from Steve's letter. 

To top it off, I have an appointment with David Finn on Friday, which has been 
my own goals project since June. 

In a rare moment of satisfaction, I remain, 

Yours, 

Nessa Rapoport 

P.O. l!,ot 94553, Qa,e.Jand, Ohio 44101 • Phone: (2t6J 391-l852 • fu:(215) 391•5430 
/.$ &SI £6th Screet. Nev, 'lb!P. ilY JOO/f>.J.579 • Phont!, (ill) JJl-n60 • Fu: (Ill/ SJl•/6-lo 
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NATIONAL 

-1eachers··Aid .. · 
1Hc JEW1SH WEEIC 

J)tc. ~ -g 1114 

Israel offers its expertise in tr~ining ! ewish 
AlJlerican educators. -a. f:?adly needed service, 
according t~ cz recent repo_rl . 

. ..... .. .... . 
STEWART AIN ,_. , 

~~-~ -- :--.:_· . .-:· .·.· · . 
1
. ,m.ver - Israel's educational re- , 

• · · sources and cxpcitirie' have been of- · 
· . t~red to North American Jewry as 

anothcc tool to help ensure Je~h . 
_) 

a>_ n.tinuitv. . . 
-- "J' 

. . The bff~ w~ made here by Israeli Prime . 
Minister Yiczchak Rabin and Education Min
ister ~oli Rubinslein 103,000 delegates at- -
tending the Council of Jewish Fedention's 
General Assembly two weeks ago. 

Rabin said Israel's destiny is not just to serve . 
as a refuge for Jews but to ·•assist Jewish oom- · 
munitie:s to maintain their Jewishness. We need 
to.cooperate .... We have to sacngthcn Jewish 
cdnc:atioa. And we in lsfacl arc n:ady ·to coop: 
crate, to help bring teachers to (le.amiog] ceri- · 
ters µi Israel so they can be prepared for you." 

Rubinstein said in separate remarks that lie 
foresees the establishment of a "world center 
(in 1.siaeJ] for the training of senior educators" 
who number about 1,500. He said they would 
serve as the heads of the departments of edu
cation oftbe_tcligjous denominations, profes
sors of Jewish education a.nd the principals of 
key Jewish schools and community centers. · 

He poin~d out thete are two existing ooe
year and two-year programs in Isnel that have 
graduated 200 cduca10rs who now bold lead
ing positions in the field of Jewish education 
worldwide. These progr::uns are the J erusalern . 
Fellows and the senio_r: educators program at 
tlie Mclion Centre at Hebrew University. 

· "We believe that we should, that we can, 
· enlarge·and dt;epen these programs as well 

as introduce shoru:r term programs for the in
sc:rvice education of senior educators," said 
RuQinstein. "Lcr us togethc-r form our new al-

. liaDc:e with programs for senior educators be-
cause they detennine so much of wb.ar taJccs 
place in education." . 

Rubinstein said he was ~mly laying out the 
framcwodc for his proposal aJld that he wanted 
Jewish: leaders to work with him in develop-
ing the partnership: · , 

· The executive dii:cctor of education and 
·. continuity for UJA-Fcderation of New Yorlc:. 
John Ruslcay, said he welcomed the stat.cm=IS 
of Rabin and Rubinsrein. · · 

Amiton R&lblnsteln; "Senior educaturs 
detRnnlne so much of what takes place In 
education." P}U>IDhyYoJu.,.Hoilc · 

isb Education in North America chaired by 
Monon Mandel, a billionaire.Cleveland in
dustrialist. A key finding of the commission 
was that there is a .. shortage of well-trained 
and dedicated educators for every pbase of 
Jewish cducatio0-" · 

To ass~ the educational background of 
Jewish educators today, the CIJE surveyed 
pr=bool. supplemencary school and day 
school 11:acha'S inAilania, Milwaulc= and Bal
timore. Its questionnain:, which was a>mpleted 
by more than 80 percent ofthe·1eachers, re
vealed that most supplementary school teach• 

. ers had little or no Jewish education !tln= their 
bar or bat mltzvah. 

. Other highlights: 
· ■ A majority of preschool teachers liad no 
more thaD one day a week of Jewish educa
tiOD as children-and 10 pen:cnt of them wc::re 
not even Jewish. In one commWlicy, that fig
ure was 21 percenL 
· ■ Fully 40 percent of day school Judaica 

teachers and 80 percent of s\Jpplemcntary 
school tcachc.r:s had neither a degi:ee in Jewish 
studies nor certification as Jewish educators. 
■ Day school Judaica teachers averaged 

few~ than two in-SCN.ice workshops each year. 
Supplementary school teachers reported that 
in-service oppon:imitic:s were infrequent. 
· The srudy, which was released at the GA. 

pointed out that research bas found that "care
fully aafted in-service can improve the qual
ity of teaching" and thereby make a ~decisive 

"'Iliey reflect the apparent readiness o~ the 
part of the braeli govcroment to make avail
able its prodigious t=Urces to the challenges 
we faQ: in strengthening Jewish education 
througho01 North America," he said. "Given 
the urgent need to strengthen the quality.of 
Jewish educators, ail initiatives are wekxlmed 
and deserve the most serious attention." 

The executive dircc:tor of ihe Council for 
. Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE), Alan 

Hoffmann. said be has already begun asscm
hlil_lg a a>mmittce of top North Ameri= ed
u~ to ~d to·the offi:r. He said Ruskav 

. difference." In addition.. .i.c said that although 
thcxe a.re Slate requirements regarding the train
. ing necessary to be a general studies teacher, 
there are none for Judai.c:a u:a.chers.. 

Ironically, fully 69 pucent of the full-time 
day school teachers swvcyed said they viewed 

P. 003 
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· An intensive, two-year study of Jewish educators in Atlanta, ~altimore 
and.Milwaukee yields some surprising data about teachers in ·our day 
schools, supplementary schools and pre-schools. 

38% of Jewish school.teachers 
have taught for over 10 years. 
6% have taught for under a year. 

::! 
;:;:; 

~ 
en :c 

~ 
0 

Sow-ce: p:J 
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/~in c:::i 

Jewish g, 
.~ Educari.on ca 

(CUE) Study ~ 
of Eduauors li: 
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·How-Dare You!_ ... and· Other Reactions 
To 'The Fonvar4 Fifty' Listing of Jewish Leaders to o/atch in 1995· 

Morton Mandel is .. indeed a 
Jewish leader co watch in the year 
ahead, as the "Forward Fifty" indi
cates, but his influence is not con
fined to the Democratic party 
(Forward, Nov. 18). Since the early 
1980s, when he first chaired ·the 
Jewish Education Committee of the 
Jewish Agency, and stimulated the 
first world conference on Jewish 
e :ation in Jerusalem in" 1984, Mr. 
l\11....ndel has arguably been the lead
ing Jewish philanthropist who 'rec
ognizes centraliry of Jewish educa
tion to the future of the Jews. 

1t is Mr. Mandel's foundation that 

Unenviable Task 
Hmv I do not envy you the task of 

chc;;osing just 50 Jewish leaders to 
profile! We are blessed _with so 
many people of talent and vision, 
and they all deserve to be celebrat
ed for their commitment to the 
Jewish people and watched ·as role 
models for all of us. -- · , · · 

There are two people in particu
lar who I would feel ashamed of 
myself not to suggest that you add 
to your list ("Forward Fifty/' Nov. 
18). One is Richard Joel, who, after 

u s of service in the Orthodox 
<--- - munity, took on the daunting 
and definitely unsexy task · of 
reshaping the role of Hillel on col
lege campuses. The n~eds of the 
campus (which in reality is the third 
largest Jewish c:ommunity in 
America, with more ·than .400,000 
Jewish students in schools at any 
one tlme, and the only place where 
90% of America's Jews are reach
able ai: one time in their lives) out- · 
grew the resources of B 'nai Bri th, 
which started Hillel in 1923. Mr. 
Joel, along with David Bittker, · 
worked with B'nai Brith to revitalize 
Hillel and involve Jewish leader• 
ship to secure major funding to 
reach out to this vftal1 generation of 
Jews at a crucial p-oi.hl: m :tlilili- lives. 
Still a daunting task,' ' t.he s·trength
ening of Hillel as a vibrant, inde
pendent organizati6n under Mr. 
Joel's leadership, and the excite
ment he has generated, is .some-
thing to watch. · · · · 
. The other person is -Rabbi 
Herbert Friedman, who,·.ai: 76, is 
still a visionary for die community. 
"(N'fr)., T odi ... w .. vnPr'c fn.-... doh.- "'"N 

-
convened the · i~fluential 
Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America, the first continen
tal, interdenominational com.mis
sion to examine ways of improving 
the scope, standards and quality of 
Jewish education: Mr . . Mandel's 
ct>mmitment has led to the founding 
of the Council !or Initiatiyes 'in_ 
Jewish Eciucation_(CIJE) to imple
ment the commission's recommen
dations; to a national reconstitution 
of the Jewish _Communicy Centers 
movement's role in furthering 
Jewish education and identity .in its 
progra.Ins; and to inil.l:i.ons of &liars 
in granrs to Yeshiva University, the 
Jewish Theological Seminary and 
the Hebrew Union College for the 
training of Jewish educators, which 
helped e~ch of these institutions 
focus bn 'strategic ·reassessments of 
their roles in the _tra.ining of Jewish 
educators: In the qty of Cleveland, 
lie ·personally sthnulated · a commu
ni cy-wide reasse·ssfuent'·of Jewish 
education and continuity· efforts, 
pioneering a very productive new 
endeavor equally shared between 
the federation and the congrega
tional movements in Cleveland. Mr. 
Mandel has also made important 
contributions co the training of 
senior J e-wish edudnors in Israel. : 

Mr. Mandel's emphasis on $ttate
gi.c planning and on long-term vision 
for Jewish education has begun to 

Recognizing . 
the centr~lity 

of Jewish education . . . 

., .. 

to the future 
of the Jews~--

' . ., 

The A to Z on Kaplan, 
' As Well as Jiad~s'3h 
· I aril. the seco~d g~neration. of. a 
tive-e:eneration Hadassah Life 

·. '' 

transform the North American 
Jewish community's approach to 
_solving problems~ this sphere. The 
Forw-ard itself recognized his lead
ecship when in the same issue you 
named him as instrumental in the 
turnaround of priorities within fed
erations in favot of' Jewish educa
tion ( .. The Jewish Wars - Five Not 
So Easy Piec;es"). 

Stephen H. Hoffinan 
E.:,;ecuti ve Vice-President 

1'he]er..uish Con11nunicy Federat-wn 
of Cleveland 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Agudah Convention 
Filled the Garden 

The criteria used for selecting 
the Forward's 50 "bigs" are not 
spelled out. What is apparent and 
disconcerting, however, is the 
absence of any representatives of a 
group that wields more influence 
and is doing more for Jewish conti
nuity than virtually any of the 
anoi_nted .. In fact, your feature 
news story of µie next issue hlgh
li g h ted the glaring deficiency: 
Edgar Bronfinan ruffled fea,hers 
and, it is hoped, set a few minds 
whirring with his call for more 
emphasis on Jewish education and 
fewer organizations and "leaders" 
issuing press releases. 

Where among the featured 50 
were the leaders of the so-called 
right-wing Orthodox day-school 
movement, represented by Torah 
Umesorah and enrolling more than 
100,000 children? Where were -the· 
roshei hayeshiva or seminary deans., 
who command ihe allegiance of 
tens of thousands of families? 
Where were· the grand rabbis of 
~uch huge ~oups as Sat:mar, Bobov 
and Skvec, to mention but a few? 
Such people have c;reated and are 
leading .',t.~~ ·fastest growing and 
most Jewishly secure segments of 
American Jewry. They are ignored 
by the Anglo-Jewish media except 
at election. time, when photogra
phers scurry to immortalize the 
foolish pilgrimages of uncomfort
ably skullcapped candidates to rab
binical studies. A bit of attention to 
what thes~ rabbis do the rest of the 
,:a_ .... ~..,.;~ _;,..,.h,. ..;..,. rr.11rh Y"t"lll"'n••o 1".a.,nr-rh1, 
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December 1, 1994 

Dear Annene: 

r~r tiatlves 
In E
.._,1.11.111\.H 

Jewish 
Education 

As 1 will arrive in Israel late on the evening of Sunday Dec. 18 (from London), I 
would be grateful if your office could reserve a room for me at the Laromme for 
that one night, so that I can attend the board :neeting promptly on Monday 
morning. (Alan has OK'd this.) 

~any thanks. 

~QJ 

Nessa Rapoport 

(I am in the process of writing to you a more meditative letter on e-mail!) 

PO. &ox 9455j, C1eo:e!and. Ohio 44101 • Phone.1216) 391 ·1552 • rax: 1215) 391-5430 
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December l, 1994 

Dear Seymour: 

I'm delighted that Alan has given me the go-ahead to call David Finn on 
Monday. If you want to talk to him over the weekend, that would be reinforcing! 

With thanks, 

Nessa Rapoport 

Looking forward to the meeung on the 19th. 
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MINUTES: 

COUNCIL FOR INIDATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

CUE STAFF CONSULTATION DAYS 

DATE OF MEETING: NOVEMBER 7-9, 1994 

NOVEMBER 29, 1994 DA TE MINUTES ISSUED: 

PARTICIPANTS: Gail Dorph, Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, 

Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi, Robin Mencher (sec'y), 

Daniel Pekarsky, Nessa Rapoport 

COPY TO! Morton L. Mandel 

DAY ONE: 

mo 'd 

I. CIJE Gameplan - 1995 and Beyond 

Alan began the meeting by setting the tone as to the purpose of the week. He based his 
introduction upon the CIJE workplans for 1995 developed thus far. Emphasizing the 
emerging sm.icture of CUE, Alan outlined the four clear domains our of work, structured 
in committees chaired by members of our board. In the first half of 1995 the board of 
CIJE should grow in size to include approximately si."<tecn new members, four to each 
committee. The Steering Committee is set to meet .five to six times in the coming year. 
Alan noted that as the role of the board crystallize, so does the clarity of CDE' s role 
within the federated world. 

In beginning a discussion about the short term and long range agendas, Alan posed the 
question for the consultation days of where does CUE want to be in one year and in three 
to five years. Aie the goals of the organization an aggregate of the workplans or is there a 
further guiding vision for CIJE? Which parts of the present workplans are indispensable 
to the larger goals of CIJE? 

If we examine the current status of CUE, Alan suggested, we can isolate four basic axes 
within which CUE must respond.to some fundamental areas of tension regarding its 
mission. These are: 

A. Planning vs. Implementation 
B. Building the Profession and Community Mobilization: 

How much of our energy in one relative to the other? 
C. Community vs. Continental 
D. The Federated system as the major context for CIJE's operations 

Alan expanded on these issues as framing questions for the consultation days: 
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A The planning and implementation axis begs CIJE to make choices about how we wish 
t:o impact Jewish education. In the instance of providing professional development, for 
example, what type of a role or roles does CUE provide now and what should we be 
providing in the future? Alan offered the CUE - Harvard Principals' Center Seminar as 
an example of CIJE staff members actively planning and then implementing a CIJE 
design for in-service training of leaders. The impact of the seminar came directly from 
the efforts of CUE staff on site. As our goals require both planning and implementation, 
how much of the ongoing work of CUE should be devoted to such activities as the 
seminar at Harvard? 

B. CIJE speaks of both building the profession and community mobilization frequently, 
but in the past, much of our emphasis and staff time has been placed on the former. Is 
there any well-thought out knowlege base for community mobilization? What would it 
take for us to move the community mobilization agenda forward? Alan noted the 
continuing expansion and development of the CUE board and committees as one 
milestone for community mobilization 

C. Superimposed on A and B above lies the tension between CUE acting on a communal 
vs. a continental level. The building blocks of Jewisa education, as outlined in A Time 
To Act, indicated that the implementation of building the profession and community 
mobilization were to take place in the lead communities. The question today begins with 
an evaluation of whether the lead comm.unities are indeed ready for the change stemming 
from local implementation of the building blocks. 

Our work in communities (e.g. the Educators Survey and Policy Brief, as well as the 
seminar at Harvard) form the basis for much of the agenda of the work of CIJE. Our 
work in communities have helped us to develop principles such as the "holy trin.ity" 
concept. What commitments does CUE still have to these communities? They are still 
waiting for a well-crafted and articulated personnel action plan as well as a goals 
seminar specifically tailored for their communities. 

On the continental level, CIJE is looking for partner3 in the personnel action plan and in 
particular for in-service education. We have already begun to connect with ITS and 
Brandeis on these issues. How important is thls coalition work to fulfilling the goals of 
CUE? 

D. How do we evaluate the success of CUE? What is the context of our work in 
communities within the broader context of Jewish life in North America? Alan 
suggested that as we see the increasing numbe~ of North American Jewish communities 
that are involved in creating commissions to immprove their educational programs, this 
is an achievement of the CIJE approach - even if it is not recognized by the communities. 
As more and more communities are planning for change, our role should be to install 
within other institutions (such as JESNA) the capacity to provide guidance and 
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leadership to these planning initiatives. 

As the face of organized Jewish life in North America appears to be changing, which 
institutions are our constituency? With which institutioru should we build coalitions? 
Taking into account the structural changes ofUJA and Jewish Federations life is a close 
connection with the federation structure still the most promising address for renewal and 
reform? 

In light of the issues and tensions outlined above, what should the gameplan of CUE be 
for 1995? In the coming year, CIJE will present a personnel action plan for in~seivice 
education to the Jewish communities of North America lo addition we should take the 
first steps to develop a plan which will lay out a matrix detailing core components of the 
profession in Jewish education. 

The CIJE goals and best practices projects should be instrumental to the implementation 
of our action in personnel. Best practices can be used as part of the process to build the 
curriculumfor educating the educators. Concurrently, the Goals Project stands at the 
heart of CIJE's work with educational leaders. It has to be part of the plan for both lay 
leaders and Jewish professionals. 

Is this an effective way to frame the work of CUE? Does it speak to the question of what 
we want CITE to achieve? 

Discussioo: 

In thin.king about the key CITE issues noted above, the participants began by examining 
the actions CUE could take in these areas and the resulting impacts of those actions. 
Brainstorming one aspect of the work.plans could serve as an example of how CIJE could 
implement all aspects of the workplans. 

The exercise, proposed by Annette, centered on the topic of training personnel. It was 
proposed that an approach to developing capacity for in-service training should be 
developed. A a half day seminar for communities in North America on preparing in
service programs for their personnel would need to be located. For such a project, the 
role of CUE might be to run these training seminars, or maybe to set up regional centers, 
facilitating such work by others. Tb.is project could be approached at either or both local 
and continental levels. A prominent challenge would be to articulate the size and scope 
of the project in a way that would maintain the quality. The developing of the people to 
facrntate this project was seen as the most important and difficult pan of the project. It 
therefore should call for the most immediate attention. 

Several questions arose out of this brainstorming session. Does the work to create a 
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quality product., in this inst.ancc, fit into the Jongtenn goals and and outcomes for CUE? 
The most strategic of goals must be chosen with regard to the work of CIJE. Can we 
achieve our goals without expanding our leadership base? By creating more 
competition? Into what geographical space should we put the majority of our efforts? 
Who are our partners in this project? Are communities ready to back this work? Are we 
using CDE's o'Wil resourses to our best advantage? Taking into account our limited 
resources, what type of choices will we have to make? While this plan for personnel 
may be attractive, are we heading down the right course or falling into a trap? Where 
will this eventually take us? 

As Dan Pekarsky was in New York only through Tuesday morning, the discussion on 
Personnel was deferred until after the full discussion on the Goals Project. 

TI. The Goals Project 
(This Summary was v.ritten by Dan Pekarsky) 

The purpose of this meeting was to arrive at a 1995 Work Plan for the Goals 
Project that is anchored in an adequate conception of the project The meeting began 
with a starus-report that focused on three matters: a) outgrowths of the Jerusalem 
Seminar, with special attention to developments in the represented communities; b) the 
October plan for Goals, developed by the core CUE staff in New York in October, 1994; 
and c) recent conversations between Pekan;ky, Fox, and Marom which suggested 
consideratiom to be considered in our review of the October Plan and the overall 
conception of the Goals Project Because the outgrowths of the Jerusalem Seminar and 
the October plan are described in some detail in the document summarizing the October 
Staff Meeting in New York (attached), this summary proceeds immediately to item c), 
which concerned questions posed by Seymour Fox m Pekarsky-Fox conversations, 
questions which offer useful lenses to use in the pla.nnmg-process. 

A. SEYMOUR FOX'S QUESTIONS 

1. Success. What would Goals Project success look like after, say, 3 years? As noted in 
our discussion, this could fruitfully be interpreted in two different ways: 

a) If the Goals Project is understood as no more and no less than the path 
identified in our October meetings, what would optimal success look like? 
What would we have accomplished? 

b) Does a) exhaust our expectations of the Goals Project - or is there 
more that we hope for that might not be captured in a)? If so, what is this 
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focused on some of the basic questions and concerns that are at the heart 
the Goals Project. 

2. The Educated Jew staff could prove invaluable in our efforts to 
cultivate resource-people for our project or to educate other 
constin.ienci es. 

3. The Educated Jew staff may be able to offer valuable expertise to the 3 
to 5 prototype-institutions identified in the October Plan. 

4. The Educated Jew Project's papers could prove valuable resources to 
the 3 to 5 prototype institutions. Conceivably, if there is a clear need, the 
Educated Jew Project could be invited to commission additional pape~ 
that address issues that are particularly sensitive in the American Jewish 
community -- for example, those dealing with the role of women in 
Jewish life. 

D. DISCUSSION 

Our discussion took place against the general background defined by the matters 
discussed above. Below are summarized some of the major themes and decisions that 
emerged in our discussion, and then a draft of a work. plan. 

1. Supplementing our resources. 

8 

The comment was made that CUE, and the Goals Project in particular, should 
identify and make maximal use of available resources that exist outside the immediate 
CUE orbit. We should, it was suggested, make a careful inventory of such 
resources/opportunities. Such an inventory would include such individuals and 
institutions as Israel Scheffler, Mike Smith. and the Wexner Heritage Foundation. There 
seemed to be significant interest in exploring the last of the possibilities. 

2. The Center-idea. 

Excitement and anxiety. It became clear in our conversation that many of the 
things identified as centraJ to our October-plan could ultimately be folded into the work 
of a Center within the larger conception defined by the three long-term goals. There also 
seemed to be considerable excitement about such a Center as a home for various Goals
related efforts. But at the same time as the fairly comprehensive agenda identified in 
preceding discussion seemed exciting, it provoked some serious concern. The work 
defined by this agenda is, to say the least, substantial - it is much more than CUE can 
reasonably take on, given its current shape and priorities. Two nightmares threaten: I) 
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a) educate key professional and lay constituencies concerning matters 
pertaining to the goals-agenda; 

b) develop and make available expertise that will inform 
the efforts of communities and institutions that seek to 

become more adequately organized around a goals-agenda 

c) conduct original research concerning the goals of Jewish 
education, as well as concerning implementation, and 
evaluation. Such work might, for example, include a 
Jewish version of the two HORACE books or Carnegie's 
'
1The Future As History" chapter; 

d) develop strategies to disseminate its research findings in 
ways likely to make an impact; 

B) What would success look )ike for the October Plan? 

1. Case-studies of institutional efforts to become better organized around a 
goals-agenda. 

2. Out of the first-order work in 1DStitutions and its analysis in the case
studies, we wouJd acquired an articulated body of lore that includes: 

a. strategies and models that can guide efforts at 
institutional improvement; 

b. identification of skills, understandings, and aptitudes that 
are needed by those guiding the process of change; 

c. identification of institutional "readiness-conditions" if 
meaningful change is to take place; 

d. documentation of some of the effects ( expected and 
unexpected) of taking on a goals-agenda; 

e. identification of important issues, tensions, etc. that need 
to be addressed, either by institutions embarking on a 
change-process or national organizations like CIJE seekjo.g 
to catalyze this kind of change. 

9t9l ns :1st 
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3. The development of evaluation tools (that would be usable in the future 
by other instirutions undergoing a change process). These tools would 
include: 

a. an instrument for taking an initial snapshot of an 
institution, a look at reality that focuses on avowed goals, 
on their implementation, and on educational outcomes~ 

b. an instrument for assessing the results of having engaged 
in a serious effort to become more goals-sensitive. 

4. The development of a cadre of resow-cc-people, identified and 
cultivated by CUE who have been, and will continue to be involved in 
helping institutions become better organized around a Goals agenda. 

5. From among the institutions identified in #I, a community of partnered 
institutions each engaged in a goals-age:oda and offering experiences and 
ideas to one another on a regular basis. 

6. A broad awareness among critical constituencies at a variety of levels 
concerning the importance of the goals agenda, its feasibility, work being 
done in this area. This dissemination to be accomplished via publications, 
film, conferences for different constituencies, etc. 

C. MEF AND THE EDUCATED JEW PROJECT IN THE FULL-BLOWN 
OCTOBER-PLAN 

Monitorini Evaluation and Feedback. MEF could contribute to the development of the 
October Plan in a number of ways: 

I . MEF could be invited to develop the instruments to be used to assess 
current reality at the oms et of a goals-process and the outcomes of having 
engaged in this process; 

2. MEF could be invited to do the assessments. 

The Educated Jew Project. Were CI.JE to proceed with the October Plan, the 
Educated Jew Project could make a number of important contributions including the 
following: 

1. Not immersed in having to address - and possibly be compromised by -
day-to-day political realities, the Educated Jew staff could help CIJE keep 

7 
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"more11? 

Jointly, a) and b) ask us to try to identify the larger conceptions that should 
inform the Goals Project 

5 

2. What is the relationship between the Goals Project (as articulated in the October 
meetings) and the work of a) the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback Project and b) the 
Educated Jew Project? More narrowly, how might these projects serve as resources to 
the Goals Project? 

3. The five levels and our work, The Educated Jew Project has identified five intimately 
inter-related levels pertinent to the work of that project and to the Goals Project. These 
levels are: 

PHIT.,OSOPHY 

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
TRANSLATION INTO CURRICULUM 
IMPLE:tvffil\1T A TION 
EVALUATION 

At which of these levels does the October Plan operate? Optimally, at what levels should 
we be operating? 

B. EXAMINING THE GOALS PROJECT AGENDA THROUGH THESE LENSES: 

This examination began with Pekarsk:y offering two different accounts of what 
Goals Project ''success" might look like. A) The first, prompted by a comment by 
Annette Hochstein in the first part of the day, set forth some very general long-term goals 
(that were not, at least by design, tied to the October plan.) B) The second identified 
what success might look like if we fully exploited the potentialities of the October-plan. 

A) Ckneral long-term goals - three were identified: 

I. Increasing numbers of institutions organized around a goals-agenda 
that includes serious wrestling with issues of content. 

. 2. Heavy emphasis in communal planning processes on the place of goals 
in Jewish education. 

3. A National Center for the Study and Development of Goals for Jewish 
Education. Such a Center would: 
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that we don't do all that the agenda calls for and end up doing a mediocre, or radically 
circumscribed, or otherwise disappointing job; 2) that we allow the Goals Project to "take 
over'' the energies of CIJE, thus distorting the overall character and direction of the 
enterprise. 

The spinning-off idea. Neither of these options being acceptable, and in the 
tradition of the Mandel Instin.ite, it was suggested that the Goals Project agenda might 
best be carried through if it was ultimately "released" from CUE and given a quasi
autonomous status (with strong ties of various kinds to CUE). This Center would draw 
on some of the expertise and resources currently invested in CIJE, but it would also 
develop ties with, and seek out resources from, other institutions and individuals. 

Of particular interest was the suggestion that such a Center could ultimately be 
established, in cooperation with CUE and the Mandel Institute, at Harvard. So 
interesting was this possibility that Seymour suggested testing out with Israel Scheffler at 
the end of the week. 

Project or Cent~c. There was in this connection some discussion of whether it 
might be wiser, in our conversations with Harvard, initially to speak in terms of a Project 
that might eventua1ly rise to a Center. This project would in its initial stages focus on 1) 
furthering and studying our work with a select number of prototype institutions; 2) 
identifying and educating-personnel that would work with such institutions; 3) the 
development of our own learning-curriculum. 

A limited initial aienda, As the preceding paragraph suggests, whether caJled 
initially a Center or a Project, it is not necessary - nor desirable - for such a new entity to 
take on "a full plate" from the very beginning. On the contrary, if created, it might 
initially focus on only a few of the efforts that.might eventually define its character. But 
it would be important to view these initial efforts, however narrow, in relation the larger 
plan of action. 

Is an independent Center in our interests? It shotild be noted that while the idea of 
working towards a quasi-autonomous Center seemed of interest, at various points 
reseJVations were expressed. We should, it was implied, proceed with caution., with 
attention to the possibility that spinning-off the Center might not be in the best interests 
ofClJE. 

Parallel cente.rs It was suggested that the model under discussion -- spinning off 
a CIJE effort and turning it into a quasi•independent satellite-center with strong ties to 
CUE -- might in the long run also be the way to approach efforts like Monitoring and 
Evaluation and Educational Leadership. The thrust of this approach is to keep CDE as a 
planning and cata1yzing institution that does not get bogged down in implementation of 
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the initiatives it helps to bring into being. 

3. Who could serve as adequate 11coacbes11/resource persons to institutions embarked on a 
change-process? 

A possibility presented at the seminar is that CUE work with "coaches" who are 
themselves appointed by and representatives of the institutions that are embarked on the 
change-process. While this would enormously simplify our work in that we would not 
have to seek out a cadre of coaches, the suggestion was countered with the observation 
that it is unlikely that most such institutionally-appointed coaches would be in a position 
to help their institutions with the content-side of the goals agenda. In response, it was 
suggested that maybe we need to be thinking in terms of two kinds of coaches -- an 
institutional representative skilled in process-issues, and a more content-oriented person 
that CIJE cultivated (folks like Bieler and Gribbetz, Marom). 

4. Working with Institutions: at what level does one begin? 

It was reiterated that forwarding the Goals-agenda does not require beginning at 
the level of "philosophy of educauon. 11 While efforts at the latter level are important for 
Jewish education, in any given institution the process JUght well begin at other levels. 
Where one begins would need to be decided on a case-by-case basis. 

5. Inventory of outstanding commitments. 

While we did not feel that our enterprise could be shaped. by pre-existing 
commitments, these commitments need to be honored; and the challenge is to honor them 
in a way that will forward our own agenda. These outstanding commitments include the 
following: 

a. 4 seminars in Milwaukee, with the possjbiliry of more intensive work 
with "graduates'' of the seminar that meet our standards for panicipation at 
this next stage. 

b. The Agnon School in Cleveland. 

c. Cleveland's Goals Seminar. 

d. Helping to launch Baltimore's Goals Seminars in the spring (with 
possible additional expectations flowing out of last summers promises). 
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e. A JCC Camp. 

f. Some kind of suppon to Toren's efforts in Cleveland to develop a goals
agenda "With two congregational programs. 

6. Other interesting possibilities. 

a. The Atlanta JCC Camp. 

b. The Baltimore congregational program. 

c. The new Atlanta Day School. 

E. [PEKARSKY'S TAKE ON] THE SENSE OF THE GROUP: BASIC DECISIONS 

1. Developing capacity is a very high priority and must be at the center of our efforts. 

a. Developing capacity has at least 3 dimensions: the identification and 
cultivation of a cadre of resource-people who will work with us; learning 
more about the nature of the enterprise througt work with what we have 
called prototype institutions; a curriculum of study for CIJE staff. 

b. In our first stage, the identification and cultivation of penonnel and our 
own learning-curriculum should have a very high priority. We should not 
be quick to take on more than one or two prototype institutions at the very 
beginning. 

11 

2. CIJE has promises to keep - particularly to communities that participated in the Goals 
Seminar this summer 10 Jerusalem. These promises must be kept in ways that will 
forward our broader agenda. 

a. To keep our promises means to launch and/or to participate in, and/or to 
coordinate local seminars in Milwaukee., Cleveland, and Baltimore; to 
work in some fashion with Agnon; and to engage in an intensive process 
with institutions that emerge from local seminars as promising candidates 
for intensive work. Institutions that .d,Q so emerge would probably qualify 
as "prototype-institutions." 

b. The impact of keeping these promises, over and beyond our 
maintaining our trustworthiness, will include increased awareness among 
participating institutions of the importance of serious attention to goals; a 
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measure of change among some participating institutions; the 
identification of one or more institutions ready for serious chan.ge-eff orts; 
a lot of serious learning on our own part. 

3. CIJE should design and establish a Center for Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. The Center will conduct and disseminate the results of research 
pertaining to the goals agenda. It will cultivate and make available the 
kinds of expertise that will be useful to institutions and communities 
undertaking a goals-agenda. It will educate varied lay and professional 
constituencies concerning the importance and character of a serious goals
agenda. Through such varied activities, it will place the conversation on 
goals at the center of efforts to improve Jewish education. 

b.CIJE's role is to strategize, design, enable, and create this Center, which 
will eventually exist in a loosely coupled relationship to CDE. 

F. GOALS PROJECTWORKPLANFOR 1995 

1. Building capacity 

a. Conceptualizing and planning our own learning-curriculum (Nov.-Dec., 
1994) 

b. Resource persons 

i. Identification of 5 to 20 promising individuals (Dec., '94) 

ii. Recruitment of these individuals (Jan.'95) 

iii. Development of a summer-seminar for these individuals 
(Feb. and March. '95) 

iv. Summer Seminar for CUE staff and for resource 
persons (July '95) 

v. Pair resource-persons with prototype institutions (July, 
'95) 

vi. Winter-seminar with resource-persons (Dec.95) 

c .. Leaming through prototype institutions 

:,. 
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i. Begin with one or more institutions to which we may 
have preexisting commitments. 
(January-June, '95) 

ii. If and only ifwe have sufficient personnel after meeting 
requirements of #1, 
identify other institutions. (Summer '95) 

iii. Identify institutional representatives who will work with 
CIJE (Summer, '95) and hold seminar with them (Fall, '95) 

2. Honoring outstanding commitments. 

a. Four Milwaukee Seminars (January- May, 1995) 

b. Participation as planners and possibly as resources in the Cleveland 
seminar (Dec. '94 - June '95) 

c. Help launch the Baltimore seminars (spring, '95) 

d. Meet with Agnon to conceptualize and to help them begin to implement 
a goals-agenda. (Jan. - May 1995) 

e. Consult to Toren in his efforts to enter into Goals-focused relationships 
with local educating institutions. (as needed) 

f. Identifying ''prototype-institutions" from among those participating in 
local seminars and/or other institutions -- i.e., institutions we are prepared 
to work with intensively (June, 1995). Begin work with these institutions 
in September 1995. 

3. Establishment of a Project for the Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. Initial conversations between Harvard, Mandel Institute, and CIJE. 
(Dec. 1994) 

b. Flesh out conception of the Center, the stages through which it would 
develop, and its initial assignments. (January, 1995) 

c. Develop funding support for the Center. 

13 
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BY THE END OF '95: 

1. We will have identified from 5 to 15 resource-people to work with educating 
institutions and/or communities, and we will have participated with th.em in a process of 
learning and tooling up. 

2. We will have completed local seminars to which we've committed. 

3. We will have planned and engaged in a curriculum of study designed for CIJE staff 
( and, if timing is right, for some of the individuals identified as resource-people.) 

4. We will have identified one or more prototype institutions, either through the local 
seminars or through other means, and we will have assigned some of our new resource
people to work with these institutions. We will also have begun to work with the person 
designated by these institutions to work with us. 

5. We will have established a Project maybe leading to a Center for the Philosophy of 
Jewish Education. 

DAY TWO: 

SlO 'd 

m. Discussion of the Revised Plan for the Goals Project 

Following the model as proposed by Annette earlier, the participants analyzed the revised 
workplan for the Goals Project in terms of limitations and opportunities for the short and 
long term and CUE's role in making this project successful. 

The main Question is: What capacity does CIJE have for ful:filling every aspect of the 
workplan iterated above? What are the limitations in terms of human resources, time, 
and funding? 

A. Human Resources 

Building capacity should be the highest priority in the work of the GoaJs Project. 
While this may be a time consuming process, the recruitment and training of 
Jewish educators to be "coaches'' to institutions and communities can only benefit 
the work of CDE in fulfilling both our short tenn and long term goals. 

Gail suggested that when working to develop our human resources, we should not 
forget to include the newer generations of Jewish educators in order to truly 
ensure that the process of Building the Profession is addressed in every aspect of 
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CUE work. CUE will bring seasoned educators together with the newer 
generations of J~h education professionals to train them for the developing 
coaching roles. 

In an analysis of the Goals Project coaches, Danny pointed out that as these 
people begin to take leadership roles in their communities, they will also continue 
to learn. CIJE might ultimately create a central training institute for the coaches. 

B. Honoring Commitments 

It was suggested that CUE could combine projects to fulfill existing commitments 
to specific institutions and communities. Additionally, these commitments could 
be used as opportunities to build the leadership base for future Goals Project 
activities. At the same time, the possibility exists that this service to communities 
will bring stronger ties between the Council and these institutions in the future, 
resulting in more commitments on the part of CUE 

C. In an analysis of all the workplans of CUE, the Goals Project represents only 
one facet of the total activity produced by the CouncH. The above limitations 
sit within the total work and resource limitations of CUE. 

IV. Community Mobilization (Nessa Rapopon) 

In the work to mobilize community support for Jewish education and create lay 
"champions'' in the field, Nessa suggested that CUE must take a proactive approach. We 
should produce substantive documents and take part in setting the agenda for North 
American Jewry. Inherent in this work, however, lies the tension between setting the 
Jewish communal agenda and publicizing the work of CUE. Both projects are necessary 
to the success of the overall worlcplan of the Council. 

A. Models of Creating Lay Leadership in Communities 

How can CDE engage key Jewish lay leaders in the efforts to transform Jewish 
education in North America? Concurrently, what can CUE offer lay leaders so 
that they feel fulfilled by their involvement? Several models of creating Jay 
leadership were discussed. 

1. Peer Group Model 
Nessa articulated a model to build Jay leader.ihip that arose out of a 
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I. CI.IE Gameplan - 1995 and Beyond 

Alan began the meeting by setting the tone as to the purpose of the week. He based his 
introduction upon the CUE workplans for 1995 developed thus far. Emphasizing the 
emerging structure of CIJE, Alan outlined the four clear domains our of work, structured 
in committees cha.ired by members of our board. In the first half of 1995 the board of 
CIJE should grow in size to include approximately sixteen new members, four to each 
committee. The Steering Committee is set to meet five to six times in the coming year. 
Alan noted that as the role of the board crystallize, so does the clarity of CUE's role 
within the federated world. 

In beginning a discussion about the short term and long range agendas, Alan posed the 
question for the consultation days of where does CUE want to be in one year and in three 
to five years. Aie the goals of the organization an aggregate of the workplans or is there a 
further guiding vision for CUE? Which parts of the present workplans are indispensable 
to the larger goals of CIJE? 

If we examine the current status of CIJE, Alan suggested, we can isolate four basic axes 
within which CIJE must respond.to some fundamental areas of tension regarding its 
mission. These are: 

A. Planning vs. Implementation 
B. Building the Profession and Community Mobilization: 

How much of our energy in one relative to the other? 
C. Community vs.Continental 
D. The Federated system as the major context for CIJE1s operations 

Alan expanded on these issues as framing questions for the consultation days: 
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A. The planning and implementation axis begs CDE to make choices about how we wish 
to impact Jewish education. In the instance of providing professional de-velopment, for 
example, what type of a role or roles does CUE provide now and what should we be 
providing in the future? Alan offered the CUE - Harvard Principals' Center Seminar as 
an example of CDE staff members actively planning and then implementing a CUE 
design for in-service training of leaders. The impact of the seminar came directly from 
the efforts of CDE staff on site. As our goals require both planning and implementation, 
how much of the ongoing work of CUE should be devoted to such activities as the 
seminar at Harvard? 

B. CIJE speaks of both building the profession and community mobilization frequently, 
but in the past, much of our emphasis and staff time has been placed on the former. Is 
there any well-thought out knowlege base for community mobilization? What would it 
take for us to move the community mobilization agenda forward? Alan noted the 
continuing expansion and development of the CUE board and comntittees as one 
milestone for community mobilization. 

C. Superimposed on A and B above lies the tension between CIJE acting on a communal 
vs. a continental level. The building blocks of Jewish education, as outlined in A Time 
To Act, indicated that the implementation of building the profession and community 
mobilization were to take place in the lead communities. The question today begins with 
an evaluation of whether the lead communities are indeed ready for the change stemming 
from local implementation of the building blocks. 

Our work in communities ( e.g. the Educators Survey and Policy Brief, as well as the 
seminar at Harvard) form the basis for much of the agenda of the work of CIJE. Our 
work in communities have helped us to develop principles such as the "holy trinity" 
concept. What commitments does CIJE still have to these communities? They are still 
waiting for a well-crafted and articulated personnel action plan as well as a goals 
seminar specifically tailored for their communities. 

On the continental level, CUE is looking for partners in the personnel action plan and in 
particular for in-service education. We have already begun to connect with ITS and 
Brandeis on these issues. How important is this coalition work to fulfilling the goals of 
CUE? 

D. How do we evaluate the success of CDE? What is the context of our work in 
communities within the broader context of Jewish life in North America? Alan 
suggested that as we see the increasing numbers of North American Jewish communities 
that are involved in creating commissions t.o immprove their educational programs, this 
is an achievement of the CUE approach - even if it is not recognized by the communities. 
As more and more communities are planning for change, our role should be to install 
within other instirutions (such as JESNA) the capacity to provide guidance and 
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leadership to these planning initiatives. 

As the face of organized Jewish life in North America appears to be changing, which 
institutions are our constituency? With which institutions should we build coalitions? 
Taking into account the structural changes of UJA and Jewish Federations life is a close 
connection with the federation structure still the most promising address for renewal and 
reform? 

In light of the issues and tensions outlined above, what should the gameplan of CUE be 
for 1995? In the coming year, CITE will present a personnel action plan for in-service 
education to the Jewish communities of North America In addition we should take the 
first steps to develop a plan which will lay out a matrix detailing core components of the 
profession in Jewish education. 

The CDE goals and best practices projects should be instrumental to the implementation 
of our action in personnel. Best practices can be used as part of the process to build the 
rurriculumfor educating the educators. Concurrently, the Goals Project stands at the 
heart of CIJE's work with educational leaders. It has to be part of the plan for both lay 
leaders and Jewish professionals. 

Is this an effective way to frame the work of CDE? Does it speak to the question of what 
we want CIJE to achieve? 

Discussion: 

In tbiokine about the key CIJE issues noted above, the participants began by examining 
the actions CUE could take in these areas and the resulting impacts of those actions. 
Brainstorming one aspect of the workplans could serve as an example of how CIJE could 
implement all aspects of the workplans. 

The exercise, proposed by Annette, centered on the topic of training personnel. It was 
proposed that an approach to developing capacity for ir.-service training should be 
developed. A a half day seminar for communities in North America on preparing in
service programs for their personnel would need to be located. For such a project, the 
role of CIJE might be to run these training seminars, or maybe to set up regional centers, 
facilitating such work by others. This project could be approached at either or both local 
and continental levels. A prominent challenge would be to articulate the size and scope 
of the project in a way that would maintain the quality. The developing of the people to 
facilitate this project was seen ~ the most important and difficult pan of the project. It 
therefore should call for the most immediate attention. 

Several questions arose out of this brainstorming session. Does the work to create a 
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quality product, in this instance, fit into the longterm goals and and outcomes for CUE? 
The most strategic of goals must be chosen with regard to the work of CUE. Can we 
achieve our goals without expanding our leadership base? By creating more 
competition? Into what geographical space should we put the majority of our efforts? 
Who are our partners in this project? Are communities ready to back this work? Are we 
using CIJE's own resou~es to our best advantage? Taking into account our limited 
resources, what type of choices will we have to make? While this plan for personnel 
may be attractive, are we heading down the right course or falling into a trap? Where 
will this eventually take us? 

~ Dan Pekarsky was in New York only through Tuesday morning, the discussion on 
Personnel was deferred until after the full discussion on the Goals Project 

U. The GoaJ.!1 Project 
(This Summary was written by Dan Pekarsky) 

The purpose of this meeting was to arrive at a 1995 Work Plan for the Goals 
Project that is anchored in an adequate conception of the project The meeting began 
with a status-report that focused on three matters: a) outgrowths of the Jerusalem 
Seminar, with special attention to developments in the represented communities; b) the 
October plan for Goals, developed by the core CUE staff in New York in October, 1994; 
and c) recent conversations between Peka.rsk:y, Fox, and Marom which suggested 
considerations to be considered in our review of the October Plan and the overall 
conception of the Goals Project Because the outgrowths of the Jerusalem Seminar and 
the October plan are described in some detail in the document summarizing the October 
Staff Meeting in New York (attached), this summary proceeds immediately to item c), 
which concerned questions posed by Seymour Fox in Pekarsky-Fox conversations, 
questions which offer useful lenses to use in the planning•process. 

A SEYMOUR FOX'S QUESTIONS 

1. Success. What would Goals Project success look like after, say1 3 years? As noted in 
our discussion, this could fruitfully be interpreted in two different ways: 

a) If the Goals Project is understood as no more and no less than the path 
identified in our October meetings, what would optimal success look like? 
What would we have accomplished? 

b) Does a) exhaust our expectations of the Goals Project - or is there 
more that we hope for that might not be captured in a)? If so, what is this 
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Jointly, a) and b) ask us to try to identify the larger conceptions that should 
inform the Goals Project 

5 

2. What is the relationship between the Goals Project (as articulated in the October 
meetings) and the work of a) the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback Project and b) the 
Educated Jew Project? More narrowly, how might these projects serve as resources to 

the Goals Project? 

3 . The five levels and our work, The Educated Jew Project has identified five intimately 
inter-related levels pertinent to the work of that project and to the Goals Project. These 
levels are: 

PIDLOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
TRANSLATION INTO CURRICULUM 
IMPLEMENTATION 
EVALUATION 

At which of these levels does the October Plan operate? Optimally, at what levels should 
we be operating? 

B. EXAMINING THE GOALS PROJECT AGENDA TIIROUGH TI-IESE LENSES. 

This examination began with Pekarsky offering two different accounts of what 
Goals Project ''success" might look like. A) The first, prompted by a comment by 
Annette Hochstein in the first part of the day, set forth some very general long-term goals 
(that were not, at least by design, tied to the October plan.) B) The second identified 
what success might look like if we fully exploited the potentialities of the October-plan. 

A) General long-term goals - three were identified: 

1. Increasing numbers of institutions organized around a goals-agenda 
that includes serious wrestling with issues of content 

. 2. Heavy emphasis in communal planning processes on the place of goals 
in Jewish education. 

3. A National Center for the Study and Development of Goals for Jewish 
Education. Such a Center would: 
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a) educate key professional aod Lay constituencies concerning matters 
pertaining to the goals-agenda; 

b) develop and make available ex:pertise that will inform 
the efforts of cornmunitie:1 and institutions that seek to 
become more adequately organized around a goals-agenda. 

c) conduct origin.al research. concerning the goals of Jewish 
education, as well as concerning implementation, and 
evaluation. Such work might, for example; include a 
Jewish version of the two HORACE books or Carnegie's 
''The Future As History" chapter; 

d) develop strategies to disseminate its research findings in 
ways likely to make an impact; 

B) What would success look like for the October Plan" 

1. Case-studies of institutional efforts to become better organized around a 
goals-agenda. 

2. Out of the first-order work in institutions and its analysis in the case
studies, we would acquired an articulated body of lore that includes: 

a strategies and models that can guide efforts at 
institutional improvement; 

b. identification of skills, understandings, and aptitudes that 
are needed by those guiding the process of change; 

c. identification of institutional "readin~-conditions" if 
meaningful change is to take place; 

d. documentation of some of the effects ( expected and 
unexpected) of taking on a goals.agenda; 

e. identification of important issues, tensions, etc. that need 
to be addressed, either by institutions embarking on a 
change--process or national organizations like CUE seeking 
to catalyze this kind of change. 

6 
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3. The development of evaluation tools (that would be usable in the future 
by other institutions Wldergoing a change process). These tools would 
include: 

a. an instrument for taking an initial snapshot of an 
institution, a look at reality that focuses on avowed goals, 
on their implementation, and on educational outcomes; 

b. an instrument for assessing the results of having engaged 
in a serious effort to become more goals-sensitive. 

4. The development of a cadre of resource-people, identified and 
cultivated by CUE who have been, and will continue to be involved in 
helping institutions become better organi2ed around a Goals agenda 

5. From among the institutions identified in #1, a community of partnered 
institutions each engaged in a goals-agenda and offering experiences and 
ideas to one another on a regular basis. 

6. A broad awareness among critical constituencies at a variety of levels 
concerning the importance of the goals agenda, its feasibility, work being 
done in this area. This dissemination to be accomplished via publications, 
film, conferences for different constituencies, etc. 

C. 1v1EF AND THE EDUCATED JEW PROJECT IN Tiffi FULL-BLOWN 
OCTOBER-PLAN 

Monitorini Evaluation and Feedback. MEF could contribute to the development of the 
October Plan in a number of ways: 

1. :MEF could be invited to develop the instruments to be used to assess 
current reality at the outSet of a goals-process and the outcomes of having 
engaged in this process; 

2 . .MEF could be invited to do the assessments. 

The Educated Jew Project. Were CUE to proceed with the October Plan, the 
Educated Jew Project could make a number of important contributions including the 
following: 

1. Not immersed in having to address - and possibly be compromised by -
day-to-day political realities, the Educated Jew staff could help CIJE keep 
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focused on some of the basic questions and concerns that are at the heart 
the Goals Project. 

2. The Educated Jew staff could prove invaluable in our efforts to 
cultivate resource-people for our project or to educate other 
constituencies. 

3. The Educated Jew staff may be able to offer valuable expertise to the 3 
to 5 prototype-institutions identified in the October Plan. 

4. The Educated Jew Project's papers could prove valuable resources to 
the 3 to 5 prototype institutions. Conceivably, if there is a clear need, the 
Educated Jew Project could be invited to commission additional papers 
that address issues that are particularly sensitive in the American Jewish 
community -- for example, those dealing with the role of women in 
Jewish life. 

D. DISCUSSION 

Our discussion took place against the general background defined by the matters 
discussed above. Below are summarized some of the major themes and decisions that 
emerged in our discussion, and then a draft of a work.plan. 

1. Supplementing our resources. 

8 

The comment was made that CIJE, and the Goals Project in particular, should 
identify and make maximal use of available resources that exist outside the immediate 
CIJE orbit. We should, it was suggeste~ make a careful inventory of such 
resources/opportunities. Such an inventory would include such individuals and 
institutions as Israel Scheffler, Mike Smith, and the Wexncr Heritage Foundation. There 
seemed to be significant interest in exploring the last of the possibilities. 

2. The Center-idea. 

Excitement and anxiety, It became clear in our conversation that many of the 
things identified as central to our October-plan could ultimately be folded into the work 
of a Center within the larger conception defined by the three long-term goals. There also 
seemed to be considerable excitement about such a Center as a home for various Goals
related efforts. But at the same time as the fairly comprehensive agenda identified in 
preceding discussion seemed exciting, it provoked some serious concern. The work 
defined by this agenda is, to say the least, substantial - it is much more than CUE can 
reasonably take on, given its current shape and priorities. Two nightmares threaten: 1) 
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that we don't do aJl that the agenda calls for and end up doing a mediocre, or radically 
circumscribed, or otherwise disappointing job; 2) that we allow the Goals Project to "take 
over" the energies of CUE, thus distorting the overall character and direction of the 
enterprise. 

The spinning-off idea, Neither of these options being acceptable, and in the 
tradition of the Mandel Institute, it was suggested that the Goals Project agenda might 
best be carried through if it was ultimately "released" from CIJE and given a quasi
autonomous status (with strong ties of various kinds to CUE). This Center would draw 
on some of the expertise and resources currently invested in CIJE, but it would also 
develop ties with, and seek out resources from, other institutions and individuals. 

Of particular interest was the suggestion that such a Center could ultimately be 
established, in cooperation with CUE and the Mandel Institute, at Harvard. So 
interesting was this possibility that Seymour suggested testing out with Israel Scheffler at 
the end of the week. 

Project or Center, There was in this connecticn some discussion of whether it 
might be wiser, in our conversations with Harvard, initially to speak in terms of a Project 
that might eventually rise to a Center. This project would in its initial stages focus on 1) 
furthering and studying our work with a select number of prototype institutions; 2) 
identifying and educating personnel that would work with such institutions; 3) the 
development of our own leaming-curriculum. 

A limited initial a&enda, As the preceding paragraph suggests, whether called 
initially a Center or a Project, it is not necessary - nor desirable - for such a new entity to 
take on "a full plate" from the very beginning. On the contrary, if created, it might 
initially focus on only a few of the efforts that might eventually define its character. But 
it would be important to view these initial efforts, however narrow, in relation the larger 
plan of action. 

Is an independent Center in our interests? It should be noted that while the idea of 
working towards a quasi-autonomous Center seemed of interest, at various points 
reservations were e:q,ressed. We should, it was implied, proceed with cautto~ with 
attention to the possibility that spinning-off the Center might not be in the best interests 
ofCDE. 

Parallel centgs It was suggested that the model under discussion -- spinning off 
a CUE effort and turning it into a quasi-independent satellite-center with strong ties to 
CUE -- might in the long run also be the way to approach efforts like Monitoring and 
Evaluation and Educational Leadership. The thrust of this approach is to keep CUE as a 
planning and catalyzing institution that does not get bogged down in implementation of 
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the initiatives it helps to bring into being. 

3. Who could serve as adequate "coaches"/resource persons to institutions embarked on a 
change-process? 

A possibility presented at the seminar is that CIJE work with "coaches" who are 
themselves appointed by and representatives of the institutions that are embarked on the 
change-process. While this would enormously simplify our work in that we would not 
have to seek out a cadre of coaches, the suggestion wa.s countered with the observation 
that it is unlikely that most such institutionally-appointed coaches would be in a position 
to help their institutions with the content-side of the goals agenda. In response, it was 
suggested that maybe we need to be thinking in terms of two kinds of coaches -- an 
institutional representative skilled in process-issues, and a more content-oriented person 
that CUE cultivated (folks like Bieler and Gribbetz, Marom). 

4. Working with Institutions: at what level does one begin? 

It was reiterated that forwarding the Goals-agenda does not require beginning at 
the level of "philosophy of education.11 While efforts at the latter level are important for 
Jewish education, in any given institution the process might well begin at other levels. 
Where one begins would need to be decided on a case-by-case basis. 

5. Inventory of outstanding commitments. 

While we did not feel that our enterprise could be shaped by pre-existing 
commitments, these commitments need to be honored; and the challenge is to honor them 
in a way that will forward our own agenda. These outs~ding commitments include the 
following: 

a. 4 seminars in Milwaukee, with the possibility of more intensive work 
with "graduates" of the seminar that meet our standards for participation at 
this next stage. 

b. The Agnon School in Cleveland. 

c. Cleveland's Goals Seminar. 

d. Helping to launch Baltimore's Goals Seminars in the spring (with 
possible additional expectations flowing out of last summer's promises). 
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e. A JCC Camp. 

f. Some kind of support to Toren's efforts in Cleveland to develop a goals
agenda with two congregational programs. 

6. Other interesting possibilities. 

a. The Atlanta JCC Camp. 

b. The Baltimore congregational program. 

c. The new Atlanta Day School. 

E. [PEKARSKY'S TAKE ON] THE SENSE OF THE GROUP: BASIC DECISIONS 

1. Developing capacity is a very high priority and must be at the center of our efforts. 

a. Developing capacity has at least 3 dimensions: the identification and 
cultivation of a cadre of resource-people who will work with us; learning 
more about the narure of the entell)rise through work with what we have 
called prototype instirutions; a cwriculum of study for CIJE staff. 

b. In our first stage, the identification and cultivation of personnel and our 
own learning-curriculum should have a very high priority. We should not 
be quick to take on more than one or two prototype institutions at the very 
beginning. 

11 

2. CUE has promises to keep - particularly to communities that participated in tbe Goals 
Seminar this summer in Jerusalem.. These promises must be kept in ways that will 
forward our broader agenda. 

a. To keep our promises means to launch and/or to participate ~ and/or to 
coordinate local seminars in Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Baltimore~ to 
work in some fashion with Agnon; and to engage in an intensive process 
with institutions that emerge from local seminars as promising candidates 
for intensive work. Institutions that dQ. so emerge would probably qualify 
as "prototype-instirutions." 

b. The impact of keeping these promises, over and beyond our 
maintaining our trustworthiness, will include increased awareness among 
participating institutions of the importance of serious attention to goals; a 
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measure of change among some participating institutions; the 
identification of one or more institutions ready for serious change-efforts; 
a lot of serious learning on our own part. 

3. CUE should design and establish a Center for Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. The Center will conduct and disseminate the results of research 
pertaining to the goals agenda. It will cultivate and make available the 
kinds of expertise that will be useful to institutions and communities 
undertaking a goals-agenda. It will educate varied lay and profession.al 
constituencies concerning the importance and character of a serious goals
agenda. Through such varied activities, it will place the conversation on 
goals at the center of efforts to improve Jewish education. 

b.CIJE's role is to strategize, design, enable, and create th.is Center, which 
will eventually exist in. a loosely coupled relationship to CUE. 

F. GOALS PROJECT WORKPLAN FOR 1995 

1. Building capacity 

a Conceptualizing and planning our own learning-curriculum (Nov.-Dec., 
1994) 

b. Resource persons 

i. Identification of 5 to 20 promising individuals (Dec., '94) 

ii. Recruitment of these individuals (Jan.'95) 

iii. Development of a summer-seminar for these individuals 
(Feb. and March, '95) 

iv. Summer Seminar for CUE staff and for resource 
persons (July '95) 

v. Pair resource-persons with prototype institutions (July, 
'95) 

vi. Winter-seminar with resource-persons (Dec.95) 

c .. Leaming through prototype institutions 

12 
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i. Begin with one or more institutions to which we may 
have preexisting commitments. 
(January-June, '95) 

ii. If and only if we have sufficient personnel after meeting 
requirements of #1, 
identify other institutions. (Summer 195) 

iii. Identify institutional representatives who will work with 
CUE (Summer, '95) and hold seminar with them (Fall, '95) 

2. Honoring outstanding commitments. 

a. Four Milwaukee Seminars (January - May, 1995) 

b. Participation as planners and possibly as resources in the Cleveland 
seminar (Dec.'94 - June '95) 

c. Help launch the Baltimore seminars (spring, '95) 

d. Meet with Agnon to conceptualize and to help them begin to implement 
a goals-agenda. (Jan. - May 1995) 

e. Consult to Toren in his efforts to enter into Goals-focused relationships 
with local educating instirutions. (as needed) 

f. Identifying "prototype-institutions" from among those participating in 
local seminars and/or other institutions - i e., institutions we are prepared 
to work with intensively (June, 1995). Begin work with these institutions 
in September 1995. 

3. Establishment of a Project for the Philosophy of Jewish Education. 

a. Initial conversations between Harvard, Mandel Institute, and CDE. 
(Dec. 1994) 

b. Flesh out conception of the Center, the stages through which it would 
develop, and its initial assignments. (January, 1995) 

c. Develop funding support for the Center. 

13 
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BY THE END OF '95: 

1. We will have identified from 5 to 15 resource-people to work with educating 
institutions and/or communities, and we will have participated with them in a process of 
learning and tooling up. 

2. We will have completed local seminars to which we've committed. 

3. We will have planned and engaged in a curriculum of study designed for CIJE staff 
(and, if timing is right, for some of the individuals identified as resource-people.) 

4. We will have identified one or more prototype institutions> either through the local 
seminars or through other means, and we will have assigned some of our new resource
people to work with these institutions. We will also have begun to work with the person 
designated by these institutions to work with us. 

5. \Ve will have established a Project maybe leading to a Center for the Philosophy of 
Jewish Education. 

DAY TWO: 

SlO 'd 

m. Discussion of the Revised Plan for the Goals Project 

Following the model as proposed by Annette earlier, the participants analyzed the revised 
workplan for the Goals Project in terms of limitations and opportunities for the short and 
long term and CDE's role in making this project successful. 

The main Question is: What capacity does OJE have for fulfilling every aspect of the 
workplan iterated above? What are the limitations in terms of human resources, ti.me, 
and funding? 

A. Human Resources 

Building capacity should be the highest priority in the work of the Goals Project. 
While this may be a time consuming process, the recruitment and training of 
Jewish educators to be "coaches'' to institutions and communities can only benefit 
the work of CDE in fulfilling both our short tenn and long term goals. 

Gail suggested that when working to develop our human resources, we should not 
forget to include the newer generations of Jewish educators in order to truly 
ensure that the process of Building the Profession is addressed in every aspect of 
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CUE work. CUE will bring seasoned educators together with the newer 
generations of Jewish education professionals to train them for the developing 
coaching roles. 

15 

In an analysis of the Goals Project coaches, Danny pointed out that as these 
people begin to take leadership roles in their communities, they will also continue 
to learn. CDE might ultimately create a central training institute for the coaches. 

B. Honoring Commitments 

It was suggested that CDE could combine projects to fulfill existing commitments 
to specific institutions and communities. Additionally, these commitments could 
be used as opportunities to build the leadership base for future Goals Project 
activities. At the same time, the possibility exists that tbis service to communities 
will bring stronger ties between the Council and these .institutions in the future, 
resulting in more commitments on the part of CUE. 

C. In an analysis of all the workplans of CUE, the Goals Project represents only 
one facet of the total activity produced by the Council. The above limitations 
sit within the total work and resource limitations of CUE. 

IV. Community Mobilization (Nessa Rapoport) 

In the work to mobilize community support for Jewish education and create lay 
"champions'' in the field, Nessa suggested that CDE must take a proactive approach. We 
should produce substantive documents and take part in setting the agenda for North 
American Jewry. Inherent in this work, however, lies the tension between setting the 
Jewish communal agenda and publicizing the work of CUE. Both. projects are necessary 
to the success of the overall workplan of the Council. 

A. Models of Creating Lay Leadership in Communities 

How can CIJE engage key Jewish lay leaders in the efforts to transform Jewish 
education in North America? Concurrently, what can CUE offer lay leaders so 
that they feel fulfilled by their involvement? Several models of creating Jay 
leadership were discussed. 

1. Peer Group Model 
· Nessa articulated a model to build lay leadership that arose out of a 
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meeting with Art Rotman. CITE could increase leadership by building 
upon existing peer groups within the world of lay leaders. This could be 
accomplished by making the elite groups accessible to more lay people. 

2. Creative Change Model 
Nessa noted another approach to the creation of lay leadership. As 
suggested by Chuck Ratner, CIJE could draw leaders to the Jewish 
education agenda by proposing creative ideas for the field. By drawing 
attention to the advancement in Jewish education and its effects on Jewish 
life, CIJE could attract and build more support from lay leadership. 

CUE could implement this model through our own Board to engage both 
seasoned leaders and newcomers in the work of the Council. 

B. Community Mobilization as a Building Block of Jewish Education 

Conceived by the Commission, the building block of community mobilization 
plays a significant role in the total CUE Workplan. As we introduce more lay 
leaders into the work of the Council, we must remember to always remember the 
intimate connections between the work of lay leaders to the work of the other 
aspects of CIJE. Because of this link, it may be most productive to concentrate 
our efforts for mobilizing community support and building a group of lay 
"champions'' to leaders who are already affiliated with the Jewish education 
agenda. 

C. Messages 

What points of CIJE do we want to highlight when working to mobilize 
communities? How do we spread the word? Where do these conversations take 
place? It was agreed that ClJE should highlight our research and activities, offer 
models of excellence in Jewish education as examples of our work and goals, and 
bring to light the integral nature of Jewish education to the sustaining of Jewish 
life. 

D. Community Mobilization: Toward the Future 

Alan began the afternoon session with two questions: Where do we see ourselves 
in terms of Community Mobilization for next year? Aie there other parts of 
Community Mobilization that we should discuss? 
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Nessa suggested we need to build the relationship between education 
professionals and lay leaders. We need to develop new models for mobilizing 
communities. She proposed that CUE begin by developing clear visions of what 
we would like to see happening in communities and on a continental level. 

Seymour proposed a multi-pronged strategy for achieving these goals. His plan 
would operate on several levels, addressing short and long term, specific and 
philosophical answers. By generating a variety of approaches, CIJE could offer a 
plan that would cater to many different types of people and communities. 

He noted that some people become involved in Jewish communal life out of a 
sense of pride they feel associated with being Jewish. Others may find using their 
creative skills for the advancement of Jewish culture to be fulfilling. Based on 
these two distinctions, he illustrated the different methods of support CUE could 
provide to lay people for Jewish education and Jewish life as a whole. 

1. The Perpetuation of Jewish Life in North America 

Lay leaders, through their dedication to their communities, and Jewish 
educators, through their teaching, should be working together to ensure 
Jewish continuity in their communities and Jewish educators. CIJE 
should help create places for these conversations to occur. Additionally, 
we should work to spread the success stories of Jewish education. 
Educating those lay people who are proud to be Jewish on why 
contnouting to Jewish education is among the best ways to ,ensure Jewish 
continuity is also part of the work of CDE. Additionally, ie.Jewish 
educators also need educational resources to provide beneY and better 
opportunities for learning. 

2. Sociology of Knowledge 

On the more theoretical side of his proposal, Seymour discussed CIJE's 
ability to promote creative projects that would add to the quality of Jewish 
life in the long term. If given the opportunity, the people involved in this 
work would become major contributors to Jewish life in a way that no one 
is actively pursuing at this time. Part of this work comes from a need to 
inspire Jewish learning on as many levels as possible. By expanding the 
notion of what Jewish life is all about, CIJE can help channel creative 
resources into our work and create more innovative approaches to 
mobilizing communities. 
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To motivate all these different types of people, CIJE must present concise goals. 
Everyone agreed that engaging lay leaders, educators, and other creative thinkers 
is a difficult yet worthwhile task in our work for the future of Jewish living. 

A major task by Nessa is to begin to articulate the Plan for Community 
Mobilization which would incorporate this thinking. 

E. The Policy Brief and Community Mobilization 

The discussion turned toward the immediate with a look at the expected community 
impact of the policy brief on the educational background of Jewish teachers in North 
America. The group advamced strategies for creating the maximum amount of impact 
resulting from the policy brief. A discussion then followed about the long range plans 
for connecting :MEF to increasing community mobilization. 

1. Planning after the GA 

Annette noted that ClJE should expect phone calls from educational institutions 
and communities as a result of the dissemination of the policy brief and the 
expected publicity surrounding personnel She pointed out that this creates an 
enormous opportunity for CIJE to impact education in an immediate way because 
it invites communities to analyze the strengths of their teaching staffs, opening 
possibilities for deeper analysjs of their t:ducational programs. Alan suggested 
that Gail is the best CUE staff member to field these calls as related to personnel 
in our pursuit to turn data into action. 

2. CIJE and our Growing Data Base 

Now that we have begun produce solid data, we need to continue to make it 
accessible to communities as indicators of improvement. The communities 
themselves can decide how they can best improve their educational programs. 

To continue the impact of the data, CIJE will have to enhance our data base by 
creating lists of categories of target groups. By isolating rabbis, schools, etc., we 
can personalize the information to make it more valuable to each targeted group. 
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V. Building the Profession (Gail Dorph) 

A Overview 

Gail opened the discussion, suggesting that a review of plans for the next year should be 
put in the context of a longer term goal for building the profession. She suggested that 
our ultimate goal is to insure that Jewish education is staffed by qualified people, 
knowledgeable in their fields and committed to their work. She suggested that reaching 
this long term goal will require the following: 

1. Recruitment of new people to enter the field. 

2. A change in the structure of the field to support the number and quality of 
full-time professionals required to do this work. 

3 . Concerted efforts to energize the people already in the .field. 

4. Enlarging the group of people who think of themselves as part of the 
teaching force to include Rabbis, community volunteers, and others. 

5. Broader acceptance of the notion that informal education is an integral part 
of this picture. 

In discussion, it was suggested that it would be useful to put nwnbers to the 
goals listed above. For example, if there are now 5,000 people working full ti.me 
in the field of Jewish education, what is our goal? It was also suggested that 
informal education be added to the MEF short term agenda in order that we might 
begin to impact that segmeot of the Jewish education field. 

The notion of personnel may keep our thinking too narrow; we should look at 
this in the context of a profession. Teaching must be made more attractive by 
making the profession more so. This includes issues of salary, benefits, image, 
research, licensing and career ladders. 

We should continue to devise effective methods of training, both pre-service 
and in-service, while at the same time working on developing a supportive 
infrastructW'e. We believe that COE can have an immediate impact on the critical 
in-service front. The Mt step is to show the Jewish community that Jewish 
education is a serious field. 

With the help of an advisory committee, CIJE should work todevelop a fully 
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fleshed out plan for Building the Profession. We should assess what is currently 
being done and select specific areas for early concentration. This would involve 
the development of a matrix identifying all the actors and the various categories 
we wish to impact. We should be careful, however, not to limit ourselves only to 
what is currently being done, but to think creatively about other approaches. 

It was suggested that another way to look at ol.lr ultimate goal for building the 
profession is to seek to have a community of learners and teachers in North 
America. 

B. In-Service Training 

Discussion rumed to concrete thoughts about how CUE could impact current Jewish 
educators. Our staff has particular experience on how to design. and implement programs 
for effective in-service training, but there are few people available to do the work. It was 
suggested that we use the laboratory communities as sites to develop programs and 
demonstrate their effectiveness toward energizing the field. CIJE should help to translate 
this work into a generic approach which can be implemented elsewhere. CIJE's role 
should be to help design a demonstration, to create models which can be replicated 
elsewhere, and to make these available to other communities. 

The Biggest Problem is training capacit?, 
One area in which CDE can have an impact 1s in attracting qualified people to work as 
consultants in individual communities in order to move in-service training ahead quickly. 
Another CIJE contribution should be to identify best practices in the area of in-service to 
serve as models for the development of new programs. 

CIJE's role during 1995 should be to work on building capacity. We might approach the 
seminaries, colleges of Jewish studies, and selected secular colleges and universities 
about developing programs for training people to serve as trainers of current educators. 
Alternatively, CIJE might work itself to create a national center of in-service training at 
which the training of trainers might be undertaken. 

It was suggested that CIJE should declare its commitment to the principle of quality. We 
should articulate through documents, workshops, and meetings the centrality of quality 
and content to in-service training. 

An immediate issue is how CDE can be helpful to communities in response to the GA 
presentation on the results of the educators survey. How can CIJE tum up the heat on the 
need for in-service training, provide guidance on its implementation and not spread our 
own staff too thin in the process? Perhaps we can help each community to develop its 
own plan for action, keeping in mind the necessity for quality and continuity in whatever 
program is offered. 

--
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RESPONDING TO TIIE POLICY BRIEF 

The group turned to how, specifically, CUE should be prepared to respond to the 
demands communities might make as a result of the policy brief and Adam Gamoran's 
report at the GA. 

It was suggested that desired outcomes of the presentation include the following: 

1. CUE should be seen as a (or the) leader for change in Jewish education. 

2. People should see that Jewish educators are unprepared for their work to a degree 
which is unacceptable. 

3. They should leave with the feeling that there are constructive responses to this 
problem in the fonn of systematic, coherent in-service education. 

Communities can be advised to take a close look at their own situations, and can be 
offered the use of the CUE assessment tool for this process. They should be encouraged 
to identify local deficits and find local resources which can be applied to in-service 
training, with advice from CIJE on how to proceed with both of these steps. CIJE can 
prepare written materials in advance which speak to these issues. 

CUE might sponsor regional conferences to work with the lay and professional leaders of 
educational institutions, as well as their rabbis, to identify the issues and begin to develop 
interventions. 

Communities can be advised to do the following: 

1. Locate a person locally who can facilitate in-service education. (CIJE might provide 
a job description for this person.) 

2. Send that person to a program for the training of teacher educators. (CIJE should 
design such a program or work with one or more training institutions to do so. 

3. Set up local in-service programs. (Regional conferences might use someone such as 
Sarah Lightfoot to talk about moving from vision to in-service.) 

4. Establish new hiring standards and practices to be applied to all new educators into 
the system. 
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Other models which ClJE might follow include the following: 

1. Identify one community in which to invest heavily in in-service education. Build a 
macro-attack in that community. CDE might work directly with the community or the 
community might hire someone to work under CIJE's guidance. 

2. Identify one or several schools (defined as day schools, supplementary schools, 
JCC's, camps) to serve as "lead schools" and develop them into models. 

3. Organize an in-service series to take place over a period of three weeks throughout 
the year,to be run by training institutions or centers. It was suggested that CIJE's role in 
all of this is to serve as architect. We should help with the planning, help to identify seed 
money, and provide guidance as communities do the work. 

This portion of the meeting concluded with the follo"'i",ing questions: 

1. How much of our total building the profession energy should go into in-service 
training in 1995? 

2. Are we letting the policy brief drive our agenda? If so, is that what we want? 

3. Does this move our own agenda forward? 

It was agreed that these and other questions remain on the table for future discussion. 


